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Abstract 

We propose an approach, together with specific underlying techniques and a system to 

support these, for eliciting mcdeis of software development processes. Software process 

elicitation involves: gathering process information fiom the agents involved in a 

development process, fkom documents, and through observation; modeling this 

information; and v e r m g  that the model built is consistent and complete. 

The elicited models can be used in process assessment and for identifymg improvement 

opportunities, which could lead to improvement in product quality, delivery and costs. 

Process rnodels can also be used for other purposes, such as measurement of software 

products and processes; insertion of software tools in development processes; training 

new developers on the overall development tasks; project planning; risk assessment; 

software process guidance and automation; etc. 

In our approach, process information is gathered fkom different sources, and the separate 

descriptions (called viavs) are merged - after ensuring their consistency and 

completeness -- to form the entire model. Our hypothesis is that models built fiom 

information gathered fiom multiple views are of higher quality than those built without 

consideration for such views. The techniques underlying our approach inchde: (1) 

planning for elicitation; (2) eliciting the dif3erent views; (3) checkhg for intra-view 

consistency; (4) i d e n m g  common cornponents across views; (5) merging the views; (6) 

checking for the overail model quality; and (7) m o d w g  the model if necessary. The 

thesis demonstrates these features through usage scenarios of the system, called Y-elicit. 

The underlying techniques, together with the supporting V-elicit system, constitute a 

novel contribution in the software process fieId. 

The validation of o u  approach is demonsbated through five case studies and a 

comparison with tools described in the literature. These studies show that V-elicit: (i) 

helps develop process models of superior quality (in texms of coverage); (ii) is more t h e  



consurning for developing models, but this t h e  can be reduced by concurrent view 

development (involving multiple elicitors); and (5) supports more elicitation tasks than 

do cornpetitive tools- 



Résumé 

Dans cette thèse, nous proposons une approche pour l'extraction de processus de 

développement de logiciels, ainsi que des techniques spécinques et un système supportant 

cette approche. L'extraction de processus logiciels inclut la collection d'infomation sur le 

processus, la modélisation de cette information, et la vérification que ce modèle est 

consistant et complet. L'information requise est obtenue des agents impliqués dans le 

processus, dans la documentation existantes, et par des observations. 

Les modèles extraits peuvent être utilisés dans l'évaiuation des processus et de leurs 

améliorations possibles, pouvant conduire à une amélioration au niveau de la qualité des 

logiciels, de leurs coûts, et de leur temps de développement. Les modèles peuvent aussi 

être utilisés à d'autres fins, comme par exemple la mesure des processus et des logiciels; 

Ilinsertion d'outils dans le processus de développement; la formation de nouveaux 

employés sur les différentes tâches de développement; la plaaincation de projets; 

l'évaluation de risque; I'encadrement et l'automatisation du processus; etc. 

Dans notre approche, l'information est obtenue de sources différentes, et les différentes 

descriptions (appelées vues), après vérification qu'elles sont consistantes et complètes, 

sont fusionnées pour former le modèle complet. Notre hypothèse est que les modèles 

construits à partir d'information provenant de plusieurs vues sont de plus haute qualité que 

ceux construits sans considération de ces différentes vues. Les techniques supportant 

notre approche incluent: (1) la planification du processus d'extraction; (2) l'obtention des 

différentes vues; (3) la vérification que l'idormation dans chaque vue est consistante; (4) 

l'identification des composantes communes entre les vues; (5) la fusion des vues; (6) la 

vérification de la qualité globale du modèle; et (7) la modification du modèle si 

nécessaire. Cette thèse démontre ces techniques à travers des scénarios d'utilisation de 

notre système, appelé V-elicit. Ce système et les techniques supportées sont une nouvelle 

contribution dans le domaine des processus de développement de logiciels. 



La validation de notre approche est démontrée par cinq études de cas et la comparaison 

avec les outils décrits dans la littérature. Ces études montrent que V-elicit: (i) aide à 

développer des modèles de qualité supérieure (en terme de couverture); (ii) demande pius 

de temps pour développer des modèles, mais que ce temps peut être réduit en développant 

les vues en parallèle (plusieurs personnes travaillant à cette extraction); et (iii) supporte 

un plus grand éventail de tâches reliées à l'extraction de modèles que les autres systèmes 

comparables. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 

Tt is widely recognized that the development of software is often plagued with quality 

problems, late delivery and cost over-runs [Gib94]. Kitson and Masters -31 report 

that, f?om the SEI process assessments carried out between 1987 and 199 1, 8 1% of the 

organizations assessed were at level 1 on their 5-level Capability Mahuity ~ o d e l ' ,  and 

12% were assessed at leveI 2. 

In order to improve sohvare development capability, one should improve software 

development processes WeH891. By £i,?ü.ng the defects only in the software systems leads 

to short term product improvements. By fixing the problems in the processes, it cm lead 

to defect prevention, and thus to long term product quality, tirnely delivery of systems, 

and development within budgets. One of the fïrst steps in process Mprovement, however, 

is to have visibility into the existing processes EeH89, Mad9 1, Nej9 1, OiB92, KTL92, 

Hurn93, McB93, PSV94, TSK951, so as to simplify problem detection and analysis of 

changes an organization needs to make for improvement. 

One way to obtain such visibility is to build a descrbtive (or as-is) model of the process 

concerned, by eliciting appropriate process infamation. Such a mode1 forms a blueprint 

of the process concerned and is a concrete basis for making process improvernents. 

A process model is represented explicitly, using forma1 descriptions of the tasks 

performed, when they are performed, entry/exit critena, the aaifacts produced and 

consumed (e-g., requirements, design, code, etc.), the technical procedures and tools used 

' CMM PCC931: Ir is a model with 5 levers of maturity, and is used to assess an organization's capability to 
develop software, and to guide it in irnproving its processes. At level 1, the productivity and quality of 
software are Iow, and the schedules are missed. As the organization matures to upper levels, productivity 
and quality increase and schedules are more on target. At leveI 2, some techniques are introduced to help 
achieve these goals, for exarnple requirements management, software quality assurance, configuration 
management, and project planning and tracking. A key criterion to be at level 3 is to have the software 
development processes defined. At leveI 4, projects are managed quantitatively, and at level5, processes are 
improved continuously. 



to produce the artifacts, the structure of the artifacts, the agents responsible for each task, 

etc. Overall, the elicitation process, through which a process model is built, encompasses 

the following key activities: planning, gathering data, modeling, analysis, and validation 

-41 - 

Once a process rnodel has been built, it can be used for a number of purposes: process 

assessrnent with respect to software quality, development costs and schedules w B 9 3 ,  

Nej951; measurement of software products and processes W B 9 2 ,  Pfl93, Vis94, LHR95, 

BDT961; insertion of software tools in development processes [BMH96]; training new 

developers on the overall development tasks @3uK89]; project planning [Ke191]; rïsk 

assessrnent Pro951; software process guidance and automation [Fer93, BEM94, BGR94, 

ScW95, BNF96, BHM97, NWC97, Su097, BeK98, DEA981; etc. It is therefore 

important that the process model is of high quality (consistent, complete, and accurate). 

Note that this process-oriented approach, for improving software quaiity, costs and 

deliverability, is complementary to that of building new methods/techniques/toois for 

software development, such as object-oriented design methods and CASE tools. 

Typically, a development process uses these methods and tools, and the process model 

should show where and how these are used in the process. 

1.1 Problem definition and research hypothesis 

Many researchers have proposed general approaches for eliciting process models. In some 

cases (-85, MHH94, BFL95]), the approach identifies and describes the general 

steps to be performed (e.g., planning the elicitation process, gathering information, 

analyzing rnodel, etc.). In other cases ([KeH89, Rom93, McB93]), the dynarnics of the 

core elicitation steps is provided, typically as an iterative approach: in each cycle, 

iiiconsistencies from the previous cycle are resolved, and fürther details are added to the 

model. Such iterations are performed h l  a model is satisfactory. Other elicitation 

approaches focus on the model to be produced, by providing guidance on the types of 



information to be gathered, and the order in which each type should be elicited (e-g., £ïrst 

elicit product information, then activity information, and fïnally resource information) 

[Kaw92, Gal92, ADH94, BDT961. W e  these approaches are a good starting point, they 

are intuitive and rely on elicitors to build quaiity models, Additionai technical support is 

required to ensure that the models will be of hi& quality. In the approaches above, such 

support is rather iimited. 

An important issue for process elicitation is that, ofien there isn't a single person who 

knows the complete process tpeG93, Rom93, Ver961. A recent case study carried out by 

Siddiqui [Sid97] indicates that agents performing a process rnay not have a common 

understanding of a process and, consequently, they lack visibility into the artifacts 

produced by the process and the activities carried out, by as much as 50-75%. Other 

intuitive observations also suppoa the results of this case study pNR90, SaW94, SKV95, 

EsB951. 

In order to elicit a complete process model, it is thus important to obtain information fkom 

multiple sources (such as different agents, project documentation, observations, etc.). The 

partial descriptions of a process obtained fiom different sources are c d e d  views. 

WhiIe utilizing multiple sources for process information can lead to quality models, this 

approach is not without impediments. In particular, different agents may give inconsistent 

or conflicting information about the same process EeH89, Rom93, Fra93, SKV95, 

Ver963. For example, the terrninology used can be different; some process components 

might be missing in some views; development tasks might not be grouped in the same 

way into activities at higher levels of abstraction; level of details given might be different; 

etc. Process documentation might also give inconsistent and incomplete information 

m 9 4 ,  Rom93, Vot931. Such inconsistencies can affect the quality of the elicited 

process rnodel. 



Until now, the elicitation approaches proposed in the literature have generally not deait 

with the problem of multiple views and inconsistencies across them, leaving it to the 

eticitor to resolve them. One exception to this is the work by Verlage Wer961, who has 

proposed techniques to help detect simiIarities and inconsistencies between two views, 

but the inconsistency resolutïon and view mergkg processes are not supported. 

Unfortunately, the elicitor may not detect all the conflicts and inconsistencies (especially 

when the same mode1 component is involved in multiple inconsistencies), or may not 

analyze appropriately the alternatives for resolving the inconsistencies. Besides, the 

manual approach can be prohibitively time consunhg and costly. 

The goal of this thesis research is thus to develop a coherent set of techniques and 

technical support for systematically eliciting software process models using multiple 

sources of information. Our research hypothesis here is that such a view-based approach 

(and its technical support) to eliciting software process models would result in hi& 

quality rnodels, especiaily in terms of their completeness. Such models would form a 

stronger baseline for process analysis and improvement. 

1.2 Technical approach and assumptions 

The general elicitation approach taken is to first plan the elicitation process and identifj 

the sources of Soma t ion  necessary for a proper coverage of the process being elicited. 

Then, models are built fiom each source of Sonnation independently, and are 

represented internaily as entity-relationship diagrams @?en89, Ga192, ADH941. Such 

p&ial models (or vietvs) are al1 checked separately for &mal consistency, using 

constraints specîfîed in first-order logïc @3eT93]. 

The full process mode1 is a combination of al l  the views. The process of combining them 

starts with an identification of sirnilar components across the views (a technique adapted 

fiom the requirement engineering area [LeF91]). Then, discrepancies among them (i-e., 

what is not similar) are found and resolved. Finally, views are rnerged into one process 



model. Such a h a l  model is checked for consistency, validated by different people 

involved in the process being elicited, and checked against development policies for 

feedback purposes. 

We have made our approach flexible by letting the elicitor decide on the type of 

information to be modeled, and to spec* what constitutes an inconsistency in a rnodel or 

a view (through the specifïcation of constraints in fist-order logic). 

This approach and the set of techniques meet our goal of providing support for 

systematically eliciting software process models using multiple sources of information. 

Tool support has also been developed for each of these techniques, in a system cailed 

"V-elicit". 

Throughout the development of these techniques, we have built upon existing concepts 

and tools where possibIe. Table 1 shows which foreign cornponents have been utilized at 

both the conceptuai and implementation Ievels (with appropriate adaptations in the case of 

the concepts), for each of the key features in our approach. An empty cell indicates an 

entirely new feature. 

The technical choices were driven by the foUowing assumptions: 

Al .  A process model c m  be specified using an entity-relationship diagrm. 

A2. Using entity-relationship diagrams allows the elicitor to define the types of 

information a mode1 should contain. 

A3. By using a language based on fist-order logic, one can define what an inconsistency 

is (inside a single view or model), and the inconsistency verification c m  then be 

automated. 

A4. The identification of similar components across views can be partly automated 

throiigh the computation of a similarity score across the components. 

AS. By a careful identification of types of inconsistencies across views, and their 

possible solutions, the view merging process cm be automated using the solutions 

provided by the elicitor. 



A6. By using a language based on fkst-order logic, one can formally describe 

developrnent policies, and their verifkation on a given model can be automated. 

These assumptions are vaiîdated later in this thesis (see Sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.5)- 

Features of out 

1 notation and storage 

View / model 
visualization and 
editing, and overall 
user interface 1 Constraint checkhg 

Identification of 

Discrepancy detection 

Mode1 representation using 1 OBST [CRS921 - an 
entity-relationship diagarns object-oriented 

Utilized at conceptual ievel Utilized at 
imdemen tation Ievel 

pen89, Gai92, ADH941 
Structurecf text-based editing of 
models -41 
generating graphitai 
representation in Dotty [CDP95] 

Table 1 - Concepts and tools utilized in the development of V-elicit 

database 
X-elicit @HEEU41 
Dotty[KoN96] 
Motif [HeF94] 

a First-order logic constraints for 
capturing business mles PeT931 
Heuristics for matching d e s  in 
different software requirement 
descriptions PeF9 1 J 

1.3 Research method 

- -- 

Our general research approach has been one of theory and tool building followed by 

experimental research for validating the tool and techniques developed. Throughout this 

research process, the ideas underlying V-elicit have also been discussed with other 

researchers and practitioners in the field. 

We first listed the requirements and separated them into the diEerent elicitation phases. 

We then developed a user-definable modeling schema (Le., notation to be used in the 

models and views). Techniques for each elicitation phase have been developed separately. 

For each phase, we fist looked at existing @ut smail) processes, for understanding the 



problems and developing solutions. We also looked for existing concepts or 

could be utilized (My,  partly, or with adaptation). The techniques developed 

were then implemented and tested individually. 

toois that 

. this way 

Finally, the overd  approach has been validated and compared with other approaches and 

tools through case studies and literature cornparison. To this end, we have used weli 

known techniques for experimental design [FeP97] (including the use of GQM paW84] 

for identi-g the rnetrics to be used) and for data analysis (two-way ANOVA foilowed 

by Student-Newman-Keuls range test @3c93], Friedman test pan90]). 

1.4 Key results, and originality statement 

The key results of our research are both the set of techniques covering ali phases of the 

multi-view elicitation process, and the tool supporthg such techniques. To our 

knowleàge, none of the existing elicitation approaches and tools provide such a 

comprehensive set of techniques for dealing with view-based elicitation. More 

specifïcally, the techniques for i d e n t w g  discrepancies across views, for heIphg in their 

resohtion, for merging the views, and for checking a mode1 against development policies, 

are new. 

1.5 Organization of thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter Two discusses related work, 

Chapter Three presents the requirements for a view-based elicitation system. Chapter Four 

describes a user-definable modeling schema which dictates the content and structure of 

process models. Chapter Five describes the elicitation process through an example. 

Chapter Six gives algorithrnic details for the techniques used to support elicitation. 

Chapter Seven describes the validation of our approach through case studies and literature 

comparisons. Finally, Chapter Eight concludes this thesis. 



Chapter Two - Related work 

In this chapter, we first describe some background on software process models. The 

second subsection describes several efforts on software process elicitation, and the 

approaches taken. We then discuss the research advance in the area of views and view- 

based modeling. The last section siimmarizes related work, and puts our work into 

context. 

2.1 Background on process models 

Aprocess is "a set of partially ordered steps intended to reach a goal" FeH931. In the case 

of a software development process (or simply sofiware process), the goal is the 

development or enhancement of the software products or systems. This process can be 

described formally in a software process model. 

The following types of items are usually represented in a process model: FeH93, 

CK0921 

process step: an atomic action of a process that has no e x t e m m  visible substructure. 

process elernent (or activity): any component of a process (cm be a single process step 

or a very large part of the process containing multiple steps). 

artifad: a product created or modified by the enactment of a process element. 

agent: an actor (human or machine) who performs a process element 

role: a coherent set of process elements to be assigned to an agent as a unit of 

hc t ional  responsibility. 

Sometimes; such information is modeled fiom different perspectives. For example, the 

following three perspectives are provided in the Statemate modeling language KeH891: 

functional, behavioral, and organizutional. 



The finctional perspective represents what is done, Le., the set of activities performed, 

their decomposition into sub-activities or process steps, and the artifacts produced or used 

by these activities. Figure 1 shows the hct ional  perspective of a review process2, using 

the dataflow diagram notation (with multiple levels of abstraction on the same diagram). 

The review activity contains three steps: preparation, meeting, and writing report. It 

interacts with the document production activity. The mows labeled document, notes, 

feedback and report are the artifacts produced at various times by the activities. 

Information and checkiist are provided by the external entities "user" and "SQA" 

respectiveiy. The output of the entire process is the validated document. 

.--..-.. - chec' 
SQA :- 

............ -.. 
; infor- 

: User && .............. 

project 

ist 
\ \ 

\ review \ 
\ \ 

lent \ \ 

preparation m\ 
v idated 
d cument :.........,,.? 

I user f 
......-+...-a 

Figure 1 - Functional perspective of a review process 

The information related to when and how the activities are performed is represented in the 

behmioral perspective. For example, the ordering of the activities d e h e d  in Figure 1 is 

shown in Figure 2. The arrows represent the precedence relationship arnong activities. 

Such arrows may have conditions specified on it (e-g., "need modifications"), indicating 

when such path should be taken during process execution. 

' This review process is described in [Pre97]. 



document production 1. need rnodïfkations 

h 
1. 

modifications 

Figure 2 - Behavioral perspective of a review process 

The way agents are grouped into tearns and the communication channels between the 

agents are represented in the organizatio~zal perspective. An example of this perspective 

is given in Figure 3, showing the roles and teams involved in the process, the verbal 

communication arnong h m ,  and how the artifacts (dashed boxes) are handled: the initial 

information to the analyst is provided verbdy; the document is saved in a file ("IO") and 

a hard copy is passed to the review team ("hand canïed"); intemal review artifacts 

(checklist, notes, and feedback) are on paper ("hand carried"); and the final report is 

written to a file ("IO") and sent back to the analyst by e-mail. Notice that such a graph 

does not present any information regarding the sequence of the tasks and communication: 

this is provided in the behavioral perspective above (Figure 2). 

project team 

review team development team 

i infornation ; - -..--.--.---: 

Figure 3 - Organizational perspective of a review process 



A software process model is the union of all these perspectives. Yet, other perspectives 

could include actor dependency TyuM941, informational and quantitative [CK092]. 

There exists many notational paradigms for encoding and representing software process 

models. Examples are : aigorithmic programming languages (as in APPL/A), state- 

transition diagrams (as in Statemate), Petri Nets (as in FUNSOFT Nets), de-based 

languages (as in Marvel), etc. [CK092]. 

The choice of the modeling language to be used is driven by the intended use of the 

model. Curtis et-al. have identified the followiag five primary objectives (or uses) of a 

process model [CK092] : 

facilirate human understanding and communication: The software process can be large 

and cornplex, and managers and participants may have cWïculties having a grasp on its 

entire performance. Having a model of the process helps in understanding the process, 

and communicating it to the people involved. It can also help in training new 

participants. 

support process improvement: A model can be used for analyzing a software process, 

and i d e n t w g  improvement opportunitties. Once potential changes are identified, the 

model can also be used for assessing the impact of the change. Simulation of the model 

can be used for this purpose. 

support process management: The plan of the software project cm be based on a 

process model. The manager can reuse parts of the models fiom previous projects, for 

the new project. This plan can then be used to control the software project. Check- 

points and measurement points can be identified in the process model. 

automate process guidance: A model c m  provide guidance to the process performers 

about the tasks to be done next, the tools to be used, the available documents, etc. 

automate execution support: In an environment, a model can be used to control the 

behavior in the development process. The ordering of the different steps can be 

enforced by v e e g  which steps cm be performed next, fiom a given state of the 



process. Some of the tasks can also be automated, such as collecting measurement 

data. 

As one can see, the goal of process improvement is only one of the many possible uses of 

a process model. Thus, our research goal of developing techniques and technical support 

for eliciting software process models could have an impact on a number of different areas 

in the software process field. 

2.2 Related work on software process elicitation 

Several efforts have been made in industry on modeling software processes, especiaily in 

those organizations seekîng to achieve level 3 (defined) on the SEI Capabiiity Maturity 

Model. Table 2 gives some examples of such modehg efforts. The identified authors 

describe the benefits of madeling processes, as well as some lessons leamed. 

Author(s) 
Frailey 
Favaro 

Drew 

TabIe 2- Example efforts in industry on modeling software processes 

Carr, Dandekar, 
Perry 
Tanaka, 
Sakamoto, et.ai 

Many researchers have also attempted to elicit small-scale process rnodels, often as a way 

to validate their modeling languages or approaches. Others have presented elicitation 

approaches. These works are summarized in Table 3, and the ones providing an elicitation 

approach are discussed below. 

Organization 
Texas Instruments 
European Space 
Agency 
Paramax 
AT&T 

OMRON 
Corporation 

Description 
building a corporate-wide mode1 
establishing an European Space Software 
Development Environment (ES SDE) 
~rocess definition 

Reference 
Fra9 1 ] 
Fav921 

iDre931 
process architecture and interfaces 

software process imp, rovement 

[CDP95] 

USK951 





Sommerville et.al. 

Organization 
(if tried in industry) 

italtel and Bntish Airways 

Flight Dynarnics Division of 
NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (done by 
Briand et.al. [BMS95]) 
Robert Bosch GmbH 

Nonvegian banking 
software house 

Elicitation 
approach 

by iterations on 
levels of abstraction 

not described 

by type of 
information 

not described 

levels of abstraction 
automatic fiom 
event data 
by views 
by gathenng and 
analysis of views 

by gathering, 
analyzing, and 
merging views, and 
validation against 
given constraints 

Process modeling 
laquage l tool used 
h i t e  state machines 
tnd SLANG 

WP-L 

EPOS 

none specified 

none specified 
WP-L 

Table 3 - Research efforts in eliciting process models 

Notational paradigm 
(*) 

- events and triggers 
- state transitions rrnd petri-nets 
- data modeling 
- AI languages and approaches 
- data modchg 

- Al languages and approaches 
- control flow 
- forma1 languages 
- object modelinp, 
- object modeling 
- precedence networks 
- AI languages and approaches 
- object modeling 
-- 

--- 
- AI languages and approaches 
- control flow 
- formal languages 
- object modehg 
- systems analysis and design 
- data modeling 

- 

* Notational paradigm: basis of the notation used, as described in [CK092] (Table 2) 

[Co W 951 



Some researchers just present the types of information that can be elicited, and their 

o r d e ~ g  Baw92, Gal92, AD-4, BDT9q. This kind of information can be usefiil when 

gathering process data, especidy at the fiont-end of the elicitation process. 

In an early IBM study on process modeling, Radice et-al. -851 described six phases 

for process model elicitation and process improvement. The phases related to elicitation 

are: planning, on-site study (interviews), and analysis. After each day of interview, the 

elicitation team should analyze the i n t e ~ e w s  and evaluate the process. Guidelines for 

interviewhg the process participants were provided. 

More recently, Kellner and Hansen EeH89] have used rounds of i n t e ~ e w s ,  with each 

iteration yielding more details in the descriptions. Each iteration formed a basis for 

validating the model fiom the previous iteration and manually reconchg  conflicts. 

In the context of NASA processes, Rombach Born931 first captured the dBerent views 

and modeled them, and then reviewed and modified the models until alI conflicts were 

resolved. The consistency analysis across views was carried out manually. 

In WcB931, McGowan and Bohner present some elicitation steps, including preparation, 

conduethg interviews and constructing models. They first build a model, and then iterate 

between reviewing and refining the model, in order to obtain a model that reflects the 

actuai process. They also present steps to improve the process using that model. Their 

description of the steps to be performed is abstract. 

In a joint process improvement effort between CEFREL and Italtel, Bandinelli 

et.aI.pFL951 have defined three elicitation phases: knowledge elicitation, formalization, 

and model review and assessment. The main idea is to perform those phases in sequence, 

backtracking to previous phases when more information in the model is needed. 



The above researchers have used specific notations and tools to represent process models, 

but the general paradigm for elicitation is that of iterating until the elicited mode1 is 

satisfactory. The base criteria for completeness is often ensuring that the various process 

attributes (such as inputs, outputs, resources, entry/exit criteria, etc.) are fdied with 

appropriate values fiom the process being modeled. 

A detailed elicitation method has been descnbed by lMadhavji et.aI. -41. This 

method, called Elicit, has the following steps: understand the organizational environment, 

d e h e  objectives, plan the elicitation strategy, develop process models, validate process 

models, analyze process models, post-analysis, and packaging. They have also developed 

a tool to capture and organlze textual process information in a hierarchical format. This 

organized information is then translated into a graphical model using tools such as 

Statemate. This approach helps in the early (more intuitive) phases. The Elicit approach 

has been applied to industrial-scale models, aithough it does not have automated 

supported for dealing with multiple sources of process information. 

There have also been some other proposds for elicitation methods, but as yet they have 

not been used (tested) extensively. For example, Sa and Warboys [SaW94] propose a 

method where a collection of abstract objects is defined fist ,  and then each object is 

refined to the next level of abstraction. m e r  the rekement, they check the consistency of 

the information with the previous level. Each newly defined object can then in tuni be 

refined. This stepwise refinement is terminated when one reaches a satisfactory level of 

detail. 

AIso, Cook and Wolf [CoW95] have presented an approach and specific techniques for 

automatic generation of descriptive process models fiom event data collected fiom a 

process. They describe and compare three inference methods: R.l.Net, Ktail, and Markov. 

This can be used for giving a specific execution thread of the process, but not the overall 

model. 



Some view-based methods have also been proposed in the fiterature- For example, 

Verlage Per96-J has proposed the foliowing steps for eliciting a mode1 fiom dzerent 

views: independent modeiing of views, detecting shnilarities between views, detecting 

inconsistencies between views, and merging views. A similarity analysis function, based 

on the semantics in the MVP modeling language, helps iden t iwg  the common elements 

across views. A tentative set of consistency rules c m  be applied to detect inconsistencies 

between two views. The choice of the rules to be applied depends on the relationships 

between the two views (i-e., how much they overlap). The merences in the abstraction 

hierarchies are not resolved: each hierarchy is kept separately. This research is at an early 

stage, and full implementation and validation of the approach is still pending. 

A second view-based approach is proposed by Sommerville et-al. [SKV95]. M e r  

i d e n t w g  and defining the viewpoints, appropriate questions are generated for eliciting 

process information fiom different viewpoints. Separate models are then built, but they 

are not merged. They just propose to manage the interfaces between the viewpoints. In 

this approach, the information gathering step is well defined, but there is no technique for 

subsequent steps. 

In [TuM96], Turgeon and Madhavji describe their early work on view-based process 

elicitation. This thesis, in fact, builds on the ideas and concepts in the paper, and 

represents an operational body of work which has undergone significant test cases and 

comparative analysis. 

Most of the elicitation methods proposed above, although providing good advice on how 

to elicit process models, do not use a systematic approach and rigorous techniques for 

such a task. Also, only few of them have dealt with the problem of views. They generally 

let the elicitor resolve the inconsistencies across views, or propose to keep the views 

separate and manage the interface between them oniy. We believe that for the purpose of 

a common understanding of the development process, such inconsistencies need to be 

resolved, and that automated support should be provided for such a task. 



Notice that other process-based software development environments and executable 

process modeling languages could also be used for software process elicitation, even 

though such a possibility was not indicated in the literature, They permit a user to specifjr 

a model in a given language, which is a goal of the elicitation process. Such tools include: 

Adele-Tempo PEM941, APEL IpEA981, JIL and Little-JIL [Su097,WLM98], Merlin 

[ScW95], Oz PeK981, Process Wise / Process Web PGR94, GrW961, and others. 

2.3 Related work on view modeling 

Many researchers have expressed the need for people-related views when visuaiizing a 

process model [Pen89, Dei92, JaM94, EsB95, LHR95-j. Suggestions include that ody  the 

relevant or localized information should be shown, at the level of details tliat are needed. 

For example, a designer may prefer to see the details of hisher work on@, but a manager 

may need a broader range of information (covering many phases) at a higher level of 

abstraction. 

Other researchers have pointed out the need to use different views when eliciting a 

process model Pom.93, SKV95, Ver96, TuM96J. These are described in the previous 

subsection, with their specific elicitation approaches and techniques. 

Finkelstein et.al. have proposed a structure for describing views cailed "Viewpoint" 

m 9 2 ] .  Their Viewpoint allows one to descnbe the work of different people, using 

dBerent notations. The core part (specification) is related to the product itself, but the 

process is also described in a "work plan". Inconsistencies within and across viewpoints 

are dealt with, but these inconsistencies are only in the product that is built, not in the 

process description. In [FGH93], they have described how to find the inconsistencies, and 

handle them. Their algorithm is to fïrst map different representations into a cornmon 

schema, and then use first-order logic notation to specfi what an inconsistency is, and 

what to do when one is found. 



In [ACF96], Avrilionis, C m ,  and Fernstrom have described a view-based approach to 

the model evolution, that permits one to analyze and rnodify a part of a model only 

(view). Because views are less complex and smaller in scope than models, this analysis 

and modification process becomes easier. A model is &st decomposed into its constituent 

views, and the interfaces arnong them are clearly identined. The views c m  then be 

modified, and recombined into the entire model using transformation steps specified by 

the user. Their mechanism, caiied "OPSIS", supports process modeling languages based 

on Petri-net notation. 

2.4 Summary and analysis 

To recap, in Section 2.1 we ~sîarted by describing the expected output of the software 

process elicitation task: the process model itself, and the information it contains. We have 

also s h o w  the multiple purposes of a software process model. The other sections 

described the related work on elicitation and on view modeling. 

As we have seen in section 2.2, there have been many process mode1 elicitation efforts. 

The methodological approaches taken are often deficient in the way they deal with 

multiple sources of information. Specificaliy, none of the elicitation approaches, to our 

knowledge, provide a comprehensive set of techniques for dealing with views and 

inconsistencies across the views. These inconsistencies are resolved manually and 

intuitively. Also, in some cases -85, McB93, JbEW94, BFL951, while elicitation 

steps are described (e.g., planning, information gathering, and modeling), there is not 

much technological suppoa available during these steps. Similarly, general steps have 

also been presented for view-based elicitation Bom93, Ver961, but with b t e d  concrete 

technological support. Thus, in our research, our goal was to explore view-based methods 

further and provide technological support for them. 



Where techniques and tools were available for information gathering steps -4, 

SKV95, CoW951, we reused these as appropriate, permitting us to focus on the 

technicaily challenging parts of synthesizing a model based on multipie views. 

In summary then, our research focuses on the problem of eliciting process views fiom 

multiple sources, finding and resolving inconsistencies across a set of views, merging 

them into a final model, and checking the quality of that model. SpecSc technoiogical 

support is described to solve this problem. 



Chapter Three - System requirements and their rationale 

The technological support for view-based elicitation entaïIs identification of a core set of 

requirements that the suppoaing system should satisfy. In this chapter, we describe such 

core requirements (RI - RIO), together with their rationale. These requirements have 

been separated in two categories: the f i s t  one contains requirements reiated to the 

modeling notation and structure, and the second one describes the elicitation tasks the 

system should support or automate. 

Modeling notation and structure 

RI: We should be abIe to enter process information, obtained fiom different sources, 

separately into the system, and maintain it as separate entities. 

rationale: The information fiom each view should be kept separately because we ÿrrill 

need to know "who said what" when finding and resolving the inconsistencies 

across views. It may be usefùi to keep the separate pieces of information as 

references even after the whole mode1 has been elîcited so that they can be 

revisited in fiiture revisions to the model. 

R2: The type of process information to be gathered should be user-definable. 

rationale: Different organizations (or even different projects within an organization) may 

not use process models in the same way. For example, one organization may 

want to use a process model for guiding a new project, and thus needs 

information related to the activities to be performed, their inputs and outputs, 

-and their ordering. On the other hand, another organization may want to use a 

pracess modei to assess the throughput in the process, and thus will need to 

capture specific product and process metrics at particular points on the model. 



R3: The scope of information (in terms of their types) that c m  be provided by each source 

of information or view should be user-deriable. 

rationale: In the same project, all the sources may not be able to provide the same kind of 

information. For example, a programmer may not be aware of the cost 

associated to his/her activities. Thus each view needs to be tailored to suit the 

specific context- 

Elicitation tasks supported or automated 

R4: The tool should be able to ver* the individual views separateiy, for iatra-view 

consistency. 

rationale: Examples of inconsistencies within a view are: inputs to an activity are 

missing; an activity depends on the result of another one in the same view, but 

starts before the termination of the latter activiîy; etc. If the information in a 

given view is not consistent, the h a 1  model is also likely to be inconsistent. 

While it is possible to check the fuial model at the end, it is Iess efficient to do 

so on large models. Also, trying to merge inconsistent views c m  result in 

making bad decisions related to the resolution of inconsistencies across views. 

R5: The tool should help ident* process elements that are cormnon amongst the different 

views. 

rationale: Due to the fact that some process activities may involve multiple people, such 

activities would be modeled in al1 the related views. Also, commUII1:cation does 

occur during the development process, and the interfaces among people are 

typically represented in al1 the corresponding views. If we do not know which 

process elements in one view correspond with which ones in the other views, 

we would not be able to merge the views. 



R6: The tooi should be able to detect inconsistencies in the different views. 

rationale: Views, even though self-consistent, may not be consistent with one another. 

Thus, in building a common model, it may be problematic to merge such 

inconsistent views. In order to resolve such inconsistencies, we f is t  need to 

pinpoint them. 

R7: The tool should assist the user in selecting appropriate solutions in order to resolve 

the inconsistencies. (Each view presents one alternative solution to the 

inconsistency.) 

rationale: Having some statistics such as the proportion of views having one solution can 

help in choosing the right alternative- The tool can defkitely provide this 

information. 

The solution selection process is based on the rneaning of the information 

entered, so the user should be involved in this process. Resolving these 

inconsistencies is necessary in order to build one coherent model. 

R8: The tool should be able to merge the views into a global model, based on the 

information in the views and the solutions to the inconsistencies. 

rationale: The set of views contains complementary information as well as overlapping 

information. This information, when all merged, will form the whole rnodel 

(assumùlg that the set of views was selected appropriately such that it covers 

the entire process). The tool would have enough information at this stage for 

merging the views. 



R9: The tool should be able to check for the quality (consistency, completeness, etc.) of 

the global model. 

rationde: We should ensure that the global model represents a comected process, that it 

is not just a set of unconnected views linked together. 

R I O :  The tool shodd be able to ve rQ a model against given development policies 

(e.g., that ail documents should be reviewed independentiy). This implies the 

following two aspects of the requirement: 

RlOa - The elicitor should be able to formdy spec* development policies. 

RlOb - The tool should be able to ver* a mode1 against a user-defined policy. 

rationale: The use of an elicited process model is limited unless sorne analysis is also 

performed on it, for feedback purposes. It is important to do at least an initial 

andysis immediately after developing a model, so as to determine the status of 

the current process. For example, the process may have changed over t h e ,  and 

ve-g it against development policies would make explicit where the 

process differs fiom the policy. 

These requirernents have been discussed extensively, with severd researchers fiom the 

software engineering lab at McGiII, with several practitioners fiom industry, and with 

numerous visiting researchers, through system demos and presentations. Literature also 

mentions some of these requirements per96, Rom93, MHH941, although they are not 

specified in the specifïc terms described above. Thus, as a starting point, these 

requirements can be considered valid for developing an elicitation system. 



These requirements are associated to the six asswptions (see Section 1.2) as follows: 

assump tion A 1 requirement R1 

assumption A3 
assumption A4 

We recognize that these core requirements aIone are not sufncient for bdd ing  a complete 

system. Other requirements, such as those dealing wïth user interface, database, quality 

issues, portability issues, etc., are dso needed. These are not described in this thesis, 

although we ded with these requirements explicitly in system implementation, including 

system documentation and validation. 

assumption A2 requirements R 2  and R3 .L 

requirement R4 
requirernent R5 

assumption A5 
assum~tion A6 

requirernents R6 to R9 
reauirement R10 



Chapter Four - Modeling schema 

In this chapter, we describe the notation and structure used for describing and representing 

process models in our system. Since such notation and structure is used throughout the 

elicitation process, especiaily in the major inputs and outputs of our system, their 

understanding is necessary before the presentation of the actud elicitation steps in the 

following chapters. 

In order to accommodate the specifïc needs of each organization using the proposed 

elicitation approach, we require a flexible process model schema in which dBerent types 

of process information are user-definable (requirement R2). Indeed, the information 

needed in a process mode1 depends on the purpose for which the organization is going to 

use the elicited model. For example, for general information on a process, it may su£6ce 

that the process mode1 describes activities, their ordering, and the artifacts produced in the 

process. On the other hand, for project planning and management purposes, additional 

information such as cost, qualitty controls, deadlines, duration of activities, and roles will 

be important. 

In some cases, such as when the model is going to be used for specific process 

improvements, we may need to model the product (software) also, in conjunction with the 

process. Such information c m  be useful in analyzing product-process relationships and in 

making specific improvements. For example, we can mode1 defect profiles during 

development, and then examine the related processes to determine the causes of the 

problems found. In order to model the product as well as the process, we need a "flexible" 

model schema where the product information needed (including rnetrics) can also be 

added. 

The process and product information should be structured in such a way that we cm 

visuaiize (or work with) a subset of the information. The reason is that the information in 

a model can be voluminous, and one needs to be able to focus on a specifïc part of the 



model, or a specific type of information at a time, in order to comprehend the issues of 

concern. Two concepts are used for this purpose: (a) the view, that contains the 

Somat ion related to one agent (or one source of information) (e-g., the sub-process 

related to a designer), and (b) the aspect (e.g., functional perspective, as descnbed in 

section 2.1), which is a subset of the types of information a model conta&. 

Some process information might be redundant within one model. For example, if a high- 

level design process yields a software architecture, then obviously, the entire design 

process also yields this architecture. In order to avoid eliciting and keeping redundant 

information, we can use algorithms to generate this ùiformation. Elicitation tirne cm then 

be reduced, and model analysis can stU be performed on the entire set of information 

(including the information that can be generated). 

The next three sections describes the model schema used in our system (called V-elicit), 

the concepts of aspects and views, and the information generators, respectively. In Section 

4.4, we show how a user c m  define hisher own modehg schema in V-elicit. In Section 

4.5, we discuss the alternatives we had considered for this modeling schema, and the £inal 

choices. Finally, we sumrnarize our modeling schema and compare it to current process 

modeling languages in Section 4.6. 

4.1 Schema for process and product models 

As explained in the previous section, an important requirement for this model schema is 

that it shouid be flexible and user-definable. We have chosen to use an entity-relationship 

(ER) structure, where the types of entities, relationships and attributes of the entities cm 

be defined dynamicaiiy. 

An example of such an entity-relationship schema is given in Figure 4. It is based on the 

literature descnbing the desirable entities and relationships that should be modeled 



[BeD92, De092, ArK94J. The boxes represent the entity types (e-g., activity), and the 

edges represent the relationship types (e-g., activity produces artifact). 

process 
'-Lonmim 

operational-support 1 

interacts-with 

Figure 4 - An instance of the entity-relationship schema for process modehg 

An entity of a given type can contain attributes, such as: cost, effoa, and timing of an 

activity; the location of a resource; the identifier (or number) of a document in the 

configuration management tool; etc. Many types of attributes are allowed: integer, float, 

character, boolean, string, and tirne. These types have been chosen because they represent 

typical types necessary in process rnodels. The attribute time is actualIy a 5-tuple 

(<year,month,day,ho~~,min>), where the value O for the rightmost elements means that we 

do not need this degree of precision. For example, the specification of a day should 

indicate values for the year, month, and day only (e.g., <1 9Wy5,Z,O,O>). Seconds are not 

represented in the type because they are generaliy not used in software processes. 

One of the attributes of an entity c m  be a user-definable subtype. For example, we can 

differentiate between development activities, management activities, and quality 

assurance activities. By making this categorization, we will be able to perform better 

analyses, focusing on one subtype at a time ifnecessary. For example, one codd analyze 

the time spent on quality assurance activities, one of the major cost driver of quality. 



Having specified the types of information the model should contain, we can then create 

models such as the one in Figure 5, which represents a review process3. In this graph, the 

nodes represent the entities (boxes for activities, and ellipses for artifacts). The tree 

structure represents the activity decomposition (relationships of type "activity is- 

corn posed-of activity"). For example, the review activity contains three sub-tasks: 

preparation, meeting, and wnting report. The roles shown besides the activities are also 

entities, and the relationship of type "activity is-performed-by role" is shown by the fact 

that the role is besides the activity it is performing. Duration of the activities (attribute) is 

dso shown besides them. The inputs and outputs to the activities are Uustrated via the 

arrows between the boxes and the ellipses. This information is shown at different leveis of 

abstraction: for exarnple, the reiationship between "document" and "preparation" is 

represented again at higher ievel of abstraction in the relationship between "document" 

and "review". So a person looking at this model without looking at the details of the 

review activity will still see this interface with the other activities. 

Legend: 

I I  activity 

rext role and 
duration 

activity 
decornpo- 
sibon -- artifacts 
produced / 
consumed 
by activities 

Figure 5 - Exampie of an entire mode1 

This review process is the same as the one described in Section 2.1. As a reminder, it staas when a 
document is subrnitted, The reviewers read it individiiauy, and then discuss the probiems in the document 
during the meeting. At the end of the meeting, feedback is provided in a report, which is sent back to the 
document production activity for making the requested modification (ifnecessary). The output is a validated 
document. 



In this example, the behavioral information can be easily derived fiom the input/output 

flows. However, in many cases, such information need to be clearly stated. As an 

exampIe, assuming that additional information describing the "meeting" activity in Figure 

5 needs to be rnodeled, the behavioral information could be modeled such as that in 

Figure 64. In this graph, the ordering of activities is shown through relationships of type 

"activity precedes activity1', "activity is-concurrent-to activity", and "activity backtracks-to 

aaivi ty". 

presentation discussion 

Legend: 

-1 activity 

,A, activiw 
decompo- 
sition - prece es 
activity 
activity 
1s-concur- 
rent-to 
activity 

--+ activity 
backtrac ks- 
to activity 

Figure 6 - Modeling behavioral process infonnation 

The modeling schema can be modzed as needed by the user of the system. For example, 

one can add entities and relationships for modeling a product (illustrated in Figure 7) to 

the schema illustrated in Figure 4. The entity type "activity" is the same in both Figure 4 

and Figure 7, and it is used to make the connection between the process information and 

the product idormation (through the relationship type "activi ty produces module"). 

4 For graph simplification purposes, we did not redraw ali the relationships fiom Figure 5, but such 
infonnation is SU assumed as part o f  the entire model. 



Figure 7 - An instance of the entity-relationship schema for product modehg  

The dif5erent types of entities, attributes, and relationships are formally d e h e d  by the 

user as follows: 

entity type = 
( 

name, 
{Iist o f  possibIe subtypes} 

) 
e-g., ("activity", {"production", "management", "quality assurance") ) 

type of value (integer/fioat/character/booIean~string/time), 
related entity type 

) 
e.g., ("cost", float, "activity") 

relationship type = 
( 

name as 3 words: < entity type > < relationship keyword> < entity type >, 
complemenrary type 

1 
e.g., (Ilactivity produces module", "is-produced-by") 

Each type name is defïned by strings, This pennits one to make modifications to the 

modeling schema, and to have generic algorithms operating on process modeIs containing 

any type of information. 

In the case of relationship types, the string contains three words: the first one and the last 

one are the entity types involved in the relationship, and the rniddle word describes the 

meaning of the relationship. For example, the relationship type "activity produces module" 



(see Figure 7) describes a relationship between an entity of type "activity" and another of 

type "module". The direction of the relationship is not important here: a compIementary 

type is added to each relationship type definition, describing the relationship in the 

opposite direction. In the case here, the complementary relationship type of "activity 

produces module" is the keyword "is-produced-by", meaning that in the opposite direction, 

the relationship is of type "module is-produced-by activity". 

The additional information specified in the entity type (list of subtypes) and the attribute 

name (type of value and related entity type) are used for type checking ody. 

4.2 Aspects and views 

A large process model can have hundreds or thousands of nodes and relationships. In 

order to be able to visualize al1 this information, we need mechanisms to help focus on the 

desired parts of the model at a given time. The two concepts used for this purpose are: 

aspects and views. 

An aspect comprises a subset o f  the types of information (entityhelationship/attribute) 

contained in a model. This subset is defined in an aspect type, using three lists: 

aspect type = 
( 

{lin of entity types}, 
{Iist of relationship types), 
{Iist of atvibute names} 

) 

The user c m  d e h e  hisher own aspects, based on the ER schema s h e  has defined. For 

example, an information JIow aspect, contauiing only activities and the artifacts produced 

and consumed by these activities (with no attributes), can be defined as follows: 



information fi ow = 
( 

{activity, artifact), 
{activity produces artifact, artifact is-consumed-by activity), 
{ 1 

) 

Figure 8 shows the inforrnationfirow aspect of the model in Figure 5. Notice here that the 

information flow aspect does not show the conditions upon wàich to tenrainate the review 

iterations: tfüs would be shown (as an attribute) in an aspect showing the behavioral 

perspective of the model, such as a controlflotv aspect. This does not mean that we have 

an infinite loop of reviews. 

Legend: see Figure 5 
- - 

Figure 8 - Example of an aspect (idormation-flow aspect) 

Other commonly used aspects are descnbed as follows: 

activity decornposition = 
( 

{activi ty), 
{activity is-composed-of activity}, 
{ 1 

) 
activity cost = 

{activity }, 
0, ww 

) 
contro1 flow = 

( 
{ac tivi ty ), 
{activity precedes activity, activity is-concurrent-to activity, 

activity backtracks-to activity, activity manages activity), 
{pre-condition, post-condition) 

) 



role assigriment = 
( 

{activity, roIe), 
{activity is-perfomed- by role}, 
{l 

) 
cool usage = 

( 
{activity, tool), 
{activity uses tooI), 
{tool - use-categog} 

1 

This notion of aspect is aiso used in other process modehg languages. For example, 

Kellner KeH891 has used different perspectives for visualizing process models (e.g., 

f ~ m a l p e r s p e c t i v e 6 ,  which is similar to our information flow aspect). This way, the 

process information that we see is less complex than ifeverything were shown at the same 

tirne. The ciifference in our approach is that the aspects are user-definable. 

The second concept used for visualizing a part of the model only is the view. As briefed 

earlier, a view represents process information related to one agent, a subset of the 

roles/responsibilities of an agent, or a source of information such as a document. It has the 

same structure as a process model, with the same entity and relationship types (or a subset 

of them), but it has a reduced scope. For example, it may cover only some parts of a 

review process, and may not contain al1 the details. An example of a view for the model in 

Figure 5 is illustrated in Figure 9. En this analyst's view, we do not have the detafis of the 

review activity. We can assume that the analyst is aware of the fact that sA~e should 

submit his/her documents for review, but is not aware of how exactly the review is 

performed. Also, notice that some types of information might not be provided by one 

view: in our case, the role assignment and activity duration information is not provided in 

this view. 

5 This metnc is based on the categories of tool usage ("very l o g  to "very high") used in COCOMO 2.0 
[BCH95]. Such categories are based for example on how much is the tool integrated with others or with the 
process. In COCOMO, the tooI usage factor is used as a cost driver to help estimate the effort in a project. 
6 see Section 2.1. 
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document 
production 

a 

Legend: see Figure 5 

Figure 9 - ExampIe of a view: the analyst's view 

Other agents in the process might have dBerent views. For example, the reviewer could 

provide additional details on the specifk tasks pecformed during the review (see Figure 

IO), because s/he is involved in that process. On the other hand, a manager would 

probably know about the general activities, but not the technical details such as the 

information flow. However, such a person would typicaily have information on costs and 

schedules, as well as people assigned to each task. Figure 11 shows an example of the 

manager's view. 

Legend: see Figure 5 

Figure 10 - Example of a view: the reviewefs view 



1 [production 130 dqys 

1 Legend: see Figure 5 

Figure I 1 - Example of a view: the manager's view 

The type of information a view rnay contain is user-definable (requirement R3, Chapter 

Three), through the specification of the view type. We define a view type as a subset of 

the aspect types it may contain. 

view type = {Iist of aspect types) 

The view dekitions for our views above are as follows: 

technica1 view type = { activity decornposition, information flow ) 

(view type used for the analyst's view and the reviewer's view) 

managerial view type = { activity decornposition, role assignrnent, activity cost } 

We can also extract different aspects of a view, just like for models. As an example, 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the activity decomposition aspect and the informationflow 

aspect of the analyst's view in Figure 9 respectively. 

Legend: see Figure 5 

Figure 12 - Activity decomposition aspect of the analyst's view 



tegend: see Figure 5 

Figure 13 - Information-flow aspect of the andyst's view 

Notice that these two concepts (aspect and view) are orthogonal, and that one can take a 

view of a given aspect (fiom an complete model), or an aspect of a given view. For 

example, the information flow aspect of' the analyst's view in Figure 13 can be seen as an 

aspect of the analyst's view shown in Figure 9, or a view of the information flow aspect 

shown in Figure 8. 

This combination of aspects and views permits one to visualize parts of a large process 

model at any given time, fiom a specific agent's point of view, and to focus on the desired 

kind of information. 

4.3 Attribute and relationship generators 

Often, desired information c m  be generated fiom other information contained in a model 

(or a view). For example, if  the coding activity (represented by a specific node in a 

process model) produces source code, then the entire software process (represented by the 

root node of the model) also produces this source code. Yet, another example is that the 

cost of an activity is the sum of the cost of the sub-activities. 

The above examples are related to en@ decomposition in a process model, but we can 

also generate information fiom other kinds of relationships. For example, we can generate 

artiyact-to-artr$iact dependency relationships by examining the activities that use some 

artifacts to produce others. For example, if the coding activity requires a design document 

in order to produce the source code, then a dependency relationship between the design 

document and the source code can be generated. Similady, role-to-araTacf or role-to-role 



dependency relationships can be generated based on the uiformation flow aspect 

(production and use of artifacts in activities) and the specification of the roles performing 

such activities. 

It is important to note that the purpose of generating such relationships is to denve 

information fkom a process model to support technical and managerial decisions. The 

approach of generating information rather than explicitly representing it in a process 

model would Save space (at the cost of computation), and reduce considerably human 

time and effort spent on eliciting redundant idormation. 

We have identifïed two kinds of generators: hierarchical generators (based on the entity 

decornposition), and Iinear generators (for exampie the dependency relationships 

generated), which are described in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Hierarchical generators 

For the hierarcliical generators, both relationships and attributes can be generated. 

Generating; relationships 

Depending on the type of relationship, the way of generating the information at upper 

levels in the entity decomposition is different. 

For example, if a designer is involved in the high-level design activity, then s/he is also 

involved in the entire design activity, and even in the entire project (see Figure 14). This 

type of generation is called "aggregation", because the relationships in one entity are the 

union of the relationships of the children entities. For completeness with the operations on 

sets, we have also d&ed the "intersection" type, but up to now we have not found any 

case where this type could be applicable. 
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Legend: see Figure 5 
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Figure 14 - Generating the relationship "activity is-performed-by role" 

In some cases, the entities at upper Ievel should have visibility of oniy those relationships 

to objects that are visible to other entities outside its subtree. For example, in the case o f  

the ordering of activities, the precedence relationships among sub-activities are not 

important at upper levels (see Figure 15). The same happens with the flow of artifacts 

among activities. The temporary artifacts created by sub-activities, and used only by other 

sub-activities, should not be visible to the parent activity (see Figure 16). This type o f  

generator is called "extemal", because it generates oniy those relationships to entities that 

are visible outside of the subtree. 

low-level 
design 

Legend: see Figure 5 
dark arrow: generated relationship 

requirement > L~-H?I 

Figure Generating îhe precedes 



Legend: see Figure 5 
dark arrow: generated relationship 

high-level low-level 
design design 

architecture =- 
Figure 16 - Generating information flow relationships 

It might happen that for a specific type of relationship, we do not want to generate it. For 

example, there are different levels of management, and the person managing a sub- 

activity (e.g., the design phase) is usually not the same as the one responsible for the 

whole project. So we cannot generate the relationship "leader manages project" fiom the 

relationship "leader manages design". In such a case, we use the dummy type of generator 

"none". 

These different kinds of generators have been identified based on our experîence with our 

modeling schema and peer reviews. They might still not be complete, but this does not 

affect the result of the elicitation process: we always have the choice of capturing ail the 

relationships instead of generating them. 

Generating attributes 

As for the relationships, there are many ways of generating attribute values at upper levels 

in the entity decomposition. These depend on the type of attribute (number, character, 

boolean, string, or time), and also on the meaning of the attribute. Examples are provided 

below, with the different types of generators. 



For identifj4ng the different types of attribute generators, we need to look at the possible 

operations on these attributes, applicable to a set of values (one value per child entity). 

These operations shodd be commutative in order to be applicable to a set of values that 

are not ordered (the ordering of children for a parent entity is not meanin@). 

In the case of numbers, the standard commutative operations are the "add" and "multiply". 

We cm also use the operations on sets of numbers ("max" and "min") related to the 

comparison operations. So this gives us four types of generators: "sum", "product", 
ltMaXll) ,d "min". 

An example of an attribute that can be generated using the type "sum" is the cost of 

activities (see Figure 17). Assuming that the design activity is composed of the high-Ievel 

design and the low-level design (and nothing more), and that it costs 4000$ for producing 

the hi&-level design, and 12000$ for the low-level design, then the design activity 

composed of these two activities costs 16000$. 

design 7 

Legend: see Figure 5 
bold characters: generated information 

Figure 17 - Generating the cost attribute 

The comparison operators ("max" and "min") could be used when the number represents a 

scale (usually for qualitative measures). For example, lets assume that we have an 

attribute expressing the level of stability of diffèrent parts of a software on a scale [1..5] 

(1 rneaning "very unstable", and 5 meaning "very stable"). If d l  parts of a s o h a r e  are 

stable (4 or 5 on the scale) but only one part is really unstable (1 on the scale), then the 

overali software might be considered as very unstable as well. So in this case, the attribute 



for the overall software wouid be generated as the minimum of the values related to each 

of its parts. 

Up to now, we have not identified cases where the "product" type of generator couid be 

used. 

Logical operators shodd be used for boolean attributes. The only two such operators that 

can be applied to a set of values at the same time are the "and" and "or" operators. An 

example for the "and" operator is the attribute "validated" for artifacts: an artifact is 

considered as validated only if al l  of its subparts have been validated as well. For the "or" 

type of generator, an exarnple can be the attribute "risky" for activities: an activity is risky 

if any of its sub-activity is. 

For the other types of attributes (i.e., character, string, and time), the only types of 

generators aUowed are the "min" and "max", except for the string attributes, which cannot 

be generated. For example, in the case of tirne amibutes, a "min" generator should be used 

for a start t h e  (an activity starts when the earliest sub-activity starts), and "max" 

generator can be used for end t h e  (an activity finishes when al1 the sub-activities are 

finished). 

As for relationship generators, we also allow the use of a "none" type of generator, when 

an attrïbute can not be generated. For example, the duration of an activity is not 

necessarily the sum of the duration of the sub-activities, because these could be performed 

concurrently. Of course, this information could be generated by some more complex 

techniques such as PERTKPM, but the goal here was to ident* generic types of 

generators that could be applicable to many attributes. It is always possible to avoid 

generating the values, and instead capture them al1 in the model. 



4.3.2 Linear generator for relationships 

Some kuids of rnformation can also be generated fiom relationships other than the entity 

decomposition as in the previous section. For example, artifact dependency relationships 

c m  be generated fiom the information on the artifacts used by activities for producing 

other artifacts (Le., the reIationships "activity produces artifact" and "artifact is-consurned- 

by activity"). Figure 18 illustrates such generated relationships. This kind of generator is 

used for creating new types of relationships based on the existing ones, avoiding the 

elicitation and storage of such relationships. 

requirement 
anaiysis 

Legend: see Figure 5 
, , , artifact is-needed-for artifact (generated relatiooship) 

Figure 18 - Generating dependencies from iaformation flow aspect 

Notice that in our example above, the specifications could be M e r  decomposed into 

separate requirements, and the design could be decomposed into specifïc design modules. 

In such case, the artifact dependency relationships generated would actually reflect the 

trace between each module and its requirements. Similarly, such traceability could be 

obtained for code modules and test cases. 

For this kind of generators, we cannot just use types of generators, such as for hierarchical 

generators, for s p e c w g  how the relationships should be generated. The specification 

should inciude the relationship types involved, and the relationship type created. In our 

example above (Figure 18), this specification wouid be: 



existing cypes: ara'fact is-consumed-by activity 

activity produces artifact 

new type: artifact is-needed-for anifact 

This means that ifwe have a relationship of type "artifact is-consumed-by activity" fiom an 

aaifact D l  to an activity A, and a relationship of type "activity produces arn'fact" from this 

activity A to another artifact D2, then we can generate the relationship of type "aru'fact is- 

needed-for artifact" fiom aaifact Dl to artifact D2. As an example, the relationship 

"specifications is-needed-for design document" can be generated fkom the relationships 

"specifications is-consumed-by design" and "design produces design documentM- 

The ordering of the relationship types specifïed is very important. The foilowing structure 

must be used in the specification of the generator: 

existing types: A < relationship-type > B 

B < relationship-type > C 

new type: A crelationship-type> C 

The cornmon entity in both existing relationships (B above) should always be the second 

one in the h r s t  type, and the first one in the second type. If this causes a problem (Le.- the 

relationship Spes are defined fiom B to A, fiom C to B, or fiom C to A), we can use the 

complementary type of a relationship type. For example, the foilowing generator 

definition does not have the proper structure: 

existing types: activity is-performed-by role 

activity produces artifact 

new type: roIe develops artifact 

but we cm use the complementary type of "activity is-performed-by role" ("role performs 

activity") to fuc the problem7. So the correct generator dennition would be: 

existing types: role performs activity 

activity produces artifact 

new type: role develops aru'fact 

7 See Section 4.1 for more detaiis on the relationship types and their complementary type. 



This concept of linear generators using two existing relationship types can be generalized 

to any number of existing types. For example, one may want to generate dependency 

relationships among roles: a person requiring an artSact to do his/her task depends on the 

person developing this artifact. Here is the speczcation of the generator that would be 

needed: 

existing types: role performs activity 

activity uses arti fact 

artifaa is-produced-by activity 

activity is-perfonned-by role 

new type: ro[e depends-on roIe 

Such multi-types generators c m  be specified using the regular generators (containing only 

two existing types), by spec-g intermediate types that are used in the following 

generator. For example, the above multi-types generator is specined using the following 

three re-4a.r generators: 

1. existing types: role perfonns activity 

activity uses artifact 

new type: roIe uses artifact 

existing types: roIe uses artifact 

artifact is-produced-by activity 

new type: role depends-on activity 

existing types: role de pends-on activity 

activity is-perfomed-by roie 

new type: role depends-on role 

Generating the h a 1  type is then performed by generating the intermediate types in the 

sequence above. The system can h d  such sequence of generators based on the available 

types and the final type to be generated. 



4.3.3 Summary 

As we have seen in the previous sections, some information can be generated fiom a 

process model. We can use the entity decomposition structure for generating new 

relationships and attributes at upper levels of abstraction (hierarchical generators). 

Relationships of new types (e-g., "artifact is-needed-for artifact") can also be generated 

using other existing relationships (e.g., "artifact is-consumed-by activity" and "activity 

produces artifact"). These generators Save sigrifkant human time by not having to elicit 

and keep redudant information in a process model. 

The use of these generators in our elicitation system, V-elicit, is shown in Chapter Six. 

4.4 Defining types in the V-elicit system 

Each type of information (entity types / relationship types / attributes / aspect types / view 

types) to be used in the dif5erent views and models should be defined prior to their use in 

the elicitation process. It is not possible to speciQ a model without an underiying 

modeling schema. Typically, the schema would be defined prior to the elicitation process, 

but m o ~ c a t i o n s  c m  be made dynamicdy during such process when new needs are 

discovered. 

Since these types are usualy sirnilar k m  one process elicitation effort to another, their 

definition is stored in a library of types. During a specific elicitation effort, the elicitor cm 

select the types required in hisher situation fiom the list available in the Library. 

For each concept dehed  in sections 4.1 (entity, relationship, and attribute) and 4.2 

(aspect and view), there is a list of user-defined types in the library, with the possibility to 

add more types, or to viewhodify the characteristics of these types. 



For example, in Figure 19, we can see the list of entity types and the subtypes related to 

the entiw type highlighted. Buttons are provided below for adding new types and 

subtypes. Deleting types is not allowed for security purposes (i.e., if a mode1 is still using 

that type). By double-clicking on one type or subtype, a window such as in Figure 20 

appears, showing the information related to that type. In our case, the information related 

to an entity type is its name and a textual description of this type (if necessary)- AH 

information can be modified (and saved using the left button), except the name. A similar 

window is used for defining a new type. 

Figure 20 - Specification of an 
entity type 

Figure 19 - List of entity types dehed 

For relationship types and attribute names, similar windows are used (one with the Est of 

types, and one showing the information on that type). In the case of relationship types, the 

following iaformation should be defined through the specincation window: the SI>e itself 

and its complementary type, and the type of generator to be used (for hierarchical 

generation of relationships). For attribute names, the following information is needed: the 

name, the type of the attribute (integer, float, boolean, character, string, or time), the type 

of hierarchical generator to be used, and the entity type that can have such attribute (e.g., 

the related entity type of the "cost" attribute can be "activity"). 



Having dehed  the basic entity, relationship, 

and attribute types, we can then use them to 

define the set of aspects8 to be used. The first 

window shown just lists the aspect types 

(Figure 21), permitting one to add more (or 

delete some) through the buttons at the bottom 

of the window, or visualize/mod~ aspect types 

by double-clicking them. 

Figure 21 - List of aspect types d e h e d  

The delkition of the aspect type in term of entity types, relationship types, and attribute 

names is performed through a window such as that in Figure 22 (which d e h e s  the aspect 

type activiîy decomposition). The le ft part contains the available entity/relationship/ 

attribute types fiom the library. These can be selected for the aspect type being defined, by 

double-clicking them (which moves them to the right part). Double-clicking on the types 

in the right part removes a type from the definition of the aspect type. These selection 

operations can also be performed through the buttons in the middle part. 

8 As a reminder, an aspect (see Section 4.2) is a subset of entities, relationships, and attributes types found in 
the entire model. 



Figure 22 - Defit ion of an aspect type (activity decomposition) 

The button "define layout" at the bottom of the window permits one to def ie  the way an 

aspect will be presented (as a graph) to the elicitor or the users. This is the specification of 

the graphical notation to be used for each aspect. It is defhed within the aspect type, in 

order to use a consistent graphical notation across views. For example, in Figure 23, the 

graphical notation to be used for the "activity decomposition" aspect is the following: the 

activity is represented as a black rectangle, and the relationships of type "activity is- 

composed-of activity" is represented as a black solid Line. This can be changed by selecting 

a new shape for an entity type or relationship type, and then clicking on the specific 

button "change". When the aspect contains more than one entity type or relationship type, 

the style selected on the right is the one related to the type selected on the lefi. 



Figure 23 - Definition of the aspect layout for visualization 

For defining view types, sirnilar windows as for the aspect type are used: one containhg 

the list of view types, and one for seiecting the aspect types contained in the view type 

being defined. No Iayout idormation is needed because it is part of the aspect type 

information. 

4.5 Alternative data structures rejected for the schema 

As we have seen in the previous sections, the modeling schema used in our system is 

based on entity-relationship diagrams. This permits one to have a user-definable schema, 

that can suit the specific needs of digerent organizations or even different processes 

within an organization. 

Most of the current process modeling languages do not ailow such user specification of 

the schema to be used: the user is constrained to use the notation provided with the 

language, even if it does not provide exactly what they need. For example, one might need 



both actor dependency relationships (as Xn TyuM941) and control flow information (as in 

Statemate KeH891) in the same process model. However, this is usuaily not possible in 

other modeling languages. In the few languages where this is possible, the cost of such 

flexibility is a lack of automated analysis of the model. For example, the X-elicit tool budt 

previously at McGill University -41 permits one to define the modeling schema, 

but no analysis is possible because of its attribute (textual) structure. Also, few languages 

allow comprehensive modeling of both process and product information. For this reason, 

we rejected the idea of using existing languages. 

However, other data structures could have been used instead of the entity-relationship 

diagram (ERD) structure. Because of the generally hierarchical structure of the process 

information, we could have structured the entities in a tree structure. The problem with 

this smcture is that the elicitor is constrained to model a process or a view in a top-down 

fashion, and is not fiee to model the information in the manner in which it is gathered. 

This is not always a natural way of specifj4ng the process for the peopIe providing such 

information. 

Another solution would be to use an object-orïented structure instead. This structure 

seems to be easier for generating relationships using the "is-a" type of relationship 

(through inheritance). However, having some special types of relationships (3s-a" in this 

case) increases the complexity of the most tirne-consriming algorithrns by having to deal 

with drfferent implementations of the different relationship types. For this reason we have 

rejected such a structure. 

Entity-relationship diagrams have already been used in software process modeling 

pen89, W 9 2 ,  ADH941, but often for products only, or for hct ional  descriptions only. 

But Feldman and Fitzgerald have shown that we can model behavioral information (facts 

and rules) using ERD [FeF85]. Thus, this structure is suitable for behavioral modeling of 

a process. 



4.6 Summary and analysis of the modeling schema used 

In this chapter, we have presented the modeling schema that is used in our software 

process elicitation tool, as weIi as how the information can be stnictured @y aspects and 

views), and how to generate information fiom the existing one. Our modeling schema is 

based on the entity-relationship diagram structure, and is user-definable, meeting our 

requirements R2 and R3 in Chapter Three. 

The property of being user-defiable cannot be found in most of the current process 

modeling languages. In the cases where it is user-definable, the modeling tool does not 

perform automatic analyses on the information modeled. 

It is to be noted that for model presentation and editing purposes, the ERD is probabIy not 

the best tool. It lacks formal notation (e.g., to s p e c e  a precondition in a mathematical 

way), and presentation conciseness. Other higher level existing tools such as the ones 

described in Appendix D (e.g., APEL, Statemate, etc.) codd overcome these problerns. 

However, as an internal representation of a model, ERD is flexible, and c m  be linked to 

other presentation tools. For this purpose, a suitable translater wodd be necessary. Since 

this issue does not affect the elicitation techniques developed, it does not f d  within the 

scope of the work for this thesis. 

A limited portion of the ERD features have been used so far into our rnodelling schema. 

In particular, n-ary relationships, cardinality specification, and attributes of relationships 

have not been implemented yet. Such features have not been required for the types of 

information modeiled during our research. Since these were not necessary for the 

validation of our research hypothesis, we decided to postpone their implementation. 

The models and views built using the described modeling schema are used as inputs and 

outputs of our eiicitation process, as described in the next chapter. 



Chapter Five - Elicitation approach and scenario 

In this chapter, we describe our proposed elicitation approach that meets our requirements 

stated in Chapter Three, through a demonstration of our prototype system (called 

V-elicit). Subsection 5.1 presents the overall approach, the diEerent steps, and the links 

between them. In subsection 5.2, each step is described using an example. Finally, the last 

subsection summarizes the approach and techniques used. The details and dgorithms of 

the techniques developed are presented in Chapter Six. 

5.1 Overail approach 

The key elicitation steps of our approach are depicted in Figure 24'. In Table 4, each 

elicitation step is mapped to a technique developed in our system or to an external tool 

used in our approach. 

The purpose of step 1 (plan for elicitation) is to understand what should be elicited. We 

should know the boudaries of the process to be elicited, the kind of information to be 

elicited, the level of details needed by the users of the elicited process model, and 

who/what can give us the process information required (e.g., agents, existing process 

documentation, etc.) (requirements EU and R3). 

9 Notice that the notation used here for presenting this elicitation process is not an entity-relationship 
diagram, aithough ERD could have been useci, showing a .  information-flow aspect (the steps are activities, 
and the text on the arrows are artifacts). As explained in Section 4.6, other notations such as the one used 
here can be more concise and easier to understand. 
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1 3- check for &a-view consistencv 1 constraint verification 

- -- - -- 

elicitation ~ t e p  
1- plan for elicitation 
2- gather view information 

technique / tool 
elicitation plRnning 
process information editor 
(tool: X-elicit and Dotty) 

4- identfi common components across views 
5- merge views 
6- check mode1 aualitv 

Table 4 - Techniques / tools associated with each elicitation step 

component matching 
view merging 
constraint verifkation 

7- rnodZy mode1 process information editor 
(tool: X-elicit and Dotty) 

i 



Using this information, in step 2 (gather view information), we can then gather the 

idormation fiom dBerent sources, using a process information editor (requirement RI). 

There is one instance of such an editor for each view. We are using the existing X-elicit 

system developed at McGiii, and the graph visualization tool Dot@, for this purpose. In 

step 3, we should check for intra-view consistency for each view developed (check for 

intra-view consistency), iterating with step 2 as necessary (requirement R4). Again, there is 

one instance of the consistency check step for each view- Notice that each view can be 

treated separately, and that we do not need to wait until we have all the views elicited to 

start checking them. 

Once all the views have been modeled and checked, we then need to merge them into a 

final model. However, we should fïrst fmd the common elements in the different views, in 

step 4 (identify common components across views) (requirement RS), so that in step 5 

(merge view), we c m  detect and resolve the inconsistencies across the views, and merge 

the views incrementally into a f i a l  rnodel (requirements R6, R7, and Ra). 

In step 6 (check mode1 quality), we check the quality of the final model, and iteratively 

make modifications if necessary in step 7 (modify mode!) (requirement R9). The model is 

then checked against development policies (requirement RIO), for providing feedback. 

At any time after the "gather view information" step, the elicitor c m  retum to this step for 

modifying the views. Views can also be added or removed at any t h e ,  or the type of 

information to be elicited can be modïfied, by backtracking to the "plan for elicitation" 

step. Whenever the views are modified, they should go again through the process of 

checking Uitra-view consistency (step 3), view merging (steps 4 and 9, and model 

verification (steps 6 and 7). The techniques used in such cases are not different than the 

ones used when these steps are performed for the fist  tirne. 

The system developed (V-elicit) is aimed to show all these elicitation steps and their 

ordering. The techniques and tools used in ail these steps are described in subsection 5.2, 



through an example. It should be noted that each of these steps uses the rnodeling schema 

presented in Chapter Four. 

5.2 Scenario for each step 

This section describes the techniques and tool support Listed in Table 4, used in the steps 

identified in Figure 24. The example used throughout this section to demonstrate the 

different techniques presented is a "system andysis process", containing some documents 

to be produced and different levels of reviews. Three views are used: 

r Bob: an analyst, who knows which documents are to be produced because he is 

involved in the production of those documents, but he has a weak knowledge of the 

review process. 

0 Peter: the manager, who has a broad knowledge of the process, but does not know the 

details. 

a William: a reviewer in the IT team, who can provide details of the review process 

(especially the part where he is involved), but cannot tell about the document 

production part or the other leveIs of review. 

Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27 show the information that Bob, Peter, and William 

provided respectively during their i~terview'~. The figures shown here do not contain the 

entire information related to each view (for simplicity of the graphs). The reader shouid 

refer to the Appendix A for the complete information. 

10 This is the information each of the three persons knows, even before the elicitation process begins. That is 
why this information is not presented in the fonn the elicitor would see it in V-elicit- The step of putting this 
information into V-elicit is described later in this section. 
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1 Legead: see Figure 25 

Figure 27 - William's partid view 

By examining the three views presented above, it becomes readily clear that the process 

for merging these three views into one mode1 is not trivial. 

In V-elicit, we should fist create a new project to elicit, or select a project being elicited. 

This is performed in the left part of the window shown in Figure 28. On the right part, we 

can spec* some global characterktics of this project if necessary. An initial set of 

characteristics is provided, but one can add or delete some using the buttons at the bottom 

of the window, These characteristics do not affect the elicitation process. They can be 

used for project categorizatioa and analysis. 



Figure 28 - Creating or choosing a project for elicitation 

When clicking on the "elicit project" button, the steps to be performed are presented in a 

window such as that in Figure 29. Each of the steps shown are described in the foLlowing 

sub-sections. Section 5.3 summarizes our elicitation approach. Notice that the system 

presents the ideal ordering of the steps using arrows, but this ordering is not enforced. 

Backtracking, as described in Figure 24, can be done by selecting the appropriate step. 

Also, for an expert elicitor, this is more convenient for going back and forth in the 

process, or for skipping some steps and trying others Uiformally. 

Figure 29 - Steps for the elicitation process 



5.2.1 Step 1: Plan for elicitation 

There are three sub-steps in elicitation planning: defining elicitation goais, List the 

potential sources of 

shown in a window 

button in Figure 29. 

idormation, and choose the sources of information to use. These are 

such as in Figure 30, opened when clicking on the "Plan Elicitaüon" 

Figure 30 - Steps for planning the elicitation process 

When defïning the elicitation goals, we should select the type of information (aspects) 

that we need in the final model. This is performed in the window shown in Figure 31, 

opened f?om the Ç.st butîon in Figure 30. In the top-left corner of the window, there is a 

list of aspects that are available for selection. By selecting one or more desired aspects 

fiom this list, they are moved to the "selected aspects" list in the top-right corner. This 

information will be used in later steps, to ensure that the view information covers al1 the 

aspects and that these have been considered in merging the various views. The system 

also guides the elicitor in collecting some other useful information such as the scope of 

the process to be elicited, the level of details needed, who is going to be the user of the 

elicited model, etc. (see lower part of Figure 31). The template for entering th is  kind of 

information cm be modified to fit the elicitor's needs, through the "add goal" and "remove 

goal" buttons at the bottom. Buttons are dso provided for saving information, coming 

back to the last information saved, and clearing a i l  data entered- 



Figure 3 1 - SpecifLing elicitation goals 

In the second elicitation pIanning sub-step (see the "Iist sources" button of Figure 30), the 

elicitor should list the potential sources of information, and the roles and responsibilities 

in the case of agents (Figure 32). Three lists are used, and the comection between the lists 

is done through the highlighted elements: when an agent is selected (highlighted), hislher 

list of roles appears in the middle part of the screen, and when a role is selected, the 

associated responsibilities are shown on the right scrolled list. Information is entered in 

these lists through the type in boxes and the add/delete buttons below each scrolled list. 

Notice that the elicitor may decide not to enter responsibility information if this is not 



going to affect the dicitation process (usually when the view related to that agent should 

cover all hisher responsibilities). Buttons for saving the information entered or for 

coming back to the last information saved are also provided- 

Figure 32 - Listing the potential sources of information 

In the case the source of information is not an agent (e.g., "process-document1' in Figure 

32), it should be entered also in the list of sources of information, but no role or 

responsibility information is entered in the second and third list. 

The "next step" button in Figure 32 opens the window in Figure 33. This window is used 

for specZ$ng the type of information each source cm provide. The information fiom the 

previous window is displayed, and the elicitor can enter a view type for the role specified 

(hrst box under the label "viewtype"), or even for each responsibility associated to the role 

(one box per responsibility identified in Figure 32, if anfi- This view tjpe defines the list 

of aspects avaiiable fiom this source, as described in Section 4.2. When the view iype is 

not entered for one of the responsibilities, it is assumed to be the same as the last box 

above it containhg a view type. In the case that no responsibility (or even no role) is 



specined, one box only is s h o w  under the label "viewtype" with no associated 

responsibility- 

Figure 33 - Specifjtug the types of information for each source (view type) 

The potential list of sources entered in Figure 32 is then used, in the Iast elicitation 

planning sub-step (see the third button in Figure 30), to choose the d e f i t e  sources fiom 

which to gather the process information (Figure 34). The selection is perfonned in the 

same way, in the top part of the window, as for aspect type selection in Figure 3 1. In order 

to help in choosing the views, the information entered in Figure 32 and in Figure 33 is 

displayed on the bottom of the window in Figure 34, for the view highiighted in the list. 

When selecting a role in the list on the left, the related responsibilities are shown in the 

list on the right. 



Figure 34 - Choosing sources iiom which to elicit 

Ideally, we would like to obtain information fiom aii the agents, but this is rarely possible. 

Some agents may not be available, and the Iabor costs are generaliy high for those 

available. So we should select a representative subset that wiU cover the process, at 

dif3erent levels of details. However, some redundancy is helpfùl for validating the 

information gathered. This subset of sources is used by the system for managing the 

elicitation process, by making sure that each view is eiicited and checked for consistency 

before we merge al1 the views. 

5.2.2 Steps 2 and 3 : Eliciting views 

HaWig d e h e d  the List of views, and the type of information we can obtain fÎom them, we 

can now elicit each view. In this second step, presented in Figure 29, we are definhg the 

consistent views independently. When opening this step, we fkst have to choose the view 



on wbich we want to work (see Figure 3 9 ,  and then the steps are 

this view (see Figure 36). 

presented for eliciting 

Figure 35 - Selecting a view to be elicited 

Figure 36 - Steps for eliciting a view 

The fist two steps ("enter view" and "visualize") are related to Step 2 - Cather view 

information (see Figure 24), and they are used for entering or m o d m g  the information 

related to this view in the system. This is described in Section 5.2.2.1. We should also 

check that the views built are consistent (Step 3 - check for intra-view consistency, in 

Figure 24). This is performed in the iast step ("check view"), and is discussed in Section 

5 -2.2.2 below. 



5.2-2.1 Step 2: Gather view information 

In this step, a view (e-g., Figure 25) is entered into the systern. There are three features 

that can be used here: "draW1, "X-eliOt1', and "graph". The "draft" part is used as a starting 

point when the information gathered is not structured at ail; it permits the elicitor to enter 

the information in a completely unorganized way. In the case that the information is 

already structured, or d e r  sîructuring the information gathered using the "draft" part, the 

"X-elicit" part c m  be used. This part is actually a link to the X-elicit tool, built at McGi11 

-41, whicfi is a textual process-mode1 editor. It helps in structuring the information 

by entity decomposition, and in showing the relationships (and attributes) as attributes to 

the entities. In both cases ("draft" and "X-elicit"), the information can be visuaiized 

graphically as it is edited using the "graph" part- These three parts are detailed in the rest 

of this section. 

The "draft" part is used to map unstnrctured information (mainly fkom interviews) onto 

the V-elicit modeling schema. In general, the existing documents used as sources of 

information are already structured in a way that shows the decomposition of activities. 

But this is not the case when dealing with people: they often start talking about one part of 

the process and then jump onto another part, or start by giving details and then provide the 

general structure of the process. In this case, a structured editor needing the 

decomposition information first cannot be used until al1 the information is gathered and 

analyzed by the elicitor. A more efficient way wouid be to enter the information as it is 

gathered, and let the system organize the information at a later point in time. That is 

precisely what this "draft" part does. 

This unsenictured editor is simply a text file grouping the relationships of the view by 

relationship types. The first button ("Prepare file" in Figure 36) creates the file and Lists the 

relationship types to be elicited (nom the elicitation planning step). Figure 37 shows such 

file for Bob's view. The elicitor cm then edit this text file, and enter the relationships by 

specifjing the two entities involved, under the section related to the appropriate 



relationship type (see Figure 38). The file is translated into the V-eiicit modehg schema 

through the "Load file" button in Figure 36. 

BTYPE: activity precedes activity 

deswikobject ives  !r 
descr i  in=-altunat ives 

Pa,MPE:..adLvity is-perfm-by role 
. , 

mk:  àiurty'f- ml. - - 

'END 

Figure 37 - File generated in the "clraft" part Figure 3 8 - Example information entered 

(unstructured) using the "ciraft" part 

Once the view is transIated to the V-elicit structure, it can be visuaiized using the "graph" 

part. Figure 39 shows an example of such graph. The graph represent only one aspect, 

selected by the user (Bob's information flow aspect in our case), for reducing the amount 

of information to visualize at once. The graphs are actually displayed in a tool called 

l l D ~ ~ l T  KoN961. 

Figure 3 9 - Bob's information flow aspect (incomplete) as specified in Figure 3 8 



Such graphs can help in understanding the information currently entered, and in gathering 

more information. For example, the elicitor c m  ask the agent whether hisher view being 

elicited is correct, and inquire additional details. The appropriate changes can be made to 

the text file, and then the V-elicit views are updated by clicking the "Load file" button 

again. 

Notice that the "draft" part c m  be used with any user-defïned relationship types, satisfying 

our requirement R2 and R3. Also, different text files are used for each view, permitting 

one to enter separately the information fiorn different views (requirement fil). 

These text files are usefiil in getting started with one view, but they become more and 

more dBïcdt to understand and modi@ as the size of the files increase. A tool that c m  

show the information in a stnictured way is needed for this purpose. However, this tool 

should also be tailorable such that user-defbed types can be used. For these reasons, we 

have chosen to use the X-eIicit tool, adapting its attributes to suit ou .  specific needs. This 

link is represented by the "X-elicit" part in Figure 36. 

The button "Open" in Figure 36 opens the X-elicit tao1 (see Figure 40) for the specified 

views, and the button "Translate" (in Figure 36) is for parsing the view information into 

the V-elicit system. As for the "ciraft" part described above, an iterative process of aspect 

visudization and view information changes can be used to help in understanding the 

information currently entered and getting additional information. 

In X-elicit, the information is entered in templates (see Figure 40) coritax'nia.g a List of 

attributes to be filled (the attributes define the types of information). There is one such 

template for each type of entity (the type is shown on the titie bar of the window, with the 

name of the project being elicited). Each entity is described in such a template, with 

spec5c values for its attributes. For example, the template for an activity has attributes 

"Goal", "Purpose", "Artifact-Input", "Artifact-Output", etc. 



Figure 40 - X-elicit tool 

Each attribute has a cardindity: " 1 " if oniy one vaiue is allowed, and "n" if we can have a 

list of values. A "du indicates that we can get more information on this attribute in another 

template. For example, the "Process-S teps" attribute represents the decomposition of the 

current activity into sub-activities: for each sub-activity, the related set of information 

(values of the attributes) can be shown in another template by selecting it and clicking the 

"details" button. 

Such a template can easily be modifïed because it is al l  d e h e d  in text files. So for each 

view, we c m  speciQ templates containing only the type of information the associated 

agent (or source) can provide, as defined in the elicitation planning step. 
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Figure 4 1 - X-eLcit adapted by our system: an example based on Bob's view 

Figure 41 shows an example of a template for activities, used for Bob's view (see Figure 

25, or Figure 77 to Figure 81 for complete detaiis). It represents the activity "deliverable 

production"11, and shows its attributes (subwpe and duration in days), and its relationships 

with other entities (e-g., "produces" is the relationship of type "activity produces artifact"). 

Each relationship is reproduced twice: once for each entity type involved. For example, 

the relationship "activity produces ara'fact" is in the activity template as X-elicit atûibute 

"produces", and in the artifact template as X-elicit attribute "is-produced-byt' (meaning 

"artifact is produced-by activity"). When the information is translated into V-elicit, the 

redundant information is checked for consistency. In the case when the relationship is not 

specified in one of the redundant attributes (for example, if we have a value in the 

"produce" attribute, but not in the "is-produced-by" attribute), the system asks the user 

" The title bar indicates that the entity is an activity. The keyword "is-composed-of' besides the name of the 
activity ("deliverabieqroduction") indicates that this template has been accessed f b m  another template 
where the entity was Iisted under the "is-composed-of' attribute. 



whether the r e d u n h t  relationship should be generated or not, so the elicitor can avoid 

entering twice the id5ormation. 

In addition, more checks are performed when translating the information entered in 

X-elicit into the V-elicit database, We check that the values entered fit the V-elicit 

attribute value type expected (e.g., an integer for the attribute duration in days). We also 

check that the values entered as relationships are existing entities (e-g., the value the 

X-eiicit attribute "produces" should be an artifact that is already specifïed). 

The X-elicit tool, separately, has already been used successfidiy for capturing and 

organizing process information in several industrial-scale projecl -41. The 

limitation with this tool, however, is that it does not have any notion of views. The 

information from dserent sources is entered in the same model, and when there is a 

conflict, we are compelled to solve it immediately and mo* the information given by 

other people. This is not a problem when we have only one source of information, but is 

not practical in many circumstances. The V-elicit system creates one mode1 per view in 

the X-elicit tool. 

As discussed in Section 4.6, our choice of modei visualisation and editing tools is not 

necessarily the best one. A link to advanced graphical tools, for example, could make the 

presentation of the models more concise than when using an ERD format (although ERD 

is the format used for intemal representation)- The tools used here O(-elicit and Dotty) 

have been chosen for their availability, and because they meet our basic requirements. 

Figure 42 shows the gnph of the activity decomposition aspect elicited for Bobfs view 

(the result of this step). The other aspects elicited are shown in Appendix A, Figure 77 to 

Figure 8 1. 
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Figure 42 - Activity decomposition aspect elicited for Bob's view 

5.2.2.2 Step 3: Check for intra-view consistency 

Once a view is elicited, the elicitor needs to check for inconsistencies within the view. For 

example, sîhe can check that each activity within a view produces some arhifaci- Because 

the type of information represented in a view is user-definable, we need to provide a 

mechanism to the user for definhg what an inconsistency is in a given view. These 

inconsistency defi t ions are called consiraints. Based on such defhitions, the V-elicit 

system c m  then check an elicited view against these constraints. 

For example, the constraint each activiîy produces some artifact codd be specifïed in 

V-elicit as shown in Figure 43" (this window is opened by the "constraints" button in 

Figure 36). Using a mathematical notation for the sets and quantifiers, this constraint is 

the same as: 

Ve E {activity). 3d E {artifact). 

ThereIsRel(e, d, {"activity produces artifact")) 

'' In this window, a new conslraint cm be typed in the text area, or an existing constraint can be selected 
through the "connraints list" button. The buttons on top of the window help in writing the constraïnt: the 
"editor" button helps in stnicturing the constraint based .on the constraint-specification language (see 
Appendix C), and the other buttons give lists of keywords to type (to avoid misspeiling). The constraint is 
checked by ciicking on the "execute" button. 



The meaning of this constraint is that, for al1 activity e, there is an entity d of type 

"artifact" such that there is a relationship fkom e to d of type "activity produces artifact" 

(Le., the activity e has at least one artifact as output). 

Figure 43 - Example of constraint specification 

When ve-g the elicited view against the specified constraint, the system evaluates the 

latter fiom left to right. On a ForAll clause, it b d d s  the set of possible values, and loops 

on each value. For a ThereIs clause, a similar approach is taken, except that the loop on 

each value of the set is tenzlinated as soon as one value making the rest of the constraint 

tnie is found. 

The "execute" button in the bottom of Figure 43 starts the verifkation of the constraint. 

Before its evaluation, the elicitor can choose whetlier to evaluate the constraint on one 

aspect only, or on the entire mode1 (Figure 44). The time taken for the evaluation is 

obviously better when the verifkation is performed on one aspect only, but if none of the 

aspects contain the entire set of information required to evaluate the constraint, then it 

should be verified on the entire m ~ d e l ' ~ .  

I 3  In typical situations, the eiicitor selects a constraint fiom a iist developed by an expert. Each constraint in 
such a List contains a texnial description of the constraïnî, that may also indicate on \vhich aspect such a 
constraint can be evaluated. The detaiis of such a list are described later in this section. 



Figure 44 - Choosing the aspect on which the constra.int is evaluated 

The result of constraint evaluation is "True" or "False", together with the set of values 

(and associated variable) in the ForAlI clause(s) that violates the constraint (Le., making 

the rest of the constraint evaluate to Mse) in the case of a "FaIse" result. Figure 45 shows 

such a result window, for the constraint speciiied above. The upper part specifies which 

constraint has been evaluated, and the lower part gives the result of the constraint 

verification. 

Figure 45 - Resuit of the evaluation of a constraint that is satisfied 



Our constraint was satisfied in this case. But ifwe check that each activity is managed by 

someone (a role) on Peter's view, then the resdt is negative (the "activity is-managed-by 

role" relationships are represented using dashed lines in Figure 46). Figure 47 shows this 

result, by listing (at the bottom part of the window) the values of the variable "e" (fiom 

the ForAU clause) for which the constraht is not satisfied14: "other - teams - review" and 

"dient - review". The elicitor should then go back to the "elicit view" step ("drafi" or 

"X-elicit" parts), for making the appropriate modifÏcations (for example, adding a 

"other-team - manager" roie, and a relationship of type "activity is-managed-by role" with 

the activity "other - tearns - review"). 

- 

Figure 46 - Role assigrment aspect of Peter's view 

Up to now, the only constraints that we have checked were related to the structure of the 

views (i.e., to the modeling schema used). However, the quality of the mode1 c m  ais0 be 

related to the conformance to rules defmed in the organization. To this end, we c m  check 

constraints reiated to the meanhg of the entities and relationships modeled, for example 

that every document is indeed reviaved. This is not a structural issue but a semantic issue. 

Such a check in software development, for example, can be a central part of a Quality 

Assurance plan to meet product quality requirements. Figure 48 shows the result of 

Bob's view. The technique is the same; it is just that  the 

14 Notice that a constraint may not be satisfied by a cornbinaiion of values for two or more variables (in 
multiple "for ail" clauses). In such a e ,  values would be printed within two horizontal h e s  (one per line). 
Because of such a case, it is necessary to indicate the variable name together with the value causing the non- 
conformance problem. 



constraint language is powerfd enough to aUow such verification. Section 6.1.2 discusses 

in more detail these two kinds of constraints. 

formal descriptian: F o r A l l <  < s, TypedEatSet( E, act;ivitp ) ), 
merefs( ( r, ï)gmhtSet( E. mle ) ), ( ThereIsReL< e, r, 
{'activity is-aimiaged-by role' 1 ) ) ) ) 

This crmstraînt is not satisfied vith 

Figure 37 - Resdt of the evaluation of a constraint that is not satisfied 

Figure 48 - Result of a constra.int reIated to the meaning of the information 



Notice that the variable for a relationship (r2(d2,eZ,t2) in Figure 48) contains four 

variables: one for the relationship itself (r2 here), two for the entities involved in the 

relationship (d2 and e2 here), and one for the type of relationship (t2 here). 

An important point that the elicitor should keep in mind is that the result of a constraint 

verification may not be as expected, for the reason that the constraint itself rnay not have 

been well specifïed or rnay not be valid in practice. In our example in Figure 48, the result 

shows a problem with the "feedback" artifact, but tbis artifact should not necessarily be 

reviewed. Here, the constraint was not specific enough on the kuid of artifact (aaifact 

subtype) to be reviewed. In this case, either the constra.int should be refhed m e r  or the 

interpretation of the result should be appropriate. 

These constraints can be saved in the database, for later use. The elicitor can then select 

the desired constraints fiom the constraint list. This is done through a window such as that 

in Figure 49 (opened by clicking the "constraint Iist" button in Figure 43). The constraints 

are categorized in the following three sets: project-specific, strucfural, and organizutional 

constraints (see the upper part of Figure 49). 

Structural constraints are those related to the structure of an aspect. For example, in an 

aspect showing the dependencies among the artifacts, the graph should be a DAG 

(directed acyciic graph). Thus one constra.int could be that no cycles among the 

dependencies are aliowed. Atmther constraint could force the graph to have a tree 

structure. These kùids of constraints can be applied to many different aspects, and in 

general do not contain any information related to the entity types or relationship types 

used. 

The other types of constraint are related to the types of information modeled and their 

rneaning. For example, the constraint that each activity should be performed by someone 

(shown in Figure 49). nhese constraints can be either project-specific or organizational 

constraints, depending on whether they are applicable to a single (or few) project, or to al1 



projects in the organization. The purpose of organizational constraints is 

duplication of a constraint in every project. 

Each activity should be performed by  someonef II=.:- 1 

ForAli( (e, TypedEntSeK E. ad@!ty)-), Therels( Cr, TypedEntSetC E. 
rote 1 ), CTherelsReIC e. r, Tactivrty 1s-performed-by m i e 7  1 > 1 a 

to avoid the 

Figure 49 - Selecting a constraint nom a list 

When the type of constraints is selected (fiorn the radio buttons on the top of the window 

in Figure 49), the list of these constraints is shown in the first scrolled list (below 

"keyword"). By selecting one of them in the list, its details are shown in the lower part of 

the window: a textual description reminding what this constraint is supposed to check, 

and the formal specifïcation of the constraint. Both textual description and formal 

specifkation c m  be modified and saved using the "save" button. The "execute" button is 

used to launch the verification of the selected constraint on the current view (shown on 

the titIe bar). It has the same effect as the "execute" button in Figure 43. 

In this section, we have provided a general understanding of the constraints and their use. 

A detailed description of the constraint language, as well as the dBerent kinds of 

inconsistency it can handle, is provided in Section 6.1. 



5.2.3 Steps 4 and 5 : Getting a merged mode1 from the views 

In the previous step, we considered view elicitation and intra-view anaiysis. Assuming 

that such analysis is carried out within each of the views elicited, in this step we need to 

do cross-view d y s i s .  Our goal is to identify the overlapping information across the 

views (step 4), and to make sure that there are no inconsistencies in these overlaps (step 

5). For such analysis, we need to take into account that there may be terminology 

differences across the views. 

The sub-steps to be used for such cross-view analysis are presented in a window such as 

that in Figure 50. The fïrst step ("match entities") refers to our Step 4 here, described in 

Section 5.2.3.1 , and the other steps are parts of the Step 5 descnbed in Section 5.2.3.2 

below. 

Figure 50 - Steps in analyzing and merging views 

5.2.3.1 Step 4: Identim common components across views 

Component matching is a mechanism for detecting common process elements (overlaps) 

across different views. For example, we need to know that "modify deliverable" in Bob's 

view (Figure 25), and "modificationsf1 in Peter's view (Figure 26) refer to the same activity, 

and that William's view (Figure 27) does not contain this activity. This task is not so 



obvious due to terminology merences. Thus, we need to examine the descriptions of the 

entities (Le., their relationships and attributes) in order to match them. 

Our technique is to compute a similarity score ([O.. 11) for each pair of entities in each pair 

of views, and find the most probable matches based on the highest scores. The general 

idea of this similarity score is to compute the percentage of similar items (entity name, 

relationships, and attributes) between two entities. The precise formula used is presented 

in Section 6.2. 

The first step is to ask the elicitor which entities (types) should be matched, and in which 

order. The elicitor should also specm the relationship types and attributes that should be 

used in v e r m g  the similarity of the entities: this selection penriits himlher to avoid 

using information with a hi& probability of being inconsistent, in the entity matching 

process. A window such as that in Figure 51 is used: the left part contains the 

entipv/relationstiip/attribme types available in this project, and the elicitor can move them 

to the list on the right for selection. 

For each attribute, the system then asks the degree of s i m i l e  expected. For example, 

Bob's "review - by - ocher - teams" activity has a duration of 5 days (Figure 25), but Peter's 

"other - teams - reviewt' lasts 6 days (Figure 26). This dif5erence could make the sirnilarity 

score between the two activities to decrease, but the elicitor may think that this difference 

is not significant enough, and that this similarity in the attribute should increase the 

su ni la^-@ score between the two activities. The elicitor can enter the percentage of 

difference ailowed for each attribute to be used (number and tirne attributes only). Figure 

52 shows how this information is specifled. 



Figure 5 1 - Selecting the types of the entities to be matched, 

and the relatiomhips/attributes to be used 

Figure 52 - SpeciQïng the level of similarity dowed for an attribute 



In order to prevent the identification of matches between entities that are not similar 

enough, the elicitor then has to specify the minimal value for the similanty scores. This is 

performed in a window such as that in Figure 53. Section 6.2.1 describes how such 

minimal value is used in the matching algorithm. For o u  exarnple, we have used a 

minimal value of 0.2 ' 

Figure 53 - S p e c w g  the minimal value for the similady score 

The V-elicit system then computes the sirnilarity scores, one entity type at a tirne, finding 

the matches corresponding to the highest scores. The resuits are shown in a window such 

as that in Figure 54, for each pair of views (showing the roles identified as matched 

between Peter's and William's views). 

The results of matching roles and artifacts for each pair of views are not shown here 

because these are trivial in our exarnple: the entities with the same name are matchedI6. 

However, the activities are not as trivial to match because of the use of dBerent names to 

denote similar activities. Figure 55 shows the matches identified by V-elicit between 

Peter's view and William's view. 

As one can see, one of the matches seems incorrect: Peter's "1T - tearn - QA" activity is 

probably related to William's "IT - team - review" activity. This can be modified by the 

" The threshold value of 0.2 has been used based on our expenence in modeling processes using our tool. 
Additionai research and experiments are required for ident-g the best value to be used (which would 
probably be different depending on the type of the process elicited or the elicitation settings). 
16 Note that our system also works when ro1es and artifacts have dBerent names across views. 



buttons at the bottom of the window. Delethg a match is done by selecting the match and 

pressing the "delete" button. When adding a match, a window such as that in Figure 56 

appears, pennitting the elicitor to specifL which entities should be matched. In order to 

help in choosing the matches, the elicitor can have a look at the similarity scores stored in 

the file indicated in the window ("vaem-anaIysis-a~~ity~scores" in our case; see Figure 

57 for an example of such a file). Note that the system checks for conflicts with other 

matches before making the requested changes. 

> client 

Figure 54 - Result of matching the roles between Peter's and William's views 

Figure 55 - Resuit of matching the activities between Peter's and William's views 



Figure 56 - Adding a new match 

view : Peter/manager non-zero scores with vlew : Wi?liam/reviewer 

systerilanal ysis : 
documen~roduction : 
writing_firs-&version : 

w a 1  kthrough CO. 166667) 
modifications : 

w a l  kthrough CO. 166667) 
review : 

review CO. 682639) 
IT-teakreview CO. t 666ô73 
engineering~eview C0.100000) 
del i very-revi ew (0.0833 33) 
user-review (0.083333) 

IT-te- : 
wal kthrough CO .SOOOOO) 
IT-teamreview CO. 3 656251 
e&i neeFi ng-review CO. 3 3 8889 
del ivery-review (0.1  66667 ) 
user-review CO. I 66667) 

Figure 57 - Report generated by the matching algorithm showing similariv scores17 

It is necessary to allow changes by the user because we cannot be absolutely sure that the 

systern is giving the right matches. For example, in the cases where we do not have much 

" This nle is organized by pair of views (e-g., Peter's and William's viem in our example). The entities 
fiom the 6rst view (Peter) are listeci, and for each entity, the entities fiom the second are Listed (indented) 
with the sidaris, score between the two entities. Entities fkom the second view that have a similarity score 
of zero are not Listed. 



information about the entities, the system lacks idormation needed for comparing 

entities, and it may not be able to h d  the matches1'. In our example (Figure 53, Peter's 

"IT - team - QA" activity has not been matched properly because the descriptions of 

William's "walkthrough" and "IT - team - review" activities are very close, when considering 

only the related elements that are fomd in both views. 

From our experience, we have found that in actual cases fiom the software industry, the 

matches are not always found, but the simiIarity scores of the expected matches are hi& 

enough to i den t e  them easily by looking at ody  a few scores. For example, in Figure 57, 

Peterls " I f  - team - QA" activity is best matched with William's "walkthrough" activity 

(similarity score of OS),  but the activities "IT - team - review" and "engineering - review" 

could also be a reasonable match with similarity scores of 0.366 and 0.339 respectiveIy. 

The activities "delivery - review" and "user - review" however have a too low score (both 

0.167), compared to the best one found, to be considered for a match with Peter's 

"IT-team - QA" activity. 

Figure 58, Figure 59, and Figure 60 show our final matches for activities (after 

modifications) for each pair of views. These are uçed in the next step, when checking for 

inconsistencies across views. 

18 Our assumption is that for each entity type, there is at least one related element that can be compared and 
matched. For example, we can start by matching the agents using the person's name, which is probably the 
same across the views. Title of documents or file names can also be used as  starting point- We can then use 
relationships to these entities for matching the other types of entities. We dso assume that the relationships 
do not link most of the entities of one type to most of the entities of the second type, otherwise the scores 
cannot identifv the similar components, because the cornparison elements are the same for most of the 
entities. 



Figure 58 - Finai matches for the activities between Peter's and William's views 

Figure 59 - Final matches for the activities between Bob's and Peter's views 

Figure 60 - Final matches for the activities between Bob's and William's views 



5.2.3.2 Step 5: Merge views 

Now that we h o w  where the overlap is in the views (Le., which entities are simiiar, as 

shown in Fi,oure 58, Figure 59, and Figure GO), we can detect the inconsistencies across 

views, and resolve them. View merging is a mechanism for solving this problem, and for 

building a merged mode1 concurrently as the inconsistencies are resolved. 

In our approach, inconsistencies are categorized into four types: 

(i) those related to the decomposition of entities such as different grouping of 

entities (e-g., "modify_deIiverabIe" activity in Bob's view as part of the review 

process, but part of the document production process in Peter's view), or details 

missing (e-g., "describe - context" activity in Bob's view but not in Peter's view 

and William's view); 

(ii) those related to the n m e  of common entities (e.g., Peter's "client - review" 

activity, and William's "user - review" activity); 

(iii) those related to the relationships between process entities such as missing 

input/output in one or more views (e.g., the "contract" artifact used in one of the 

substeps of the "tT - team - review" activity in William's view, but not used in 

Bob's view and Peter's view for such activity); and 

(iv) those related to the attributes of the common entities (e.g., different duration for 

the "IT - team - review" activity across the views: 0.3, 3, and 3 days for Bob's view, 

Peter's view, and William's view respectively). 

There is one button for each of these types of inconsistencies in Figure 50. 

This categorization is based on the eiements of an ERD structure: entities, entiq names, 

relationships, and attributes. Entity types are not considered here because we are not going 

to compare entities of different types. 

The Eirst type of inconsistency to resolve is the one related to the entity decomposition ((i) 

above), because it can affect the resolution of the other types of inconsistencies, through 



the choice of the entities to be kept in the final mode1 and their meaning. It is described in 

Section 5.2.3.2.1 below- The three other types ((ii), (iii), and (iv) above) are independent 

of each other, and they can thus be resolved in any sequence. Section 5.2.3.2.2 gives an 

overview of these types of inconsistency and their resolution. 

Notice that the intent here is to illustrate how the merging process is performed, and the 

kind of interaction between the system and the elicitor. For complete information about 

the different types of inconsistencies handled, as well as the algorithm used for detecting 

and resolving them, the reader should refer to Section 6.3. 

5.2.3.2.1 Resolving inconsistencies related ta entity decomposition 

The kinds of inconsistencies we are looking at in the entity decomposition are whether or 

not some entities are rnissing, or whether or not the entities are grouped in different ways 

in the decomposition hierarchy. In our system analysis example (see Figure 25, Figure 26, 

Figure 27, and Appendix A for complete information), we see many of these consistency 

problems. Cn the case of the roles and the artifacts, the only kind of inconsistency one can 

find in this example is the missing entities. For example the "contract" artifact is missing 

in Bob's view. In the activity decomposition, one can see a variety of kinds of 

inconsistencies: 

(a) "system-anaIysis" missing in William's view (the root activity is not the same), 

(b) "modifications" not under the same subtree in Bob's view and in Peter's view, 

(c) "IT - team-review" decomposed in William's view but not in the other views, 

(d) "deliverable-production" and "modifications" missing in William's view, 

(e) "describe-context", "describe - objectivesn, and "describe - alternatives" specified in 

Bob's view only, 

( f )  "writing-first-version" specïfied in Peter's view only 

(g) "other-tearns-review" missing in William's view 

(h) "client - review" missing in Bob's view 



The V-elicit system takes each of these problems in turn for resol~~tion, one entity type at 

a tirne. The eIicitor is actually controlling the ordering of the entity types resolved, by 

selecting which type is next through a window such as that in Figure 6 1. 

Figure 61 - Seiecting the next entity type (decomposition) to be merged 

Within one entity type, the ordering of the problems resolved is top-down, nom the root 

to the leaves, in a recursive way. As the inconsistencies are resolved, the final model is 

built concurrently. 

The recursion to be performed should start at the root level, but sometimes there is no 

single root entity (e.g., the roles and artifacts in o u  example), or the root entities are not 

the same (e.g., the activities in our example). In order to start the recursive merging 

algorithm with the same conditions each time, we are adding a temporary root to aiI 

views, and to the final model being built. This temporary root entity is removed when the 

views are al1 merged into the ha l  model. 

Once this temporary root is added, we then recursively solve the problems related to each 

node, starting at the root. For each inconsistency, the user should decide on the solution to 

be adopte4 and then the views and the final model are modified accordingly. Before 

recursively checking the children of a node, we have to make sure that in each view, we 

have the same children for this node, and that the subtrees under these children contain 

the same matched entities. 



As an example, let us work on the activity decornposition of our system analysis example. 

Starting at the temporary root level, V-eiicit checks that the children (the actual mots of 

each view) are the same in each view: they are not (inconsistency (a) above), so the 

system asks the elicitor whether to keep the 'fsystem-analysis" root or not. This is 

performed in a window such as that in Figure 62. It is actuaily shown as a grouping 

problem, where the eiicitor should decide whether to have only one entity 

("system-anaIysis") grouping a l i  activities in the project or not . 

Figure 62 - Resoiving the problem with the inconsistent root activity 

The layout of each window for resolving an inconsistency is the same: the top part 

explains the type of inconsistency and which entity is afkted,  then the middle part shows 

which views have which solution (showing who and how many views gave one solution), 

and the lower part has buttons for taking the decision. The "quit" button stops the merging 

process. When double-clicking on one of the views, two graphs are opened: one showing 

the view before s t h g  the rnerging process (containing the real information gathered 

fiom the source associated to t h i s  view), and one showing the view with the modincations 

made since the merging process began. 

The purpose of having such decision window is to help focus on a simple inconsistency at 

a tirne (with two possible solutions ody, involving only few entities). The access to the 



view information through the graphs is very useful in understanding the inconsistency, 

and deciding which solution should be adopted. It is also very useful to see at a glance if 

one solution was adopted in many views or not (if more views have one solutions, then 

the chances of being the right solution are higher). 

For our example, we decide to keep this global activity. It is then added to William's view 

and to the &al model. Then no other nodes c m  be found at that level, so we are going to 

the next level. 

The first problem found at the second level is the "modiQ - deliverable" activity not 

grouped with the same activities: in Bob's case, it is under the "deliverable - validation" 

activity, but in Peter's case it is under the "document - production" activity (inconsistency 

(b) above). This problem is presented ù1 Figure 63. 

Figure 63 - Resolving when an entity is under different subtrees 

Again, the elicitor can choose whether to group the entities as specifïed or not. Notice that 

William's view does not appear in the lists: since it does not contain the entities involved 

in this grouping problem, it does not contain any of the solutions presented. 



The merging process goes on this way, resolvlng one inconsistency at a t h e .  In our 

example, two other kinds of inconsistencies were found: when an entity is M e r  

decomposed in one of the views (inconsistency (c) above), and when an entiv is missing 

in at Ieast one of the views (inconsistencies (d) to (g) above). Figure 64 and Figure 65 

show the windows used for these two lcinds of inconsistencies respectively. 

Figure 64 - Resolving when more details are provided in some views 

Figure 65 - Resolving when an entiq is missing in some views 



The &al resdt is an entire activity decomposition for the final (merged) model, s a t i s w g  

the decisions taken by the elicitor through the merging process. Figure 66 shows one final 

(merged) activity decornposition aspect we could get with our example. 

Figure 66 - Final model after resolving the inconsistencies (activity decomposition only) 

Inconsistencies are categorized into basic inconsistency types, such as the "missing details" 

and "missing eiement" cases above. A set of boolean characteristics is used for 

characterizing these categories. They are evaluated on one entity, with respect to another 

view. For example, in the case of a missing element, the characteristics are: 

a the element is not matched (e.g., "client - review" activity in Peter's view has no 

similar entity in Bob's view) 

a none of its descendants are matched 

a at least one of the siblings or descendants of siblings is matched 

The detection of inconsistencies is performed by evduating the set of characteristics on 

each children in each view, with respect to each other view. When a problem is found, the 

layout of the resolution window presented is dependent on the basic type of inconsistency 

found. 

The description of each type, with their characteristics, is given in Section 6.3.1. 



5.2.3.2.2 Resolving other types of inconsistencies 

For the three other types of inconsistency ((ii) related to entity names, (iii) relationships, 

and (iv) attributes, introduced earlier), a similar approach is taken. The Werence is in the 

complexity of the basic types. In the case of the entity names, there are only two cases: the 

names are either the same or they are different. SimiIarly, we have only two cases for 

inconsistencies related to relationships: the relationship is either in a l l  the views or not in 

some of the views. The same apply for inconsistencies related to attributes. 

Figure 67 - Resolving an inconsistency related to entity names 

The window used for resolving an inconsistency related to the name is shown in Figure 

67. An important information to take into account in this resolution is the number of 

modifications made to the initial view durùig the entity decornposition resolution. For 

example, Bob's "deliverable - validation" activity is matched to Peter's "review" activity, and 

they do not have the same name. But they were not containing the same set of activities 

origuially: the "rnodifi - deliverable" activity was under the "review" part in Bob's view but 

not in Peter's view. This could be a reason for the name daexence. Since we have decided 

to put the "modify_deliverable" activity mder the "document - production" part (see Figure 

66), the name used to express the review activity without the modification (Le., the name 

used in Peter's view) has higher chances of being the right one. This information on how 

much the entity has been modified is given as the tuple "(tnumber of  added 



subentitiesfsubtrees > , < number of deteted subentities/subtrees > ) " after each name in 

Figure 67. 

Resolution of attributes is similar to the name resolution, showing the different values 

fkom which to choose instead of entity names in the resolution window. Figure 68 shows 

such a window for resolving the different duration for the "other-teams - review" activity. 

Notice that the name used for the activity in each view is specified, such that when 

looking at the graph information, the entity having the problern c m  be identïfied. Notice 

also that when a view does not even contain the entity, it is not listed in the resolution 

window (this is the case with William's view here). 

Figure 68 - Resolving an inconsistency in the attributes 

The resolution window of inconsistencies related to relationships just needs to ask 

whether the elicitor wants this relationship or not (Figure 69). In order to help him/her 

choosing whether or not to keep one relationship, the system shows which views contain 

the relationship and which views do not, in a way similar to that for entity decomposition 

inconsistencies. In the case that one view does not have the relationship, but that its 

original view (before the modifications in the entity decomposition resolution step) does 

not contain one of the entity invoïved in the relationship (Le., this source couldn't give this 

relationship), the view is not shown in the resolution window. In our example, William's 

view is not shown because it does not contain the "review-by-other-teamr" activity. 



Figure 69 - Resohïng a missing relationship 

The result of merging the three views is shown in Appendix B, where each aspect of the 

h a 1  mode1 is presented, as one cm visualize it in the V-elicit system. Notice that the final 

result could be dserent if the elicitor decided to resolve the inconsistencies in a difEerent 

way. 

5.2.3.2.3 Summary 

In this section, we have shown the general idea of how the inconsistencies across views 

are detected and resolved, through an example. We have seen how the V-elicit system cm 

help the elicitor in performing hisher knowledge-intensive task, and keeping track of the 

rationale for resolving the inconsistencies in one way or another. However, we did not 

discuss al1 the possible types of inconsistencies, for example when we get two completely 

difEerent (unrelated) decomposition of an entity fiom the different views. These are 

discussed in detail in Section 6.3. 



5.2.4 Steps 6 and 7: Check model quaiity and modi* model 

Once the views are di merged into one model, we have to check again the quality of the 

model (step 6), as we did for each view in step 3, We are using the same technique 

(constraint verzfication) as in step 3. Typicdy, this step would also involve validating the 

merged model with the persons who provided the information in the initial views. 

The problem here is that an entity in the f i a i  model may contain more information than 

any of the similar (matched) entities in the different views. This combination of 

information may bring new inconsistencies, that couldn't be detected in the separate 

views. 

New constraints c a .  also be checked now, using the new superset of 

entity/relationship/aniibute types. For example, if no view had the information fiow 

aspect together with the artifact dependency aspect, we couldn't check earlier for 

consistency between these two types of information. In the merged model, we can add this 

verification. 

When a problem is found, we have to make the appropriate modifications to the merged 

process rnodel (step 7). The X-elicit tool is used again in this step, as for step 2. The 

Merence is that only one X-elicit model is created, not one per view, but the mapping 

between the V-elicit data structure and the X-elicit templates i s  done in the same way. The 

set of entity/relationship/attribute types presented in X-elicit is  the union of the types in 

each view. 

The final model can then be checked against developrnent policies, using extemal validity 

constraints. For example, the elicitor c m  check that each document has been reviewed 

independently. Again, the same technique as in step 3 is used (constraint ver5cation). 

Such validation, although it does not detect problems in the mode1 qwlity, does constitute 

an important feedback for process analysîs and improvernent. 



5.3 Summary of the elicitation approach 

In this chapter, we have described our approach for eliciting software process models 

using different views. The following steps were described: p l h g  for elicitation, 

eliciting each view, checking each view for intra-view consistency, ident-g common 

components across views, merging views (mcluding detecting and resolving 

inconsistencies across views), checking the quality of the merged model, and rnodifjhg 

this model ifnecessary. 

In the planning step, the scope of the model to be elicited is defined, with the kind of 

information to be elicited. The different sources of information are then anaiyzed, and a 

subset of these sources (views) are chosen for elicitation purposes. 

Each of the views are then elicited. The information is entered using the X-elicit tool or 

unstructured (draft) text files, and the information cm be visualized in graphs. Conçtraints 

are used for checking the consistency and quality of the views. 

Before merging dl the views, the common components across the views are identlfled 

using the matching algorithm. A similarity score is computed for each pair of entities of 

the sarne type, based on the related information such as the entiw name, relationships with 

other entities, and attributes. The highest scores d e h e  the matches between the entities, 

which c m  then be modified by the elicitor. 

Having identifïed the cornmon components, the inconsistencies across views are then 

detected, and subsequently resolved with the heIp of the elicitor. The h a l  model is built 

accordingly, and checked against development policies using extemal validity constraints. 

Overall, these steps define a systematic approach, with tool support, for view-based 

elicitation. They satisfy the set of requirements specified in Chapter Three. Our approach, 



together with the set of techniques presented, helps in eliciting process models of high 

quality (as shown later on in Chapter Seven, on vdidating our approach and systern). 



Chapter Sir - Techniques for consistency checking and view merging 

In working on the view-based elicitation problem, we have focused on deveIoping new 

techniques for checking inconsistencies within and across the views, and merging these 

views. Such a complete set of techniques does not exist in other process elicitation tools. 

The next sections describe the details of the specifïc techniques developed: constraint 

vefication, component maïchulg, and view merging. These techniques were used in 

steps 3, 4, and 5 of the elicitation method, respectively. Constraint verifkation was also 

used in step 6. 

6.1 Constraint verifkation 

As we have seen in Sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.4, constraints are used for checking 

inconsistencies within a view or a model. These constraints can be defïned by the elicitor, 

using the user-defïned types of information and a language similar to fbt-order logic. 

In t h i s  section, we describe the constraint language in detail (6.1.1), we discuss the 

different types of constraints (6.1.2), we explain how the atîribute and relationship 

generators can be used to sirnpl* the specification of the constraint (6.1.3), and we give 

implementation details of our algorithm (6.1.4). The last section summarizes our 

constraint verifkation technique. 

6.1.1 Constraint language 

This section describes the language developed for s p e c w g  constraints. The formal 

notation in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is given in Appendix C. 



Constraints are composed of ForAll and Therels clauses that define the variables to be 

used, foliowed by a condition to be verined using the defined variables. The rneaning of 

these clauses is that for al l  values (ForAlZ) or at Ieast one value (Therels) of the variable 

defined, the rest of the constraint (including foliowing ForAZZ and ï2erels clauses) should 

be me .  

The variables in the clauses are defined in the format "variable is element of a specifîed 

set". Variables can be either entities or relationships. A reiationship variable is of the form 

r(el ,e2,t) where r is the variable name, el and e 2  are variables to be used for accessing 

the entities involved in the relationship, and t is the variable containing the type of the 

reIationship. The set on which the variable is defked c m  be either a predefined set (E for 

the set of al1 entities, and R for the set of ail relationships), a set derived from other sets 

using the union and intersection operations on sets, or a user defïned set where the 

elements are a subset of another set based on some condition on the elements (Le., a set 

def'hed using the construct (a E AI ...} ). In the case of user defined sets where the 

condition is the type of entity or relationship, a shorthand c m  be used (TypedEntSet or 

TypedRelSet respectively). 

For the condition in the constraint (or in the specification of a user deçied set), we can 

use the attributes of the entities, and operate on them through usual mathematical 

notation. In some cases, we have defined specific functions for such operations, such as 

Getlnterval between two time attributes or values. We have also added functions for 

testing that entities are comected through relationships of specified Spes (e.g., 

ThereisReI, ThereIsPath, etc.). The condition c m  be an aggregated one, using the standard 

boolean operators: "not", "and", "or", and "implies". 

This constraint notation developed is based on standard mathematical notations, and 

should thus be complete. The functions we have added are either based on the specifics of 

the ERD modehg  notation (e-g., functions to ve- if a relationship or an attribute 

exists), or they are shorthand for more complex functions used very ofien (e.g., the 



function "SameEnt" that vef ies  if two variables point to the same entity, which is just a 

shorthand of v e r m g  that the two entities have the same name and the same type). 

6.1.2 Typeofconstraints 

In Section 5.2.2.2, we have seen examples of two kinds of constraints: one related to the 

structure of the views (Figure 47), and one related to the meaning of the entities and 

relationships modeled (Figure 48). In general terms, a view or a mode1 can be inconsistent 

due to two reasons: (a) internal imalidiiy, that is related to the structure of the view or 

incompleteness of the information elicited; and @) extemal imtalidiïy, that is related to the 

j2nes.s of the view with respect to organizational or project policy. This is analogous to 

the syntactic and static-semantic errors (internal invalidity), and deep-semantic errors 

(external invalidity) in cornputer programs. 

Below, we give examples of the two types of constraints. 

6.1.2.1 Constraints to check internal validity 

We describe four example conssaints: cycles in dependency graphs, production of 

artifacts across the levels of abstraction, consistency between activity dependency and 

inputs/outputs, and consistency of cost between levels of abstraction. Graphs are provided 

to help the reader understand the constraints written, but such graphs are not provided in 

our system. 

(a) the artifact dependency graph shouid not contain cycles: for all relationship r of type 

"artifact depends-on artifact" between artifact d l  and artifact d2, there is no path of 

(one or more) relationships of type "artifan depends-on artifact" fiom d 2  to d 1. In the 

example graph below, we have such path passing through d3, but more entities could 

be involved, or we codd have a direct link fiom d2 to d 1 . 



V (r(d 1 ,d2, type) E TypedRelSet(artifact depends-on arti fact) ) l 

7ThereIsPath(d2,d 1 ,artifact depends-on artifact) 

depends-on m2*a-on 
(b) consistency of the reiationships of type "activity produces artifact" across different 

levels of abstraction: for ali relationship r l  of type "activity produces artifact" between 

activity a l  and a . a c t  d, and for all refationship r2 of type "artifact is-consurned-by 

activity" between artifact d and activity a2, if the parent of activity a 1 is not the parent 

of activity a2, then there should be a relationship of type "activity produces artifact" 

between the parent of a 1 to d. 

V(r 1 (a I ,d,type) ~TypedRelSet(activity produces artifact) ) l 

V(r2(d,a2,type2) ~TypedRelSet(artifact is-consumed-by activity)). 

(ThereIsReI(a3,a 1, activity is-cornposed-of activity) A 

7TherelsPath(a3,a2,activity is-composed-of activity) ) 

ThereIsRel (a3,dfactivity produces artifact) 

(c) consist ency between the input/output relationships and dependency relationships : for 

al1 relationship r 1 of type "activity produces artifact" between activity a 1 and artifact d, 

and for al1 relationship r2 of type "artifact is-consurned-by activity" between artifact d 

and activity a2, there is a path of (one or more) relationships of type "activity depends- 

on activity" fiom a2 to a 1 .  

V(r 1 (a 1 ,d, type) ~TypedReISet(activity produces aru'fact))e 

V (r2 (d,a2, typez) ~TypedRelSet(arti fact is-consumed-by activity) )a 

TherelsDirectedPath(a2,a 1 ,activity depends-on activity) 



(d) consistency of cost across levels of abstraction: for al1 activity e, the cost of the 

activiv is greater than or equal to the s u m  of its children's costs. 

V(e E TypedEntSet(activity)). 

e.con 2 Sum(cost, (ei ~TypedEntSet(acrivity) 1 
ThereisRel(e,ei,activity is-composed-of activity) )) 

6.1.2.2 Constraints to check external validity 

In this section, we show four examples of known software development principles (two 

process-related and two product-related), written in the constraint format, such that they 

can be checked by V-elicit: independent validation, development-phase ordering, side- 

effects, and interface complexity. 

(a) independent validation (al1 software artifacts should be validated by people (reviewers) 

other than those who have developed them) (see Pre971, section 17.1.2): for al1 

relationships of type "role validates artifact" fiom e l  to e2, there is no relationship of 

type "arcifact is-developed-by role" fiom e 2  to e l .  

V(r(e 1 ,e2,type) ~TypedRelSet(ro1e vaIidates artifact)). 

7TherelsRel(e2,e 1 ,artifact is-developed-by roIe) 



(b) a module should be M y  designed before coding it (see I73re97]+ sections 2.1 -2 and 

13.1): for each module artifact produced ui the design phase and consumed by a coding 

activity, the design activity should be completed before the coding activity begins. 

'd(r(e 1 ,eZ,type) E (rZ(e3,e4,tl) ~TypedReISet(activity produces artifaa) 1 
(subtype(e4) = module) A (e3.phase =design) ) )a 

V(r3 (e5,e6, typez) E (r4(e7,e8, t2) E 

TypedRelSet(artÎfact is-consumed-by activity) 1 

rem& "phase", "start-time" and "end-time" are attributes defined for activit ies. 

(c) side effects (data coupling) (see [Pre97], section 13.5.4): if a function reads some 

data, then it should be passed through the parameters or the function and data should 

be defined in the sarne module (or class). 

V(r(e 1 ,e2,t) ~TypedRelSet(function uses data)). 

3(e3 E (e4 E TypedEntSet(rnodu1e) 1 

TherelsReI(e4,e 1 ,module contains function) ) )a 

ThereIsRei(e 1 ,e2,function has-parameter data) v 

ThereIsReI(e3,e2,module contains data) 

(d) interface complexity (coupling) (see [Pre97], section 13.6): each function should have 

at most 7 parameters (note: this standard can be specifïed in an organization, as a way 

to avoid interface complexity, but the number can Vary fiom one organization to 

another) . 



b'(e E TypedEntSet(function))a 

# (ei E TypedEntSet(data) [ 

TherelsReI(e,ei,Fimction has-parameter data) ) 

17 

where Y means cardinality of the set 

6.1.2.3 Summary and analysis 

Both internal validity constraints and external validity constraints can be checked, as 

shown in Section 5.2.2.2. The kinds of inconsistencies found using internal v u l ~  

constraints are similar to the kinds of checking done in other modeiing languages such as 

Statemate @eH89], FUNSOFT Nets [GrS92], and OBM [SaW94]. The advantage in 

V-elicit is that it c m  be done on any user-defined type of information. External validity 

constraints, to our Imowledge, are not checked in any other process modehg tool. Some 

are described in @3NR90, NeR9 11, but they are specified informally. 

It is important to note that if an elicited view (or model) violates an external vnlidip 

constraint, it could be for tbree reasons, which (ideally) should be investigated and an 

appropriate course of action shouid be taken: (i) the process view is incorrectly elicited; 

(ii) the process itself is defective; and (iu) the constraint itselfis not valid, 

The number of cons~aints to be specified for a comprehensive coverage of the 

organizational policies can be huge, and in such an environment these constraints would 

have to managed appropriately. Also, the issue of designing a comprehensive set of 

policies, and ensuring that the constraints specified do not have confiicts, is not trivial. 



Such issues are out of the scope of this thesis, and they wiil probably be dealt with in 

future work. 

Finally, simulation is often used for dynamic anabsis of a process mode1 [XeH89, GrS92, 

ADH941. The problems detected in this marner include deadlocks, reachability problems, 

race conditions, etc. This kind of analysis is complernentary to our constraint vefication. 

In fact, one approach to quajitty process modeiing and analysis is that tools such as 

V-elicit codd be used to build rigorous descriptive models pria- to spending resources to 

carry out dynamic analysis. 

6.1.3 Use of generators 

In order to s imple  the specification of a constraint using mi 

use generated types. For example, if we want to check for 

lltiple relationships, we can 

independent validation (as 

described in part (a) of Section 6.1.2.2), but that we have only the following types 

available: 

activity is-performed-by role 

activity produces artifact 

activity validates artifact 

the constraint would have to be specified as: 

V(r1 (a 1 ,d 1 ,t 1 ) ~TypedRelSet(activity produces artifact))a 

V(r2 (a2,d2,t2) E Ir2 1 (e l ,e2,t2 1 ) ~TypedRelSet(activity validates artifan) 

/ SarneEntid 1 ,e2) 1 ) .  
V(r3(a3,rl ,t3) E {r3 1 (e3,e4,t3 1 ) ~TypedRelSet(activity is-perfomed-by role) 

1 SameEnt(aP,e3) })* 

-TherelsRel (a 1 ,rI ,activity is-perfonned-by role) 

This complex specification c m  be reduced to the following constraint: 

V(r(r 1 ,d 1 ,type) ~TypedRelSet(ro1e validates artifact) )a 

7ThereIsRei (r 1 ,d 1 ,role develops artifact) 



with the following two specincations for the linear generator for r e l a t i on~h i~s~~ :  

1. existing types: role performs activity 

activity validates artifact 

new type: roie validates artifact 

existing types: roie perfonns activity 

activity produces artifact 

new type: roie deveiops artifact 

By using generated Spes in the constraint specifîcation, the understanding of the 

constraint is greatly improved, and so is the efficiency of the constraint checking 

algorithm. 

6.1.4 Imptementation details 

The constraints are built using one object per element of the language d e h e d  in 

Appendix C .  In the case of non-terminating symbols, the object contains pointers to the 

possible elements of the derivation used, and this derivation is kept in a type variable. 

A set of functions (one per language element, including punctuation symbols) is used for 

reading a constraint in a string format and creating a constraint object. The syntax of the 

constraint definition is verified at this point. 

Each of the objects in the constraint has two major fùnctions: "verifj+' for checking the 

correctness of the constraint defïned (e.g., no use of undehed variables, no type 

mismatch between a variable and the set fiom which it is dehed,  etc.), and "evaluate" for 

verifjmg if the constraint is satisfied in the mode1 or view specxed. In the case o f  the 

"ForAll" and "Therek" parts, there are also fiinctions for building the set 

variable specified. The set is built during the evaiuation of a constraint 

of values for the 

on a mode1 or a 

l9 Refer to Section 4.3.2 for idonnation on how to desmie such relationship generator. 



view. Notice that in the case where the set is not related to the first quaflmer of the 

constraint, it will have to be rebuilt for each value of the variable related to the f i s t  

quantifier. 

As the constraint is evaluated on a model or a view, the values of the variables making the 

constraint evaluate to false are kept in a List, and they are printed only when the constraint 

evduation is finished. 

6.1.5 Summary of the constraint verification feature 

In this section, we have presented the details about the use and implementation of the 

constraints. We have seen that two types of constraints can be dehed:  intemal validation 

constraints and external validation constraints. We have also discussed how the generators 

can be used to help in the constraint definition. Details on the language and its 

Mplementation have also been provided. 

Constraint verification is a mechanism that permits the verification of models and views 

modeled using a user-defined Ianguage. A constraint defines what an inconsistency is, 

based on the type of information used in the model. The traditional ways of checking for 

inconsistencies do not permit one to work on arbitrary type of information, and they do 

not allow one to define inconsistencies, so the semantics of the model cannot be verified 

(as with the extemal validity constraints). 

Our work on constraint definition has been iduenced by the work of Behm and Teorey 

PeT931, who have used relative constraints as a way of capturing business d e s  in first- 

order logic (e.g., a project's budget cannot exceed its department's budget). These 

constraints were not fonnaUy defined and no tool was avadable for ve-g the 

constraints, but they had the idea of using kt-order logic to let the user define hisher 

own constraints. 



6.2 Component matching 

The second technique developed for V-elicit is component matching. It is the ntst step in 

merging the elicited views into one model. Its goal is to find the entities in dBerent views 

that represent the same process element (e.g., same activiiy, artifact, role, etc.). 

In Section 5.2.3.1, we have given an example on how this was used by the elicitor, 

focusing on the user interaction and the results presented to the user. In this section, we 

describe the internal algorithm used for cornputing the similarity score and choosing the 

matched entities (6.2.1), and we explain how the relationship generators can be used to 

help compare entities (6.2.2). The last section summarizes our component matching 

technique. 

6.2.1 Algorithm and formula for computing simiiarity scores 

This section describes how the system computes the similarïty score used for matching 

the entities across views (Le., iden- which ones are the sarne). The algorithm is actually 

performed for each pair of views, independently of the other views. Throughout this 

section, we uses the two views in Figure 70 and Figure 71. These views contain few 

entities and relationships, making it easier for the reader to understand the algorithm. The 

same algorithm can be applied to the views in Section 5.2 as well. 

Legend: see Figure 25 

Figure 70 - Sam's view 



review 0 

Legend: see Figure 25 

Figure 7 1 - Sally's view 

The general idea in computing the similarity score between two entities is to compare the 

elements related to these entities (name/relatîonship/attnbute). For example, if we look at 

Sam's "review meeting" activity, there are five related elements: the name of the entity, 

and the relationships "deliverable is-consumed-by this entity", "this entity produces 

feedback", "this entity precedes producing-report" and "review is-composed-of this entity". 

When cornparing this activity to Sally's "review meeting" activity for example, we check 

to see if the latter activity also contains these five related elements. 

It is easy to compare entity names and related attributes, but not relationships because 

they are related to other entities not necessarily matched yet. For example, how can we 

know that Sam's "review - meeting precedes producing-report" relationship is the same as 

Sdy's "review-meeting precedes writing - report" relationship, if we have not compared yet 

the "producing - report" activity and the "writing-report" activity? 

The approach taken, as described by the algorithm in Figure 72, is to match the entities 

one type at a time (line #3), and to use the results of the previous iterations for comparing 

the related components of the entities (managed in lines #2 and #19). In our example, we 

c m  decide to match the artifacts k t ,  and then the activities. This choice is made by the 

elicitor (line #1, performed in a window such as that in Figure 51). 



1. determine ordenng of entity types to match 
2. typ-matched + ernpty set 
3. for each entity type e t  

rels-fir~pass t set of refationship types benveen et and 
et2 E typesmatched 

rels second pas t- set of reIationship types from et to et 
for ëach pair of views 

for each pair of entities (one in first view and one in second view) 
compute first pas score 

for each pair of eititi&(one in fim view and one in second view) 
corn pu te second-pass_score 

for each entity in first view 
determine its best match (entity with highest similarity score) 

for each entity e l  in second view 
determine its best match (entity e2, with highest similarity score) 

if e2's best match is e 1 
if the score of the best match is higher chan a minimum score 

then e 1 and e2 are matched 
show result to user and Iet him make changes to matches 
add et to the set typesrnatched 

Figure 72 - Component matchuig algorithm 

When matching the artifacts, we compare only the naines and attributes of the artifacts. 

We carmot use the relationships with the activities because at this point, we do not know 

which activities are the same across the views. We could use these relationships only if 

the activities were matched flrst. The result of this iteration, for our example, is that each 

pair of artifacts having the same name are matched (there is no attribute to consider in this 

example). 

With this resuit, we can then compare the activities, using the names, attributes, and 

relationships with the artifacts (rel-first-pass in line #4 of Figure 72). The score computed 

uçing this information is cailed the first pas score (see Figure 731~'. For example, in Sam's 

"review meeting" activity, we have three related elements that can be compared: the entity 

name, and the relationships "deliverable is-consumed-by this entity" and "this entity 

-- - - - - 

'O This is computed in iines #7-8 in Figure 72. 



produces feedback". Ifwe compare tbis activity with Sally's "preparation" activity, we see 

that there is only one similar related element (the relationship "deliverabIe is-consumed-by 

this entity"), so the first pass score is 0.33: 

FirstPassScore = 
NameSirn + NbAttMatch + NbRelMatch O + O + 1 1 - - - =0.33 

1  + m~tt + M R ~ Z  1 + 0 + 2 - T  

First pass score fiom entity A in fïrst view to entity B in second view 

FirstPassScore = 
NameSim + NbAttMatch + NRelMatch 

I + lVbAtt + NbRel 

- spiit A's name and B's name into words, keeping only their stem and removing 
unwanted words such as "the" (the iist of unwanted words in user-definable) 

- NameSim = (# words of A's name that is also in B's name) / (# words of A's name) 
NbAttMatch: 
- For each attribute of A (that should be considered), 

add 1 in NbAttMatch ifattribute value is matched to B's attribute value. 
NbAtt: 
- NbAtt = Nuniber of attributes of A 

(that should be considered in matching algorithm) 
NbRelMatch and NbRel: 
- For each relationship of A (of type that should be considered) 

Add 1 to NbRel 
Let A' be the second entity of the relationship considered (rel. of type t) 
Ifthere is a relationship of type t between B and Br in view 2, 

and that B' has been matched to A', then add 1 to NbReMatch 

Second pass score fiom entity A in k t  view to entity B in second view 
(NameSim + NbAttMatch + NbRelMatch) + IntRelScore 

Score = 
(1 + NbAff + NbRel) + NbhtRel 

Let MS (Mean Score) between entity A and B be the mean of FirstPassScore fiom A 
to B and FirstPassScore fkom B to A. 

For each relationship with entity A (of type that should be considered) 
Let A' be the second entity of the relationship considered (rel. of type t) 
Find B' such that we have a relationship of type t between B and Br, and MS 

between A' and B' is the maximum one. 
If the MS found is higher than MinScore, then add MS to IntRelScore. 
Add 1 to NbIntRel if MS has been added to IntRelScore 

Figure 73 - Formula for computing similarity scores 



Now, if we compare Sam's "review - meeting" activity to Sally's "review-meeting" activity, 

al1 the related eIements are found, and the score is 1.00: 

Rem& the sanie formula (fim pas score) was also used when matching the artifacts, 

with the following variables set to O: NbAttMatch, N bAtt, N bRelMatch, and N bRel. 

Notice that if the starting point of the comparison is Sdy's view, the score is different. 

For example, Sally's "review meeting" activity contains four related elements (not three as 

in Sam's view): the entity name, and the relationships "deliverable is-consumed-by this 

entity", "review - notes is-consumed-by this entity" and "this entity produces feedback". If we 

compare this activity to Sam's "review meeting" act ivi~,  we c a .  see that there are only 

three similar related elements, for a first pas  score of 0.75: 

NameSim -t- NbAttMatch + NbRelMatch 1 + O + 2 3 
FirstPassScore = - - --- - - 0.75 

1 + NbAtt + NbRel 1+0+3 4 

Both scores should be computed, the mean being used in the next step when computing 

the similarity score. 

The NameSim p& in our example returned a 1 in case the two names were the same, and 

O ifnot. The computation of such value is actually more complex than that, and can retum 

m y  value between O and 1. For example, having to compare the names "documentation 

review" and "formal review of documents", the system would fïrst separate the words, 

keeping only the stems and removing unwanted words such as the "of' in the second 

name. This gives the following words for each name: 

"documentation review": document, review 

"formal review of documents": formal, review, document 



The computation of the name similarity then gives 1.0 (2/2) for the f i s t  name, and 0-67 

(2/3) for the second one. These values are obtained by dividing the number of words in 

the name that are dso  in the other name, by the totai number of words in the name. For 

simplicity of our example, we have not included such case in Sam's and Sdy's views. 

Ali first p a s  scores between Sam's view and SaUy's view are s h o w  in Table 5. Each ce11 

contains two nurnbers (not in parenthesis): the e s t  one is the score computed fiom Sam's 

view to Saily's view (i-e., the variables NbAtt and NbRef are set to the number of related 

elements in Sam's view), and the second one is from Saliy's view to Sam's view. The 

number in parenthesis is the related fiactional number, that wiil be used (numerator and 

denominator separately) in the second pass. 

I Sally I 
I I review I prep-tion 

1 review meeting I -tingrepO* 1 Sam 

review 

review meeting 

Table 5 - Fust pass scores between Sam's view and Sally's view 

- 

producing report 

The relationships between the activities (i.e., relationships of type "activity is-composed-of 

activity" and "activity precedes activity" in our example) can also be used for determinhg 

the matches between activities. After computing the first pass score for each pair of 

activities between two views, we can use this information to assess the similarity between 

hivo activities. This means we can now have an idea about the similarity between the 

relationship "review - meeting precedes producing - report" in Sam's view and the 

relationship "review - meeting precedes writing - report" in Sally's view, by checking the first 

pas  score between 'lproducing-report" and "writing - report". 

1.00 1.00 
(l/l) (111) 
0.17 0.50 

(0.513) (0.511) 
0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 
(011) (013) 
0.33 0.33 
(113) (1/3) 
0.00 0.00 

1 .O0 O. 13 
(111) (0.514) 
1 .O0 0.75 

0.00 0.00 
(011) (01'3) 
0.00 0.00 

(313) (314) 
0.00 0.00 

(013) (013) 
0.75 0.50 



The h a 1  score (or "Second pass score" in Figure 73) is the first pas score, improved using 

the relationships between entities of the same type (rel-econd-pas in line #5 of Figure 

7 2 1 ~ ' .  As an example, using the mean fim p a s  score between Sam's "produdng report" 

activity and Saiiy's "writing report" activity (0.625)=, and the mean first pas score 

between Sam's "review" activity and Sally's "review" activity (1-OO), we can compute the 

Enal score this way: 

(NameSim + NbAttMatch + NbRelMatch) + IntRelScore 
Score = 

(1 + NbAtt t NbRel) + NbIittRel 

The final scores for each pair of entities between Sam's view and Saily's view are 

presented in Table 6 .  The highest scores for each entity are highlig$~ted~~. 

Table 6 - Fhal  scores between Sam's view and Saiiy's view 

Sam 

review 

review meeting 

producing 
reuort 

When al1 the scores are computed, the system can determine the best matches, using the 

highest scores2'. For example, for Sam's "review meeting" activity, the scores with Sally' s 

activities are 0.1, 0.4, 0.925, and 0.2, the 0.925 being with Sallyk "review meeting" 

activily. For SaUy's "review meeting" activity, the scores with Sam's activities are 0.071, 

review preparation 

" This is computed in lines #9-10 in Figure 72. 
I' Using the information in Table 5 (row 3, column 4), we compute the mean between the two numbers: 

( 0.75 + 0.50 ) / 2 = 0.625. 
'3 This is checked in lines #11 to 14 in Figure 72. 
'* This is done in lines # 15 to 17 in Figure 72. 

0.833 0.708 

0.100 0-  125 

0.000 0-000 

review meeting writing report 

0.000 0.000 

0.400 0.400 

0.250 0.200 

0.333 0.071 

0-925 0.661 

0.333 0.190 

0.000 0.000 

0.200 0.200 

0,844 0.675 



0.66 1, and 0-19, the 0.66 1 being with Sam's "review meeting" activity. The highest scores 

in both cases are between the same entities, so the two activities are said to be matched. 

We c m  see that an activîty in one view has no match at al1 in the other view when these 

highest scores do not coincide. For example, the scores for Sally's "preparation" activity 

are 0, 0.4, and 0-2, the highest being with Sam's "review meeting" activity, but this activity 

has its highest score with Saliy's "review meeting" activity. 

The match c m  also be rejected in the case where the similarity score is Lod5. This lower 

bound on sirnilarity score is given by the elicitor or the agent. 

As discussed in Section 5.2.3.1, the elicitor shodd also check the matches found after the 

matches for one entity type are detected, and make the appropriate modifications if 

necessary. These modifications shouid be made before continuing the algorithm with the 

next entity type, in order to use the appropriate matches in the other iterations. 

6.2.2 Use of generators 

Hierarchical generators are obviously needed for this algorithm. Relationships and 

attributes are ofien specsed for entities at lower levels o d y  in the decornposition 

hierarchy. Such information is necessary for entities at upper LeveIs in order to match 

them. 

In the case of the Iinear relationship generators, they permit the elicitor to add other 

relationships that c m  be used in computing the s ida r i ty  scores. These additional 

relationships are typically generated fiom relationships that cannot be used yet because 

the entities involved are not matched. For example, the relationship "artifact is-needed-for 

artifact" (generated fkom the produces/consumes relationships with activities) can be used 

This is checked in line #16 in Figure 72- 



to replace the relationships "activity produces artifact" and "artifact is-consumed-by 

activicy", that cannot be used when the activities are not matched. 

In the example presented in the previous section (Sam and Sally), such mechanism is not 

necessary because the artifacts c m  al1 be matched just by their name. However, in real 

situations, artifact names are often different across views, making it impossible to match 

them without using additional information. 

In order to illustrate such situation, lets m o d e  Sam's view fiom previous section (the 

modified view is shown in Figure 74), keepulg Sally's view the same (Figure 75). 

Generated relationships across artifacts are also shown in these two figures. 

review 0 

Legend: see Figure 25 -> arafact is-needed-for artifact (generated ) 

Figure 74 - Sam's view modi£ïed (including generated relationships) 

review P 

Legeod: see F i y  25 
artifact is-needed-for artifact (generated ) 

Figure 75 - Saiiy's view (with generated relationships) 



As one c m  see, the artifacts "feedback" and "comments" are actually the same artifact, and 

they shodd be matched. However, because they do not have the same name, they are not 

matched (the similarity score is O). 

By using the generated relationships "artifact is-needed-for artifact" in the second pass of 

the matching heuristic, the similarïty score between "feedback" and "comments" becomes 

0.58, and these two entities are then matched (the similarity score between "comments" 

and "review notes" is only 0.5). 

Linear relationship generators are very usefd with the entity types that are matched first, 

because there is not much information we c m  use, and the generators increase the chances 

of finding the right matches. 

6.2.3 Summary and analysis of the component matching feature 

In this section, we have provided details on how the component matching algorithm k d s  

similar entities across views. We have Presented the formula used for assessing the 

similarity between two entities fiom two different views ("similarity score"). From this 

information, the entities that are similar are detected, or at least easily identified using the 

similarity score. We have also discussed the parameters that the user can rnodi@ to help 

obtain a better matching resuit: the ordering of the entity types and the use of generators, 

Once we know which entities are similar, we can then see the diBeremes (or 

inconsistencies) across the views. This is the topic of the next section. 

Our algoritin is based on Leite and Freeman's heuristics [LeF91] for matching d e s  in 

different software requirement descriptions (or idea behind the heuristics). They have 

applied their heuristics to facts and d e s :  similarity scores for facts are derived by 

comparing each word of the facts (as in our "NameSimu), and a combined score for d e s  

is then computed using scores on facts and weights. Our similarity scores are computed in 

a similar way, but they are applied to ERD instead of d e s  and facts. Also, we have 



developed the two-pass formula in order to be able to use additional information (Le,, 

relationships between entities of the same type), which is critical when there is not much 

information that can be used. 

The time cornplexity of our matching algorithm is as f~llows*~: 

t ( nbviews, nbents, nbreb) E O( nbviews2 * ( nbenrs2 + nbreIs2 ) ) 

where: nbviews = number of views 

nbents = number of entities 

nbrels = number of relationships 

t = the computing thne of the algo-, as a function of the number of 

views, entities, and relationships 

Indeed, the algorithm has to run on each pair of views (nbviews2), and for each pair, the 

entities and relationships of one view are compared to each entity and relationship of the 

other view (n bents2 + nbrels2). 

As one can see, this algorithm is polynornial, so it is considered as "efficient" (Le., it can 

handle quite Iarge models) FrB961. However, it might still take a lot of time on large- 

scale models. In such cases, it would probably be best to separate the process into more 

manageable pieces, for example by modeling each s o h e  development phases (e-g., 

requirement analysis, design, coding, etc.) separately. This would reduce the number of 

entities to be dealt with at the same time when merging views, reducing the t h e  required 

to perform such a task. However, one should be careful here in the re-composition of the 

entire process mode1 fiom the separated development phases. Fuaher work is necessary 

here, for investigating into approaches for hmdling Iarge models, containing thousands of 

entities. 

26 The tirne compiexiv, specined using an asymptotic notation ("Big-Oh"), means that the acbial nmning 
time of the aigorithm is bounded by the f'unction indicated, multiplied by a constant. The constant is related 
to the actual number of instructions performed, and the speed of the cornputer used. [BrB96] 



6.3 View merging 

The third technique developed for V-elicit is view merging. 

In this section, we describe the different types of inconsistencies across views, how each 

are detected and resolved, and how the final mode1 is built (Section 6.3.1 to Section 

6.3.3). We then present how other researchers deal with the problem of inconsistencies 

across views, even in other domains such as requirement elicitation and knowledge 

engineering (Section 6.3.4). The last section summarizes our view merging technique. 

6.3.1 Detecting and resolving inconsistencies related to entity decomposition 

When resolving the entity-decomposition kind of inconsistency, we are interested in 

entities that are missing, as weii as in the dBerent grouping of entities in daerent views. 

Examples of such inconsistencies are the "system - analysis" activity missing in William's 

view (the root activity is not the same), and the "IT - team - review" activity decomposed in 

William's view but not in the other views (see Figure 25 to Figure 27). 

As we have seen in Section 5.2.3.2.1, the inconsistencies found across views are 

categorized into basic inconsistency types. They are identiged using a set of boolean 

characteristics, evaluated on one entity in one view with respect to another view. We have 

identified eight such basic inconsistency types, and two cases where there is no 

inconsistency (see Table 7). Each of these cases is described later in Sections 6.3.1.1 to 

6.3.1.10. 



1 Inconsistencytype ( Description 
Case #1 Missing element An entity is in one view but not in the other, 
Case #2 Detail missing An entity is m e r  decomposed in one view, 

but not in the other. 
Case #3 Finer decomposition In one view, a set of entities is s h o w  under a 

single parent entity, whereas in the second 
view, more sub-groupings are used. 

Case #4 Different grouping Some entities (matched in the two views) are 
not grouped in the same way under their 
parent entity (which are not matched). 

Case #5 DiEerent decomposition Some entities are not under the same parent 
entity in the two views (the parent entities are 
matched) 

Case #6 1 Details taken fiom 1 AU the matched entities under one parent 
1 outside (leaf) 1 entity (in one view) are not under the same 

entity (a leaf) in the other view. 
Case #7 Details taken fiom Al1 the matched entities under one parent 

1 outside (non-leaf) 1 entity (in one view) are not under the same 
entity (not a leaf) in the other view. 

Case ff8 DEerent details Two matched entities (in the two views) are 
both M e r  decomposed, but the entities 
involved in both decomposition are 
cornpletely different. 

Case #9 No inconsistency (leaf) Two matched entities (in the two views) are 
both leaves (not M e r  decomposed). 

Case #10 No inconsistency (non- Two matched entities (in the two views) are 
1 1eaf) 1 both further decomposed, and they both have 

1 the same set of matched entities under them. 

Table 7 - Basic types of inconsistency, and cases with no inconsistency 

In order to i den t a  these basic types of inconsistemies, we use the following set 

boolean characteristics: (please refer to Figure 25 and Figure 26 for the examples 

provided) 

C 1 - element is rnatched: 

The element has been matched to one of the entities in the second view. 

This entity in the second view is referred to as "matched element". 

E.g.: if we andyze Bob's "system analysis" activity with respect to Peter's 

view, Cl  is true, and the matched element is Peter's "system 



analysis" activity. On the other hand, if we analyze the same 

activity with respect to William's view, Cl  is false. 

C2 - descendant matched: 

At least one of the descendants of the element has been matched to one 

entiq in the second view. 

E.g.: This characteristic is true for Bob's "deliverable validation" activity 

with respect to Peter's view (the descendant "IT-team review" is 

matched). This is not the case with Bob's "deliverable production" 

activity (none of the descendants are matched in Peter's view). 

C3 - outside subtree entity matched: 

At least one of the siblings of the element, or descendant of siblings, has 

been matched to one entity in the second view. 

E-g.: In the case of Bob's "deliverable production" activity, there is at 

least one s i b h g  ("deliverable validation") that is matched in Peter's 

view, so this characteristic is tme. But for any of the descendants 

of this "deliverable production" activity, C3 is fàlse, because none 

of them is matched in Peter's view. 

C4 - element is leaf: 

The element does not have any descendant. 

E.g.: Bob's "describe contextl' activity is a le&, but not the "deliverable 

production". Notice that this characteristic is independent of the 

view with respect to which we analyze the entity. 

CS - matched element is le& 

The entity in second view that is matched to the element we are looking 

at does not have any descendants. 

E.g.: This is the case for Bob's "IT team review" activity (matched to 

Peter's "IT team QA" activity), but not for "deliverable validation" 

activity (matched to Peter's "review" activity) 



C6 - group = union 

Groups are sets of entities under a subtree with a match to an entity in 

the second view. For a gïven level of decomposition, there is one group 

per entity on that level. For example, in Bob's view (with respect to 

Peter's view), if we look at the second level of decomposition, we have 

the following two groups: 

1. ["defiverable production"] (one element only because the descendants 

are not matched) 

2. ["deliverable validation", "IT team review", "modify deliverable", 

"review by other tearns"] (all four elements because they are al1 

matched) 

In the same way, we can build the groups in Peter's view, with respect to 

Bob's view: 

1. ["document production", "modifications1'] (notice that "writing first 

version1' is not matched in Bobls view) 

2. ["review", "IT team QA", "other teams review"] (llcIient review" is not 

rnatched in Bob's view) 

For this characteristic to be true, the group for the element (e.g. the first 

gcoup for Bob's "deliverable production" activity) should be a union of 

zero or more groups in the other view (groups in Peter's view here). This 

is not the case in our example above. This characteristic would be true 

for Bob's "system analysis" activity because its group contains ali the 

matches in that view (witb respect to Peter's view), and that the group 

for Peter's "system analysis" activity is the same (with respect to Bob's 

view). 

C7 - descendant of matched element is matched: 

At least one of the descendants of the matched element has been 

matched to one entity in the first view. 

E.g.: This characteristic is tnie for Bob's "deliverable validation" activity, 

because its matched entity in Peter's view ("review") has some 



descendants that are matched in Bob's view ("IT - team QA" and 

"other teams review"). This is not the case with Bob's "modify 

deliverable" activity because its matched entity in Peter's view 

("modifications") bas no descendants. 

C8 - group of element = group of matched element: 

For this characteristic, the groups are formed like in C6, but only for a 

speciiïc element and its matched element (not for al1 subtrees), even if 

the matched element is at a different level in the hierarchy. For example, 

the group for Bob's "IT team review" activity and its matched activity in 

Peter's view ("IT team QA") are these activities themselves (matched 

together) because they are ieaves, so this characteristic is true for Bob's 

"IT team review" activity with respect to Peter's view. This is not the 

case for Bob's "deliverable validation" activity, because its group 

contains the "rnodify deliverable" activity, but the group of Peter's 

"review" activity does not contain it. 

Each characteristic above can be true or false. The 8-tuple built out of that wiLl be used for 

determinhg if there is an inconsistency, and if so the basic type of this inconsistency. An 

example of such an 8-tuple is (T,F,T,F,F,F,T,F)~' for Bob's "deliverable productiont' 

activity with respect to Peter's view. 

For an 8-tuple of boolean values, there can be 256 (2') possibilities. But in our case, some 

combinations are impossible. Here are the possible reasons to reject a combination (these 

are summarized using a formal notation in Table 8) : 

R1 - If the element is not matched (CeF) ,  there is no matched element, so the 

characteristics related to the matched element should be fdse (C5=F & C7=F 

& C8-F). 

" There is one boolean value for each of the characteristics defined above. 



Related constraint on combination (tuple) I 
R1 

1 
3 3  
R4 
R5 

(Ci = False) (C5 = False) A (C7 = False) A (C8 = False) 
(C2 = True) 3 (C4 = False) 
(C7 = True) a (CS = False) 
(Cl = False) A (C2 = False) a (C6 = Tme) 
(C3 = False) (C6 = True) 
(C2 = False) A (CS = True) (C8 = True) 
(C2 = Tme) A ( C ~  = True) (C8 = False) 

R6 

R7 

(Cl = True) A (C4 = True) A (C7 = False) -. (CS = Tkue) 
(Cl = Tme) A (C4 = Tme) A (C7 = Tme) = (C8 = False) 
(Cl = True) A (C2 = False) A (C7 = False) 3 (CS = True) 
(Cl = Tme) A (C2 = Tme) A (C7 = False) (CS = False) 

R8 

Table 8 - Siimmary of the reasons to reject some combinations of characteristics 

(Cl = Tme) A (C2 = False) A (C7 = True) (C8 = False) 
(C4 = Tme) A (C5 = True) (Cg = True) 

R9 
RI0 

R2 - If the element has descendants matched (C2=T), it cannot be a leaf (C4=F). 

The same applies to the matched element if there is one. If the matched 

element has descendants matched (C7=T), it cannot be a leaf (C5=F). 

(C2 = False) A (C3 = False) a (C6 = True) A (C7 = True) A (C8 =  rue)- 
(C2 = False) A (C7 = True) -. (C6 = False) A (C8 = False) 

R3 - If the element is not matched (C 1 =F) and none of its descendants are matched 

(C2=F), then its group is empty, so it is a union of zero or more groups of the 

other view (C6=T). 

R4 - If none of the siblings or descendants of siblings are matched (C3=F), the 

group for the element contains au remaining matches, so the group should be 

the union of the groups in the other view (C6=T). 

R5 - In the case the matched element is a leaf (CS=T), the group for the rnatched 

element is the element itself O*. So if the element has descendants matched 

(C2=T), its group will contain more than the element itself, so it wiil not be 

the same as the matched element's group (C8=F). But if the element does not 

have descendants matched (C2=F), its group will contain only the eiement 

itself, like the matched eIementls group (C8=T). 



The same reasoning as in R5 apply in the case the element is matched (Cl=T), 

and that it is a leaf (C4=T). If the matched element has descendants matched 

(C7=r), its group will be different than the element's group (CS=F). But if the 

matched element does not have descendants matched (C7=F), its group is the 

same as the element's group (CS-1'). 

In the case the element is matched (Cl=T), if neither the element nor the 

matched element has descendants matched (C2-F & C7=F), then both groups 

are the element itself only, so the groups are the same (C8=T). If the element 

has descendants matched (C2=T) but not the matched element (C7=F), or vice 

versa (i.e. C2=F & C7=T), the groups cannot be the same (C8=F). 

In the case botfi element and matched element are leaves (C4=T & C5=T), 

their groups are the same (C8=T) because the groups are the element oniy. 

R9 - If the element have neither descendants matched (C2=F) nor siblings or 

descendants of siblings matched (C3=F), than the only possible non-empty 

group is the element itself. ..if it is matched. If it is not matched, al1 groups are 

empty. In this situation, the group (empty or containhg oniy one element) 

should be a union of the groups in the other view (C6=T) because this other 

view has o d y  empty groups or one group with one element ody. There are no 

other matches. In the case the element is matched (so there is o d y  one 

element in all groups), this element should be the matched element, it cannot 

be its descendants (C7=F). The group of the matched element also contains 

only itself because there are no other matched elemenl, so the groups are the 

same (C8=T). 

RI0 - If the element does not have descendants matched (C2=F), but the matched 

element has some descendants matched (C7=T), then their respective groups 

is not the same (C8=F). Aiso, the group of the matched element (in the second 

view) contains the initial element with others, so it is not possible to isotate 

the element in groups, and the element's group cannot be a union of the other 

view's groups. 



This set of reasons for rejecting combinations shrinks the number possible tuples to 33. 

For each of these 33 possible combinations, it is possible to come up with an example 

having these characteristics, so our set of reasons for rejecting a combination (RI to RI0 

above) is complete. Table 9 shows the conditions necessary for each basic inconsistency 

type (refer to Sections 6.3.1.1 to 6.3.1.10 for additional information). A "-" indicates that 

the value for such characteristic is irrelevant in the idenscation of the type of 

Table 9 - Characteristics for each basic inconsistency type 

Case #l- missing element 
Case #2 - details d s s ing  

Case #3 - finer decomposition 
Case #4 - different grouping 
Case #5 - different decomposition 
Case #6 - details taken from 
outside (Ieaf) or 
Case #7 - details taken from 
outside (non-leaf) 
Case #8 - different details 
Case #9 - no inconsistency (ieaf) 
Case #10 - no inconsistecy (non-leaf) 

When figming out which case applies to the current element, it is not necessary to 

evaluate each characteristic. Some of them can be avoided in some cases. This is 

particularly useful for those that are complex (and time consuming) to evaluate, such as 

characteristics C6 and C8. The following is an algorithm showing the ordering of 

characteristic evaluation: (notice that it has been verified for each of the 33 possible 

combinations) 
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if Cl  
ifC4 

if CS ->case 9 
else 

SC7 -> case 6b 
else -> case 2a 

else 
if CS 

if C2 -> case 6a 
else -> case 2b 

else 
ifC8 ->case 10 
else 

i fC2 
if C7 -> case 5 
else --> case 7a 

else -> case 7b 
else 

ifC2 
if Cd -> case 3 
else -> case 4 

else 
if C3 -> case 1 
else --> case 8 

In Section 6.3.1.1 to Section 6.3.1.8 below, we describe each of the basic inconsistency 

types (using a generic entity decomposition as an example), how they are detected using 

the characteristics above, how they are resolved, and how the final mode1 is modXed after 

these cases are resolved. Sections 6.3.1.9 and 6.3.1.10 describe the cases where there is no 

inconsistency, and show what is done on the final mode1 in these cases. A realistic 

exampIe is used to illustrate each of these cases; it is shown in the three views in Figure 

76. Section 6.3.1.1 1 provides more details on the algorithrns used and on the ordering of 

the resoiution of the different types of inconsistencies. Finally, Section 6.3.1.12 

summarizes this section and shows the completeness of the set of basic inconsistency 

types. 



Jiew # 1 : 
. . design 

1.1 production 
1.1.1 HLD 

1.1-1.1 map DFD to 
architecture 

1.1.12 design main 
structure 

1-12 LLD 
1.1.2.1 add other modules 
1-1-22 design local 

structures 
1.1.2-3 do algorithms 
1.1.2-4 plan control 

1.1 -3 modifications 
1.2 validation 

1.3.1 preparation 
1.22 meeting 
1.3.3 produce report 

View #2: 
1. design 

1.1 production 
1.1.1 architectural design 

1.l.L.l map DFD to 
architecture 

1.1.1 -2 add other modules 
1-12 data design 

1.1.2. I design main 
structures 

1.1.2.2 design local 
structures 

1.1.3 procedural design 
1.1.3.1 do algorithms 
1.1.3.2 plan control 

1.2 validation 
1.2.1 team validation 
1.2.2 goba1 validation 
1.2.3 interface validation 

1 -3 modifications 

Activity decomposition aspect for three views: - ,b _ 
1 

I 
l 

- - - 

Jiew #3 : 
t. design 

1.1 understand requirements 
1.2 production 

1.2.1 map DFD to 
architecture 

1.2.2 add other modules 
1.2.3 design main 

stmc tures 
1.2.4 design local 

structures 
1.3.5 do algontbms 
1.2.6 plan control 

1.3 validation 

Zemark: indentation and numberïng has beea used here to show the decomposition of activities I 
Figure 76 - Example views used to illustrate the different types of inconsistencies 

6.3.1.1 Case #1: Missing element 

Generic example: 

Entity fiom which the discrepancy is found: D 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent eiement (A) is matched, and it does not overtap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which can be matched or not (but at 

least one is matched, or one descendant is matched). These chikiren can al1 be fiirther 

decornposed, The element D and its descendants (if any) are not matched. 



Characteristicsi 

element (D) is not matched (Cl-F) 

none of its descendants are matched (C2=F) 

at least one of the siblings or descendants of s ibhgs is matched (C3=T) 

Examplesfiorn our three views (Figure 76): 

The "understand requirements" activity is in view #3 but not in view #l and view #2, and 

the "modifications" activity is in view # f and view #2, but not in view #3. 

Possible situations leading to such a case: 

This case c m  bappen when someone is not aware of details. This omission c m  also occur 

if there is a step that was not performed during that particular instance of the process, but 

is performed in other circumstances. For example, some type of validation rnight not be 

necessary, but the person sending the document for validation may think that all types of 

validation will be performed. 

This case can also occur with other types of entities. For exarnple, a user's guide (an 

artifact) might not contain some parts like introduction or conclusion; a team (role 

composition) might not contain one of its roles; etc. 

Possible solutions presented in the resolution window2*: 

missing element is added 

missing element is not added 

The resolution window can show the list of views containhg the element, and the list of 

views not containing it. The elicitor can then choose if the entity should be kept or not. If 

the decision is to keep it, it is added with al1 its decomposition to the global model being 

built. If the decision is not to keep it, it is removed from the global model (if it was there) 

and from the views contRining it, including the whole decomposition. 

28 For an example of such resolution window, see Figure 65. 



Remark: when the system nnds a missing element, the whole subtree is treated at once, 

and it does not recursively fïnd discrepancies under that element, except if it was there in 

a third view. 

6.3.1.2 Case #2: Detail missing 

Generic example: 

Entity fiom which the discrepancy is found: B 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which may or may not be matched. 

These children can al l  be M e r  decomposed (except B in k s t  view). EIement B shodd 

be matched, and one of the views shodd decompose it, but not the other. The information 

aven in the decomposition should not overlap with other information under the other 

children (Le., not matched). 

Characteristics: 

The cbaracteristics are different depending on which element (Le., B &om which view) 

has been used for evaluating the type of inconsistency. 

a) Characteristics for Ieaf element (B in the first view): 

element (B) is matched (C 1 =T) 

0 element is leaf(C4=T) 

matched element is not a leaf (CS=F) 

none of the descendants of the matched element are matched (C7=F) 



b) Characteristics for the non-ieafelement (B in the second view): 

element (B) is matched (C l=T) 

none of the descendants are matched (C2=F) 

elernent is not a leaf (C4=F) 

matched element is a leaf (CS=T) 

ExampleJYorn our three views (Figure 76): 

The "validation" activity is decomposed in view # 1 and view #2, but not in view #3. 

Possible situation leading to such a case: 

This case c m  happen when someone knows that the element exists, but does not have any 

details about it. This is u s d y  the case when many people are working on one project: no 

one may know exactly what the others in the project are doing, but they may have a 

general idea of the others' tasks. 

Possible solutions presented in the resolution w indo w : 

this decomposition is kept (usual case) 

this decomposition is not kept (if those details are not necessary for the users of the 

final model) 

For resolving this case, the system presents to the elicitor the list of views that M e r  

decompose the entity (even if the details are different), and the list of views that do not 

decompose it. The elicitor can then decide whether or not to keep the decomposition. If 

the decision is to keep it, the fïrst level of the decomposition is added in the global model. 

Othenvise, the whoIe decomposition is deleted in the global mode1 (if necessary). 



6.3.1.3 Case #3: Finer decomposition 

Generic example: 

Entity fiom which the discrepancy is found: B 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which can be matched or not. These 

children can al1 be M e r  decomposed. Element B (not matched in the second view) is 

made of children in the second view, and may have additional elements, which are 

missing in the second view. Those missing elements wiü be analyzed ody  when children 

o f 8  will be checked (when B's level will al1 be resolved). 

Characteristics: - element (€3) is not matched (Cl=F) 

a at least one descendant is matched (C2=T) - group=mion (C6=T) 

Examplesfiorn our three viavs (Figure 76): 

The "HLD" activity in view #1 is composed of few activities under the same "production" 

activity in view #3. The same happens with the following activities: "LLD" in view #1, 

and "architectural design", "data design", and "procedural design" in view #2. 

Possible situation leading to such a case: 

This case can happen when someone has a hierarchical structure in mind, and another 

person has a flat structure in mind. 



Possible solutions presented in the resolution window: 

add this level of decomposition 

do not add this level of decornposition 

For resolving this case, the system can present to the elicitor the list of views containing 

the entity (with the same grouping), and the Est of views not containing it, but containing 

some of the descendants. The elicitor can then choose if the entity should be kept or not. 

If the decision is to keep it, it is added to the global model, and the children are moved 

under the new entity, Notice that the child rnay not be matched, but one or more of its 

descendants may be matched and should go under the new entity. lfthe decision is not to 

keep the entity, it is removed fiom the global model, and the children are rnoved directiy 

under the entity's parent. 

6.3.1.4 Case #4: Different grouping (with unmatched eiements as roots) 

Generic example: 

Entities f?om which the discrepancy is found: B, C ,  J, and K 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which c m  be matched or not. These 

children can all be M e r  decomposed. For the entities from which the discrepancy is 

found, they are not matched, but they have descendants matched. The discrepancy is that 

the entities under these subtrees are not grouped in the same way, and this different 

grouping is not just a hner decomposition. 



Characteristicsi 

element (B, C ,  J, or K) is not matched (Cl=F) 

element has descendants which are matched (C2=T) 

group =/= union (C6=F) 

ExampleJi.orn our three views (Figure 76): 

The following activities provide different grouping of the subtasks between view #1 and 

view #2: "HLD", "LLD", "architectural design", "data design", and "procedura1 design". 

Possible situations leading to such a case: 

This case happens when the criteria for grouping the entities is dif3erent from one view to 

another. It can happen also in the case of overlapping entities (that were not matched), for 

example in the case that one person says that modification of a document falls in the 

production task, and another person says it f d s  in the review task (and that the 

production tasks and/or review tasks have not been matched together because their 

descriptions were too different). 

Possible solutions presented in the resolution window: 

a one of the decomposition presented in the views 

a any other way of grouping the entities 

The resolution of this case overlaps with the techniques used in other cases. The elicitor 

should f i s t  select which entities should be used for the grouping of elements (in our 

generic example above, the elicitor would have to select a subset from {B, C, J, K). This 

selection is performed like the one in case #1. The elicitor should then decide where the 

sub-entities should go (i.e., under which parent). This is the same as resolving case #5. 

Remark: this case is more general than the case #5 below, where the roots are matched. 

So in the case that the roots are matched for some subtrees across some views, 

but that they are not matched in other cases, then case #4 is appfied fist. 



6.3.1.5 Case #5: Different decomposition (with matched elements as roots) 

Generic example: 

A 
A C 

D E F  D 'E 

Entity fiom which the dlscrepancy is found: B 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts- Under A, there are some children which c m  be matched or not. These 

children can dl be fûrther decomposed. The entity fiom which the discrepancy is found is 

matched, as weil as some of its descendants, but the set of matched descendants is 

different in each view. 

Characteristics: 

element (B) is matched (C 1 =T) 

element has descendants which are matched (C2=T) 

matched element has descendants which are matched (C7=T) 

group =/= matched element's group (C8=F) 

Examplefiorn our three viaos (Figure 76): 

The "production" activity in view #1 contains the "modifications" activity, but this is not 

the case in view #2. 

Possible situation Zeading [O such a case: 

This case can happen when someone does not consider one subtask to be part of one task. 

A situation like the one described in the basic type #4 above can also bring this type of 

inconsistency. The dBerence here is that in this case, the descriptions of the main task (B) 

are very similar, so they have been considered the same (Le., matched). 



Possible solutions presented in the resolution window : 

For each matched entity that is under B in one view, but not in the other view: 

keep this entity under B 

do not keep this entity under B 

For resolving this case, the elicitor has to decide, for each entity under B in every view, if 

it is kept under B or note Of course, the entities aiways under B in every view are not 

going through that process. For this decision, the system can present to the elicitor the List 

of views having the entity under the subtree of B, and the Iist of views having the entity 

elsewhere. If a view does not contain the entity, it does not appear in the lists. 

Each t h e  the elicitor decides if an entity should go under B or not, the model is modified. 

If the decision is to keep the entity under B, the entity is rnoved as a child of B in the 

model. If the decision is not to put the entity under B, the entity is moved as a s i b h g  of B 

in the model. 

6.3.1.6 Case #6: Details taken from outside (leaf) 

Generic example: 

D E 

Entity fiom which the discrepancy is found: B 

In this Spe  of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which cm be matched or not. These 

children can al1 be m e r  decomposed (except B in the second view). Element B should 

be matched, and it should have matched descendants in the view where it is not a leaf. 



Rem& this case is improbable because it means that, for example, an activity is 

performed completely (through B) and then it is performed again through its sub-activities 

(D and E). 

Characteristics: 

The characteristics are different depending on which elenent (Le., B fiom which view) 

has beea used for evaluaîing the type of inconsîstency. 

a) Characteristics for the non-leafelement (B in the first view): 

element (B) is matched (C 1=T) 

element has descendants which are matched (C2=T) 

matched element is a leaf (CS=T) 

b) Characteristics for the leaf element (B in the second view): 

element (B) is matched (C 1=T) 

element is a leaf (C4=T) 

matched element has descendants which are matched (C7=T) 

Example: 

Examples are not provided here because this case is improbable. It is theoretically 

possible to have such a case, so we are dealing with it, but we have not identified 

situations where this can happen. 

Possible solutions presented in the resolution window: 

For each matched entity that is under B in the view where B is not a leaf 

keep the en* under B 

do not keep the entity under B 

Remark: the resolution of this basic type is the same as for the basic type #5 



6.3J.7 Case #7: Details taken from outside (non-leaf) 

Generic example: 

Entity fiom which the discrepancy is found: B 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which can be matched or not. These 

children c m  a.LI be M e r  decomposed. Element B should be matched, and it should be 

decomposed in both views, but it should have matched descendants in only one of the 

views. 

Characteristicsr 

The characteristics are difXerent depending on which element (Le., B fiom which view) 

has been used for evaluahng the type of inconsistency. 

a) Characteristics of the element containing matched descendants (B in the first view): 

element (B) is matched (Cl=T) 

element has descendants which are matched (C2=T) 

matched element is not a leaf (C5=F) 

none of the descendants of the matched element are matched (C7=F) 

b) Characteristics of the element not containing matched descendants (B in the second 

view) : 

element (B) is matched (C 1=T) 

none of its descendants are matched (C2=F) 

elernent is not a leaf(C4=F) 

matched element bas descendants which are matched (C7=T) 



Remark: this case is very similar to the basic type #6 above, except that other information 

were specified in the second view, instead of leaving the element B as a leaf. This case is 

also improbable, for the same reason. Its possible solutions and resolution sQategy are 

exactly the same as for case #6 above (please refer to that section for the complete 

information). 

6.3.1.8 Case #8: Different detaiis 

Generic example: 

Entities fiom which the discrepancy is found: B, C, D, E, and F 

In this type of discrepancy, the parent element (A) is matched, and it does not overlap 

with other parts. Under A, there are some children which are not matched at all. These 

children c m  al1 be m e r  decomposed, but none of the descendants are matched. 

Characteristics: 

r element (B, C, D, E, or F) is not matched (Cl=F) 

* none of its descendants are matched (C2=F) 

none of the siblings or descendants of siblings are matched (C3=F) 

examples fi-om our three views (Figure 76): 

The following activities in view #1 and view #2 (with respect to the other view, not with 

view #3) represents alternatives in decomposing the "validation" activity: "preparation", 

"meeting", and "produce report" in view #1; "team validation", "global validation", and 

"interface validation" in view #2. 



Possible situation leading to such a case: 

This case c m  happen at lower levels of details, where two people do not describe their 

specXc subtasks in the same way. Typically, documents flowing between them are 

temporary, and the same roles are involved in all of the subtasks. 

Passible solutions presented in the resohtion windows: 

keep one of the decomposition 

keep any subset of the entities (including empiy subset, if the level of details is too 

low) 

For resolving this case, the system can k t  ask the elicitor which view to keep as a 

solution, or if s/he wants to select a subset of entities. In the case that one view is kept, the 

mode1 is modified such that it contains the new set of selected entities. If the elicitor 

wants to select his/her own subset of entities, the system can then ask himlher, for each 

entity, if slhe wants to keep it or not. This is performed in the same way as for resolving 

inconsistencies of basic type #1. 

6.3.1.9 Case #9: No inconsistency (leaf) 

Generic example: 

element = B 

In this case (which is not a discrepancy), the parent element (A) is matched, and it does 

not overlap with other parts. Under A, there are some children which can be matched or 

not (B should be matched). These children can ali be m e r  decomposed (except B). 

Element B does not have any discrepancy in this case because it is a leaf in both views, 

and it has been matched. 



Characteristics: 

elernent (B) is matched (C 1-T) 

element is a leaf (C4=T) 

0 matched element is a leaf (C5=T) 

Exarnplesfi.orn our three viavs (Figure 76): 

Al1 the leaf activities (matched) that are not M e r  decomposed in any of the views are in 

such case (e.g., the "map DFD to architecture" and "modifications" activities). 

Possible situation Zeuding tu such a case: 

This case is the one when, for example, two people Say that one activity (or artifact, role, 

etc.) exists, and both do not M e r  decompose it. 

Resolution: 

There is no resolution to be made, but the system should add the entity to the global 

mode1 if it is not already there. 

6.3.1.10 Case #IO: No inconsistency (non-Ieaf) 

Generic example: 

element = B 

In this case (which is not a discrepancy), the parent eIement (A) is matched, and it does 

not overlap with other parts. Under A, there are some children which can be matched or 

not. These children can ail be M e r  decomposed. Element B is matched, it is M e r  

decornposed in both views, and the descendants matched are in both subtrees of B. Notice 



that there might be other discrepancies at lower levels under B, but these are resolved 

later. 

Characteristics: 

element (B) is matched (C 1=T) 

0 element is not a leaf (C4=F) 

matched elernent is not a leaf(CS=F) 

group = matched element's group (C8=T) 

Examples fiom ozr three views (Figure 76): 

There axe three such cases in o u  example: 

the "design" actiwity in al1 views 

the "production1* activity between view #3 and view #1, or between view #3 and view 

#2 

the "validation" activity between view ffl and view #2 

Possible situation Ieading to such a case: 

This is the case where both persons agree on the existence of the entity (activity, artifact, 

role, etc.), and also agree on the sub-entities that should go under this entity. 

Notice that if there are no matched descendants, we get into the discrepancy described in 

case #8 above when going further down (next step of recursion). This is the case in our 

third example above (the "validation" activity between view #l and view #2). 

Resolution: 

There is no resolution to be made, but the system should add the entity to the global 

mode1 i f  it is not aiready there. 



6.3.1.11 Algorithmic details 

When detecting the inconsistencies across views, we need to use previous decisions in 

order to avoid detecting inconsistencies that are not there anyrnore. In order to keep track 

of the previous decisions and how they affect the different views, we are actually making 

the same changes to the views as for the final modelzg, when resolving each inconsistency. 

For example, if the elicitor decides to keep the "modifications" task under the "production" 

activity as in view #1 (see Figure 76), then the "modifications" activity is moved 

accordingly in view #S. 

However, when showing to the elicitor the list of views having one solution, and the list 

of views having another solution (in the resolution windows), we should use the onginal 

information provided by these views. For example, if an activity has been added to one of 

the views (arbitrarily under one of the other activities), we should not use this view when 

analyzing how tiiis activity is grouped with other activities (Le., the view with the added 

activity should not appear in the lists of views having one grouping solution or another). 

In order to meet those two needs, we need to keep two versions of each view: the original 

one, and the one that is modified after each resolution of an inconsistency. 

Keeping two copies of each view c m  take a lot of memory. Zn order to reduce the memory 

used, we can use tags for the entities ("origind", "added", or "deleted") instead of copying 

them. For the relationships, we can use two different relationship types to keep track of 

the onginal relationships and the modified ones ("entity was-composed-of entity" and 

"entity is-composed-of entity" respectively). 

Another use of the modïfied views is that they permit the elicitor to stop the resolution 

process at any tirne, and retwn later for continuing the resolution process. This is very 

" See the sections above on how the final mode1 is built as each inconsistency is found. 



usew in the case where the eiicitor has no idea of the solution, and has to go back to 

some sources to h d  out the right solution. 

The ordering of resolution (of the inconsistencies) is top-dom, fkom the roots to the 

leaves in the entity decomposition tree. Ali views are used at the same tirne. We fist list 

al1 the inconsistencies (with their type) within one level on decomposition, across alI 

views, and then we resolve these inconsistencies one at a tirne. 

We start by resolving the inconsistencies that may affect the other types of inconsistencies 

(Le., the ones related to the grouping of entities in the decomposition). The case #3 is 

checked fkst because in the case the elicitor decides not to keep the level of 

decomposition, then the inconsistencies related to the next level of decomposition appear 

at the current level when moving up the entities. We then check the other cases that may 

modie the decomposition structure: case #4 and case #5 (cases #6 and #7 are considered 

within case #5 because their resolution is performed in the same way). 

M e r  resolving these cases, we have to redo the List of inconsistencies within the current 

level in the tree, because the kind of modifications made to the views when resolving 

these cases may affect other types of inconsistencies, and even show new ones that were 

not apparent at e s t .  Two situations can occur here: either entities involved in some 

inconsistencies have been moved down in the hierarchy, or that entities have been moved 

up in the hierarchy to the lever currently worked for inconsistency resolution. In the fïrst 

case, the inconsistencies related to these entities are no longer visible at that level, and 

their resolution is postponed to a later iteration. In the second case, the entities moved are 

now visible, and they can then be involved in sorne inconsistencies (either existing ones 

now apparent, or new ones). Since the inconsistencies "created" after the resolution of the 

cases #4 to #7 are only reIated to the entities moved up, we are sure that the cycles of 

resolution of these cases always terminate (there is a limited nurnber of entities in the 

model, that can be moved up). Notice that the entities moved d o m  in the hierarchy when 

resolving an inconsistency cannot be moved up again. 



We then resolve the remaining cases that do not have much effect on the other types of 

inconsistencies, because they are just adding or removing entities (cases #1, #2, and #8). 

Once these remaining cases are resolved, we c m  go to the next level of details in the 

hierarchy, by recursively calling the resolution function. The process stops at the leaf 

level, or when an entire subtree representing the details of an entity is added (fiom case #1 

or #2). 

6.3.1.12 Summary and analysis 

In this section, we have presented the different types of inconsistencies handled (related to 

the entity decomposition), how the system detects them, how the elicitor c m  resolve 

them, and how the system is then building the h a 1  mode1 renecting the choices of the 

ericitor for the solution of the inconsistencies. 

We have seen that the inconsistencies were detected through a set of 8 characteristics. 

This set is complete because it maps each of the combinations of characteristic values (the 

33 possible 8-tuples) to ody  one of the ten cases identified (types of inconsistencies or 

cases with no inconsistency). In the case that two combinations are mapped to the sarne 

type, the characteristic that is different in the two combinations has no effect on the 

resolution of such type of inconsistency. For example, in an inconsistency of case #1, the 

fact that the entity is a ieaf or not does not change the way of resolving this type of 

inconsistency. The elicitor has to choose whether to keep the entity or not, and this is 

independent of the fact that the entity is M e r  decomposed or not. 

Having such a system that detects the inconsistencies, helps in choosing the solution, and 

builds the merged mode1 fiom the information gathered, is of great help in merging the 

views. By experience, we know that these inconsistencies related to the entity 

decomposition are the most dificult ones to resolve. The complexity cornes mainly fkom 



the fact that many entities may be involved at the same t h e  when the problem is the 

grouping of the entities. The automatic identification of inconsistencies with their type, 

and the automatic merging of the views into one model, helps the elicitor in focusing only 

on the decisions to be made for resolving the inconsistencies, leaving the tedious details 

to the system. 

6.3.2 Detecting and resolving inconsistencies related to names and attributes 

In these klnds of inconsistericy, the detection and the resolution is rnuch simpler than for 

inconsistencies related to the entïty decomposition, because the number of cases is 

reduced to two: the names or attribute values are either the same or not. For example, in 

the views used in Section 5.2 (see Appendix A for entire information on them), we had 

cases where the names used were the same across the views (e-g., "system analysis" 

activity), and others where the narnes were different (e-g., "modify deliverabIel' in Bobls 

view but "modifications1' in Peterls view). Sirnilady with the attributes, we had cases 

where the values were the same across views (e-g., the duration of the "client reviewl' in 

Peter's view and the "user review" in William's view), and others where diBeremes were 

identified (e.g., the duration of the "IT team review" in Bob's and William's views, and the 

"IT team QA" in Peter's view). 

The algorithm for detecting and resolving these inconsistencies is very simple: we just go 

through al1 the entities, comparing the name or attributes of the matched entities in each 

view. When an inconsistency is found, the user is asked for the rïght value (for the name 

or atû-ibute). The h a 1  rnodel is then modined accordingly. 

In order to help the elicitor in choosing the right value, the resolution window aIso 

presents the degree of difference between the entity in the final model and the entities in 

the views (as described in Section 5.2.3.2.2). For example, in Figure 67, we see the 

nurnber of items added and deleted in the subtree related to the entities having 

inconsistent names. This ùiformation helps the elicitor in choosing the right solution. 



Such feature gives a major advantage over the manual approaches for resolving 

inconsistencies of such types. 

6.3.3 Detecting and resolving inconsistencies related to relationships 

Detecting inconsistencies related to the relationships is also quite simple, because we just 

have to check, for each relationship, if it is in ail  the views, and add it to the final model. 

In the case the relationship is rnissing in some views, the eiicitor should just tell whether 

the relationship shouid be there or not. 

The definition of a missing relationship is actually not as trivial as one may th.i.uk. For 

example, the relationship "modifications produces document" in Peter's view (Figure 26) is 

not considered as missing in William's view (Figure 27) because one of the entities 

("modifications") is not in the view. In such case, how could William tdk about such 

relationshi? if he was not even aware of one of the entities involved? The same apply 

when one view describe one of the task in more details than in the other views. These 

other views cannot spec- the dynamics of the subtasks if the detailed subtasks are not 

specified. 

In other cases, one relationship may seem to be missing, but it might just be specified at 

higher levels of abstraction. For example, in Bob's view (Figure 25), we can see the 

relationship "IT - team - review produces feedback", which is not in WiUiam's view (Figure 

27), even if both entities were deked.  Actually, the relationship was specifîed in 

William's view at a lower level of details, through the relationships "walkthrough produces 

feedback" and "engineering - review produces feedback". For dealing with this problem, we 

cari use the hierarchical relationship generator fist, and then look at the rnissing 

relationships. 

Linear relationship generators can also be usefùl in the case the type of information is not 

the same across the views. For example, if one view has no indication of the activity 



ordering, but that it has information on the input/output of the activities, we can use the 

linear relationship generator to h d  the dependencies across activities, and then compare 

them with the activity ordering information in the other views. This way, we can ident* 

early the hconsistencies related to the mix of types of information across views. If such 

opportunitty is not taken at this point, then we can still find such problems when analyzing 

the finai model using constraints as described in Section 5.2.4, but in this case it is more 

dinicult to see the reason(s) for an uiconsistency. The additional information provided in 

the resolution windows (to help making decision) is not provided during constraint 

verification. So, whenever it is possible, we should use the linear relationship generators 

to provide s W a r  i?ormation to be compared across all views. 

6.3.4 Related work 

Other researchers have worked on the problem of merging information f?om different 

sources (or views). In Section 2.2, we have identified some notable efforts in the context 

of software process modeling and elicitation BeH89, Rom93, Ver961. In all cases, a 

manual approach was used for resolving inconsistencies across views. 

We have also examined other fields in which similar problems could be found, for 

example, Requirements Engineering and Knowledge Engineering. Our idea was to use 

their approach if one was appropriate, or at least utilize some concepts if they were 

applicable to our elicitation problem. 

The Requirements Engineering area also faces the problem of g a t h e ~ g  information 

(requirements) fiom multiple sources. A software system to be built is rarely for a single 

user, and Werent  users may not have the same requirements. They also have to model 

the end-user processes where the new system would be integrated, in order to see how it 

would fit in these processes. We can thus envisage using some of the requirement 

merging techniques for software process elicitation. 



Easterbrook has presented an approach for resolving conflicts in specifïcations given by 

different persons in [EasBl]. For each conflict, issues are elicited and cnteria i s  

established by which to judge possible resolution. A List of options is then generated, 

where each option is related to an issue. The participants c m  give their level o f  

satisfaction with the criteria atbched to the issues, and a global satisfaction score i s  

computed, helping in the choice of the solution. 

In Easterbrook's approach, specific techniques and tool support are aimost nonexistent- 

Most of the work is done manually. Support is given for entering information abouî 

conf2icts in tempIates (in al1 phases), and for caiculating satisfaction scores for each 

option once individual scores have been entered. The overall idea of categorizing 

conflicts, providing a list of options, and using some criteria for evaluating a solution, i s  

the only aspect that could be utilized in our process elicitation approach. 

Leite and Freeman LeF91-J have presented a technique for identirLing discrepancies 

between two different viewpoints (descnbing requirernents), and classimg these. They 

propose a strategy for requirement elicitation: each participant enters information f iom 

difFerent perspectives, which are theo analyzed for feedback on data entered, and 

integrated into views (one for each participant). Views are analyzed for k d i n g  

discrepancies (missing or wrong facts), which are then discussed with participants for  

integration of views. They use a de-based language for viewpoint representation. Their 

algorithm for flnding discrepancies first hnds matching d e s ,  and then finds ciifferences 

in d e s .  Unmatched rules are classified as missing information. Some heuristics are 

presented for finding matching d e s .  

Some of the ideas in Leite and Freeman's technique for k d i n g  the matching elements in 

the different descriptions have been used in our component matchhg algorithm, with 

some changes to fit the needs of our process mode1 schema (see Section 6.2.3). However, 

their approach for resolving the discrepancies is manual. 



The second domain that we studied is Kizowledge Engineering. Elicitation of a software 

process rnodel can be seen as a knowledge acquisition process where the experts are the 

software developers fiom whom software process information (howledge) is gathered. 

We could thus hypothesize using some knowledge acquisition techniques for software 

process elicitation. 

DBerent methods have been proposed for dealing with multiple experts, and handling 

conflicts amongst them. The solutions proposed range fiom no connict resolution at al1 to 

spec5c techniques with some tool support in specifïc domains. 

Leclair [-ec891 has proposed to keep the information fiom each expert separate (in sub- 

systems), and let the user choose between solutions proposed by each sub-system, 

depending on the specifïc situation. This solution canlt be used in eliciting a common, 

software process model, which requires an agreement on what the actual software process 

is amongst multiple agents [XeHW]. 

Another approach is that of Wolf [Wo189], which relies on discussions between experts 

for conflict resolution before entering the knowIedge in the system. Some other methods 

based on communication (e.g., brainstorming, Delphi method,. . .) are surveyed in [TuT93]. 

However, they lack technological support. 

A more formal method has been presented by Gaines and Shaw [GaS93]. They have 

proposed tools for entering information separately fiom different experts, and for £inding 

consensus, conflicts, correspondences, and c o n t r a ~ t s ~ ~  across these different sets of 

information entered. The descriptions are sets of entities, and a scale ([l.. IO]) on each 

attribute for each entity. They have also described a method for eliciting information fiom 

multiple experts [ShG89]. The main steps are to fmt discuss and corne to an agreement 

'O Definitions used: Consensus: using the same term for the same concept 
Coriflict: using the same term for merent concepts 
Correspondence: using a different temis for different concepts 
Contrast: using different terms for the same concept 



over a set of entities, then each expert enters his attributes and scales. The attributes are 

matched between the experts by cornparhg the scales entered for each entity. Finally the 

sets of attributes are given to other experts for entering their scdes, and these attributes 

and scales are compared in order to fïnd the consensus, conflicts, correspondences, and 

contrasts among the descriptions. 

This technique cannot be used as-is for software process elicitation because entities in the 

process can be described by other ways than scales on attributes. Information such as 

relationships with other entities can be valuable in ident-g common components. For 

example, two activities having the same inputs and outputs are probably more similar than 

those with dserent inputs and outputs, but this information cannot be expressed as a 

scale on an attribute. So we need a method for ident-g components that uses d l  other 

useful information (relationships and non-numerical attributes), not just scale attributes. 

To our knowledge, no other solutions exist to the problem of merging information fIom 

different sources. 

6.3.5 Summary and analysis of the view merging feature 

In this section, we have presented the different types of inconsistencies (related to the 

entity decomposition, the entity names, the attributes, and the relationships), how they are 

detected and resolved, and how the final mode1 is built at the same time. 

The inconsistencies related to the entity decomposition are the most complex to resolve, 

covering many diEerent cases (10). A thorough discussion of these cases has been 

provided, showing how each of these cases are handled. 

The last section on related work has shown that no other comparable view merging 

technique with their tool support exists currently, even in other domains having similar 

problems (Requirement Engineering and Knowledge Acquisition). 



For a given inconsistency (related to entity decomposition - the most complex ones), the 

time complexity for identiQing it (Le., computing the set of characteristics for a given 

entity, with respect to a given Mew) and making the appropriate modifications to the 

merged mode1 and al1 views, is as follows: 

t ( nbviews, nbents ) E O (  nbviews + nbents ) 

where: nbviews = number of views 

nbentr = number of entities 

t = the computing h e  of the algorithm, as a function of the number of 

views and entities 

When ident-g an inconsistency, a subset of the eight characteristics are computed. The 

most compiex ones are C6 and CS, requiring to traverse the two views involved twice (so 

in O(nbents) ). The prucess of mod-g the views involves only operations that are 

performed in constant time, but this is done on each view and on the merged model (so in 

O(nbviews) ). Notice that such computation is performed for each inconsistency. 

It should be noted that even ifthere are no inconsistencies, each entity in each view has to 

be checked against each other view. In such a case (the best case), the total time 

complexity is as follows: 

t ( nbviews, nbents ) E O (  nbviews2 * nbents2 ) 

As for the matching algorithm (see Section 6.2.3), although this is an efficient algorithm 

@olynomial time), it migtit take a lot of time on large models containing thousands of 

entities. A fïrst approach to this problem would be to focus on parts of the model at a time 

only (e.g., by software developmeot phases). The management of such an approach, or the 

investigation into approaches and techniques dealing with this problem, however, requires 

M e r  research work. 



6.4 Summary of oor specifc elicitation techniques 

The purpose of this chapter was to provide an insight into the new techniques developed 

for our view-based elicitation problem: constra.int verincation, component matching, and 

view merging- These techniques are the core parts of our process elicitation system 

V-elicit, as shown in Chapter Five. 

The novelty of the techniques presented has been discussed in the specific sections. In 

some cases, we could use as a bais some other work and modiQ it to fit our needs. 

However, the modifications done were quite important, and in the case of the view 

merging techniques, no other method could be used. 

We now have to show that the techniques developed are working and that they are 

relevant to our problem. Such analysis is provided in the next chapter. 



Chapter Seven - Validation 

The purpose of this chapter is to show that our system is working as intended (properly 

impiemented), and to compare it with other existing systems (both state-of-the-art and 

state-of-the-practice). 

We have validated our approach and system in three ways: intemal validation, external 

validation, and literature comparison. Internai validation is aimed to show that the V-elicit 

system hc t ions  are correctly implernented and that it has been properly documented 

(e.g., no known IogicaI bugs; al1 code results fkom documented design and it is complete; 

ail test cases are successfid; etc.). However, internal validation does not show the 

relevance of the V-elicit system; this is done through extemai validation, where the 

system is put to test against realistic situations involving industrial-scale software 

processes. During external validation, the V-elicit system is also compared against 

existing (commercially available) modeling tools. The comparison with state-of-the-art 

(research) modehg tools is performed in the literature comparison section. Finally, 

lessons leamed are presented in the last section. 

7.1 Interna1 Validation 

For internal validation, the following specsc issues were verified: 

requirements R1 to RI0 stated in Chapter Three have been met (these 

requirements are siimmarized in the first column of Table 10) 

the V-elicit system and its techniques are working correctly (i.e., that the tool c m  

detect various inconsistencies and build a merged model) 

0 the system requirements and design are documented 

In section 5.1, when denning the Merent steps of our elicitation approach, the associated 

requirements for each step were shown. These steps (see the right-hand side of Table 10) 



have ail been implemented satisfactorily, and therefore the requirements have ali been 

met. 

We have used these steps in many example test cases. In particular, we have shown one of 

these examples in Section 5.2, with the final result shown in Appendix B. Each type of 

inconsistency has also been tested successfblly, mainly through the examples presented in 

Chapter Six. From these tests, we can assert that, for al1 instances and purposes, the 

V-elicit system and its techniques are working correctly. 

1 R2 : user-definable types of information for the [ step 1 : plan elicitation 1 

Sys tem requirements 
R1 : elicit views sevaratelv 

V-elkit steps 
step 2 : elicit views 

R4 : verifïcation of intra-view consistencv 1 s t e ~  3 : check views 

modeling schema 
R3 : user-definable types of information for views step 1 : plan elicitation 

R7 : helping in solving inconsistencies across views 1 step 5 : view merging 

-- - 

R5 : i d e n t w g  cornmon elements across views 
R6 : detecting inconsistencies across views 

step 4 : cornponent rnatching 
step 5 : view merging 

1 s t e ~  7 : modifi model 

R8 : merging views into h a 1  mode1 
R9 : ve-g the h a 1  mode1 

R10 : checking model against development policies 1 ~ t e p  6 : check model 

step 5 : view merging 
step 6 : check model, and 

Table 10 - Mapping between system requirements and V-elicit steps 

The system has been implemented by the author and numerous programmers (students 

and research assistants) through many specific projects. The projects focused maidy on 

one step or feature at a tirne, giving adequate project management control. The h a l  

integration of the project into the entire system was made by the author, after conducting 

independent testing. In each project, documentation was also carried out. We have linked 

ail these separate documents into an hypertext document, containing aiso an overall 

architecture diagram showing the dependencies across the different projects, features, or 

libraries. Here also, the integration of the documentation into the system documentation 

was perfomed by the author after verification of the completeness of the documents. 



7.2 External Validation 

While intemal validation has shown that the V-elicit system is fûnctionuig properly, we 

are also concerned about the relevance of this work in a practical setting, and the 

advantages of V-elicit over the existing approaches and tools. For such verifkation of our 

theory and system, a demo is not sufficient: an empirical study is important [Tic98]. This 

section describes the case studies performed in order to do such venfication. 

Our external validation goals are: 

GI - Process mode2 quality: to compare the quality of a model developed using 

V-elicit to those developed using other eficitation approaches and tools. The 

quaiity of the models developed is clearly important, as many M e r  technical 

and business decisions are based on the resdtant models. 

G2 - Eliciîation process qualiîy: to compare the process of eliciting a mode1 using 

V-elicit to those using other elicitation approaches and tools. The rapidity 

with which the models are developed and the amount of human or other 

resources used during the elicitation process are clearly important, as slow 

development or excessive resource consumption renders the tool unusable in a 

practical setting. Also, the amount of support provided in the elicitation 

process may affect the process model quality, 

G3 - Tool capability in a practical setting: to v e w  that V-elicit can handle large- 

scale industrial processes. More specifically, we want to veriQ that constraints 

can be used to detect intra-view inconsistencies, that the similarity scores do 

i d e n w  most of the corrunon components, and that the types of 

inconsistencies handled in V-elicit do actually occur in real situations. Lf the 

elicitor has to manually do a major part of the matching process, or if the 

types of inconsistencies managed by the tool do not generally occur in practice 

then this dismisses the practicaiity of the tool. 



G4 - Mergrhg capability: to verfi that the system is indeed able to merge views 

developed by different elicitors (permitting pardel view elicitation). Such 

characteristic wodd allow us to elicit a large process mode1 in a reiatively 

short t h e  fhne .  

G5 - ExternaZ validiiy constraint capability: to ver@ that it is possible to define 

development policies in our constraint Ianguage, and validate a mode1 against 

them. 

Each of these goals are discussed in the foLlowing subsections. The foilowing case studies 

are presented for meeting îhese goals: 

1 Case studv 1 ReIated goal 1 

1 Case studv #5: External validitv constraints 

- - -. . - . .. 

Case study #1: Cornparison of &del qiiality 
Case study #2: Cornparison of elicitation processes 
Case study #3: Tool capability in a practical setting 
Case study #4: Pardel  view elicitation 

Table 11 - Case studies and their related goal 

Gl  
G2 
G3 
G4 

Each goal is k s t  r e h e d  into specinc questions and metrics3I, that are then used for 

designing the case ~ t u d i e s ~ ~  needed to answer the derived questions. Information on how 

the case studies were executed and how data were gathered is also explained. The results 

of the case studies determine whether or not the validation goals have been met. These 

resuits are presented in specific sections below. 

The last section siimmarizes our findings. 

'' This refinement method ( c d e d  GoaVQuestion/Metric or GQM) for planning the metrics to be used in a 
case study and then for interpreting the results is presented in [BaW84]. 
j' The method used here for designing case studies is presented in [FeP97]. 



7.2.1 Case study #1: Cornparison of model quality 

The goal here is to compare the quality of a process mode1 produced by V-elicit to those 

produced by other elicitation approaches and tools (G1 above). Our research hypothesis 

(see Section 1.1) is that when multiple sources of information are considered in process 

elicitation, the model quality fiom V-elicit would be higher than that fkom other 

approaches. By "quaiity", we mean specincally completeness, consistency, and accuracy 

of the model. 

For this case study, we asked sot subjects to model three processes each, using either 

V-elicit or another process modeiing tool(3 tools have been compared with V-elicit). We 

then compared the quality of the model produced across the different tools used. 

The following section provides more in-depth information on the measures used for 

ve-g our goals. Section 7.2.1.2 then presents the design of the experiment performed, 

and Section 7.2.1.3 describes how data was gathered. Finally, the andysis and results are 

discussed in Section 7.2.1.4. 

7.2.1.1 Context for Case study #1 

Using the GoaL/Question/Meûic (GQM) approach PaW841, we refine our validation 

goals into rneasurable factors, which are then used in the case studies perfomed to verie 

our research hypothesis. Here are the questions denved fiom our specific goal (Gl): 

Q I -  Compared to the process models produced by other elicitation approaches and 

tools, are the models produced by V-elicit: 

Ql .  1 - more complete? 

Q 1.2 - more consistent (intemally)? 

41.3 - more accurate (reflecting realiq better)? 



Note that these quality factors are considered important and are discussed in the literature 

(PNR90, Mad9 1, CK092, FeH931. 

The following metrics are used for answering the questions above in a quantitative way. 

Ml - Proportion of the solution model present in the subjectfs model (el. I )  

M 2  - Proportion of the subjectfs model containing inconsistencies (an 

inconsistency being a conflicting uiformation inside the model) (Q1.2) 

M3 - Density of accuracy errors in the subject's mode1 (i.e., entities or 

relationships representing the process incorrectly) (Q1.3) 

These metrics are indirect ones. That is, they are obtained through calculations using 

other metrics direct& available fiom the models. Such direct metrics used are iisîed 

below. 

M4 - Number of elements (entitieshelationships) in the subject's model 

M4.1 - Number of entities 

M4.2 - Number of relationships 

M5 - Number of elements (entities/relationshipç) in the solution mode1 

(remark: depending on the tool used, these numbers may change) 

M5.1 - Number of entities 

M5.2 - Number of relationships within the scope modeled by the 

subject (i.e., relationships with entities that have not been 

modeled by the subject are not considered here) 

M6 - Number of inconsistencies in the subject's model (remark: these are 

aiways related to a single entity) 

M6.1 - Number of inconsistencies related to the model structure (e-g., 

entities not linked in the model, activities without input or 

output, irnproper use of notation elernent, etc.) 

M6.2 - Number of inconsistencies related to activity decomposition 

(i.e., relationships shown at one level of decomposition but not 



shown in the sub-activities, or not shown at upper level when it 

should be) 

M7 - Number of elements (entities/relationships) in the actual process that are 

rnissing in the subject's model. 

M7.1 - Number of entities in this case 

M7.2 - Number of relationships in this case (not related to the entities 

involved in M7.1) 

MS - Number of elements (entities/relationships) not present in the actual 

process that were added to the model 

M8.1 - Number of entities in this case 

M8.2 - Number of relationships in this case (not related to the entities 

involved in MS.1) 

M9 - Number of elements (entitieshelationships) in both the actual process 

and the model, but that has not been modeled correctly (This is 

sometimes due to misunderstanding of the process.) 

Mg. 1 Number of entities in this case 

M9.2 Number of relationships in this case (not related to the entities 

involved in Mg. 1) 

The core, indirect, metrics (Ml to M3) are related to the direct metrics (M4 to Mg) in the 

following ways: 

Ml = proportion of solution rnodel present in the subject's model 

= (proportion of the solution's entities modeled) * 
(proportion of the solution's relationships modeled within the scope of the 

entities modeled) 

M2 = proportion of subject's model (entities only) containing inconsistencies 



M3 = density of accuracy errors in the subject's mode1 

- - M8S+ M82 + M 9 S t  M 9 2  
M4.1+ M 4 2  

The validity of our metrics lies in the fact that they have been derived fiom specific 

questions and related goals (using the GQM approach), and that they have been generated 

fiom the descriptions provided in papers discussing such quality factors (in [DNR90, 

Mad9 1, CK092, FeH931). 

The measures defked above (Ml to Mg) have been gathered during our case study, and 

the core ones (Ml to M3) have been anaiyzed. The following section describes the details 

of this study. 

7.2.1.2 Design of Case study #l 

Our general goal is to compare the quality of the models produced, as defined in the 

metrics Ml to M3 (dependent variables), when using different elicitation tools 

(independent variable). In order to do that, we asked different people (subjects) to mode1 a 

set of three processes (objects) using one of the tools. 

We have used a randornized complete block design wc93]  in which the factor tool used 

is analyzed, bIocked by process modeled. Our focus is on comparing models that are 

produced using V-elicit against the ones produced by other tools. However, significant 

differences cm be noted acrcss the models developed using other tools, and across the 

processes modeled. These effects had to be separated. We are not expecting any effect (or 

interaction) between the tools used and processes modeled (Le., we do not expect that 

some processes may affect dBerently the results fiom each tool). 

In this section, we describe the details of the case study, providing the characteristics of 

the tools, elicitors, and models to be elicited. 



For each metric (M) fiom Ml to M.3, our hypotheses to be tested are: 

Nuii hypothesis m): There is no simiificant clifference between the values of the metric 

M obtained fiom the subjects using V-elicit and the ones obtained 

fiom the subjects using other elicitation tools. 

Alternative hypothesis (HI): The values of the metnc M obtained from the subjects using 

V-elicit are significantly larger (for Ml) or smdler (for M2 

and M3) than the ones obtained fiom the subjects using 

other elicitation tools. Larger values of the completeness 

metric, and smaller values of the inconsistency and accuracy 

metrics, mean that the models are of higher qualitty. 

Modehne tools 

The choice of the elicitation tools to be used (other than V-elicit) was based on the 

following criteria: 

notational paradigm (e.g., h c t i o n d  modeiing, state-based modeling, etc.): each tool 

used supported a unique notational paradigm or combination of paradigms, in order to 

be able to generalize our results. We also had to make sure that these notational 

paradigms were representative of the ones used in other available tools. 

robustness: the tools should be commercially available, irnplying that they have been 

tested andlor used for non-trivial modeiing. 

Table 12 provides a summary of the tools chosen. 

These tools were not d g  in the same environment as that for V-elicit. They are 

available on Windows platform only while V-elicit has been deveioped on a 

UNM/X-Windows platform. However, we believe that this did not affect the results 

because both environments (and computers used) are fast enough to support these tools, 



and that the subjects have been trained properly on the tool (within these environments) 

pnor to the case study. 

Tools 1 Too1l:Process 98 

. . 

Company 1 Scitor Corporation 
- - 

No tational 
paradigm 
(as described in 
[OC0921 (Table 2)) 
Aspects covered 

-- -- 

system analysis and 
design, combined 
with conttol flow 

activity decomposi- 
tion, information flow 
and activity ordering 
(except activity 
~ o n t r o l ~ ~ )  

Tool2: iThink 

High Performance 
Systems Inc, 
state transition 

Table 12 - Took used for cornparison with V-elicit 

Tool3: AI0 
(IDEFO notation) 
Knowledge Based 
System hc.  
system analysis and 
design, combined 
with triggers 

activity ordering, 
Soma t ion  flow 

Subiects 

activïty decomposi- 
tion, information 
flow, and activity 
~ o n t r o l ~ ~  

Six graduate students participated in the case study: a fïrst group of three students 

modeled the processes using V-elicit, and a second group of three students used one of the 

three other modehg  tools. These students had dif5erent backgrounds, as shown in Table 

1 3 ~ ~ .  However, they alI had prior exposure to process modeling concepts through a 

graduate course and/or readings on that topic. When assigning randornly a tool to each of 

the students, we made sure that each group of students was composed of people with 

different background. 

33 "Activity control" refers to the relationship "activity manages activity", as defined in the rnodeling schema 
used in V-elicit (see Section 4.1). 
34 The data on the subjects' background has been gathered through interviews with the subjects prior to the 
case study. 



Subject 
#1 

has experience with Statemate and Petri-Nets, but not for 1 

Background prior to the case study 
researcher in software engineering 

Tool used 
V-elicit 

has taken a graduate course on software processes 1 

modeling software processes 
researcher in software engineering V-elicit 

has received several rnonths' industrial experience in1 

has experience with business processes (as a manager) 
researcher in software engineering 

process modeling 1 

V-elicit 

was the teachin~ assistant for the PSP course at McGU 1 

has taken a course on team software engineering 
researcher in software engineering, doing PSP research 

has taken a graduate course on software processes 1 iThink 

Process 98 

researcher in software engineering lAIo 
has taken a graduate course on software processes 1 
has experience with process models and views through 1 

Table 13 - Background of the subjects, and the elicitation tool assigned to them 

The subjects were chosen fiom the graduate students attending the graduate course on 

software processes (Winter 1998) and fiom the graduate students working in the area of 

software engineering at McGill. We asked each potential subject if they would be willing 

to participate in the case study. Nobody was paid for such participation, it was just done 

on a voluntary basis. Initially seven persons responded (out of 14), but one of them had to 

resign because of his summer job. The others who did not answer were al1 fkom the 

graduate course, and not doing any research in software engineering. We were told that in 

most cases, these people were either away and could not make it for the case study, or did 

not have enough time for such study. Once they had accepted, we asked them to commit 

to go through the entire case study. 

We believe that the results we got fiom them are valid since this was on a volutary basis, 

and that they were not rewarded on the basis of their resuits (we just asked them to really 

do their best in modeling the processes). We motivated them on the basis of: potentially 



useWexciting research results, aclcnowledgement (indirectly) of their participation in the 

thesis research, and them learning about processes, models, tools and experimental 

software engineering. 

Pre-case-study training 

In order to ensure that the resuits were not affected by student's varying knowledge of 

process modeling in general, and of the tool used in particular, all subjects were trained 

pnor to the start of the case study. First, general information on processes and process 

modeling was presented to thern. Then they were shown how to use the specific tool 

assigned to them. They had to model three simple example processes, containing ten to 

meen  entities (activities and artifacts) each: a simplified classic Me-cycle model, a 

testing process (iterations between code fixing and testing), and the general phases of a 

design process (including architecture development and data design). 

Before Ietting them work on the three case study processes, we verifïed their knowledge 

by checking their example models and asking them specific questions on the tools used. 

The example processes progressively introduced concepts such as entities and 

relationships, and the different aspects used in modeling: entity decomposition, 

information flow (input and output of activities), and activity ordering (sequencing, 

backtracking, and decision making). We made sure that the subjects understood these 

concepts and how to model them during the training, by checking that the appropriate 

structure was used in their models, and by asking them to explain their solutions. We 

were satisfied with their howledge of the tool and their capacity in handling non-trivial 

situations (the later was tested by letting them figure out how to model controlled 

iterations in the testing process example). We believe that the model quality wodd 

generally not Vary due to their knowledge of the tool or of process modeling concepts in 

general. 



Table 14 indicates the time spent in this training phase for each subject- As one c m  see, 

the time spent in showing general modeling concepts is constant among the subjects, 

except for Subject #6, who knew already about the concepts of views. This initial training 

phase included an overview of the process modeling goals and concepts (an oveMew was 

sufEcient since the subjects were already familiar with these topics through their courses 

andlor research). For the training related to the specfic tool, the subjects using V-elicit 

needed significantly more time to leam how to use the tool, because of the numerous 

tasks the tool is perfomiing, and the complexity of the concepts of constraints, 

inconsistencies across views, and view merging. Notice that this later training phase (on 

the specific tools used) included examples of what a model should contain, and quality 

issues in modeling, that were easier to introduce using example models in the specific tool 

used. 

Modeling tool I V-eBcit 
Subject 1 #1 1#2 1#3 
Tirne spent showing general 
rnodeling concepts (in minutes) 
Tirne spent showing how to use their 

rnodeiing tool with some examples 1 1 1 
specific modeiing tooi (in minutes) 
Tirne spent trying out their specinc 

(in minutes) 1 

15 

120 

Process iThink AI0 01 
1 

1 10 1 1 O0 

Table 14 - Tirne spent in different phases of the subject's training 

15 

100 

105 

Case studv processes modeled 

15 

150 

Each subject had to mode1 three processes. In order to ensure that the processes used were 

not biased in favor of any particular tool, we selected the processes fiom external (neutral) 

sources. We also made sure that these processes contain information that is not trivial to 

model (as Spically encountered in real situations), such as management activities and 

their interaction with development activities. Each of these three processes were described 

in English, fiom three dif5erent partially-overlapping views. We are not concemed here 



with situations where only one source of information is available, because of our research 

hypothesis (that a view-based approach to eliciting software process models would result 

in high quality models). 

One of these processes is the I S P W ~ ~ '  example of how software changes are handled in 

the development process [KFFB 11. It has been designed independentiy by a group of well- 

known researchers in the field in the early 1990's. The process described is s m d ,  but i t  

contains many complex elements that can be found in real settings. We mod5ed it so that 

it was described fiom three different views, in order to match the elicitation setting (Le,, 

using multiple views) that V-elicit is meant for. We identified the activities where each af 

the three given roles (project manager, design engineers, and quality assurance engineers) 

were Ïnvolved. Then we b d t  each view with the set of activities involving the related role 

only. No information was added or removed fiom the process during such modification. 

The other two processes used in the case study corne fiom industrial-scale processes, 

elicited independently by a group of several researchers in another project wad9 la]. One 

of these processes is a preliminary anabsis phase of software developrnent, and the other 

one is a document review process. A transcript of the interviews made (one per source o f  

information or agent, for each process) was avaiIable to us. Since these processes were too 

large for o u  case study (it would have been impossible to ask the subjects to work on the 

case study for more than a week), we had to simpl@ them, without loss of generality. O w  

approach (to avoid biases) was to remove details in activities that were specified in one 

view only, keeping only the higher level description of such an activity. For example, in 

the case an analyst described al1 the details on how to produce one speci£ic document 

(with no such details in other views), we just kept the general idea that such a document 

had to be written. 

35 ISP W6 - 6' International Software Process Workshop, Hakodate, Hokkaido, Japan, October 1 990, 
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Some characteristics of the processes used may affect the results of the case study: the 

size ofthe model, the number of views use& and the degree of overlap among the views. 

For this case study, these characteristics are similar among the processes used. The large- 

scale (unmodified) version of the industrial processes have aiso been exercised using 

V-elicit, as part of additional vaiidation (see Case study #3 below). 

7.2.1.3 Data gathering for Case study #1 

This section describes how the case study was executed, and how the data was gathered. 

Just pnor to eliciting the three processes for the case study, each subject was reminded of 

the importance of trying to do their best in modeling the processes. We specificaiiy 

insisted on the fact that they should model the entire processes provided, wiîhout adding 

details not specified in the te*. The goal of such emphasis was to ensure that the 

subjects do not deliberately affect the quality of the model, in favor of a particular tool. 

The subjects had to model their processes independently of each other. For the duration of 

the case study, we specifically asked the subjects not to tak about the case study with the 

other subjects. 

Communication with the author was allowed for predetermïned reasons during the case 

study. For example, the subjects could ask questions about the use of the modeling tool, 

or request additional information on the processes whenever they felt that some details 

were confusing. However, the author did not answer any questions related to the quality 

of the models being developed, even if such questions were asked. Each interaction with 

the subjects were recorded on paper by the author. 

The author looked at how the models were actually developed, and took notes of the 

elicitation process used, but did not interfere in the process, keeping a roie of a discreet 

observer ( d e s s  questions were asked). 



The Iast elicitation step in V-ekit (model vefication) could not be performed in our case 

study. During tbis step, the elicitor is supposed to show the model to the people who 

provided the process information, making sure that the elicitor understood and modeled 

the process correctly Since the processes corne fiom past projects or literatme, such 

expert (verifier) was not available. Even though the author is quite f d a r  with the three 

processes, she codd not possibly take that role and guarantee no bias in the results of the 

case study. 

Data on the quality of the models produced was gathered after al1 subjects had f i shed  

developing their models. We first came up with a solution model for each process, and 

then compared the models produced with the solution model. Each time a quality problern 

was detected, we fiist looked at the textual descriptions of the views to see if such 

understanding of the process could have been possible fiom the text provided. If this was 

not the case, only then the error was reported under the appropriate metric, and included 

in a list of quality problems found. This list was used at the end for veriwg again each 

model, and ensuring that qualitty problems were consistently identifïed across models. 

7.2.1.4 Data analysis and results of Case study #1 

h this section, the data are presented and analyzed for each core metric (Ml to M3), each 

of them being related to the specific question QI. l to 41.3 (fiom section 7.2.1.1), 

respectively. 

The technique used for analyzing our results is the "two-way ANOVA" (by process 

modeled and by subject), foliowed by an "analysis of means" (Student-Newman-Keuls 

range test) in the case that the values are significantly different, in order to show which 

subject (and tool used) has signincantly better results @3ic93] (the signincance level used 

throughout this section is 0 . 0 5 ) ~ ~ .  

56 The choice of the analysis technique has dso been discussed with two experts in statistics. 



The values obtained for each core metric is shown in TabIe 15- The last column indicates 

the p-value obtained with the ANOVA test, for the factor "subject", and if it is signifïcant 

enough to reject the n d  hypothesis. The mean value across the processes is also 

provided, for each subject. 

The results are discussed in the following sub-sections related to the specifïc questions 

Tool used Tool 1 
#4 

p-value 
Subject 
completeness (Ml) 

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 
inconsistency (M2) 

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 
inaccuracy (M3) 

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 

Table 15 - Data analysis of the case study # 1 

As we can see from Table 15, the ciifference in mode1 completeness is significant enough 

to reject the nd l  hypothesis @-value below the 0.05 signincance level). 

Additional tests on the means (Student-Newman-Keds range test) have shown that there 

is no significant difference between subjects using V-elicit, or between subjects using the 



other tools- However, there is a signifiant clifference (at 0.05 level) between subjects 

using V-elicit and the ones using other tools. 

From this, we conclude that, in generai, the models developed using V-elicit have less 

missing information than the ones developed by using other elicitation tools. We believe 

that this dîfference cornes fkom the fact that by ailowing the elicitor to focus on one view 

at a t ine  during the modeling process, more information can be extracted fkom the 

process. 

Consistency 

No sigdicant merence has been f o d  across the subjects in terms of model 

consistency. However, due to the case study settings used and the significant ciifference in 

cornpleteness observed above, we would expect that the models produced using V-elicit 

would be less consistent than the ones produced by the other tools. 

First, the dflerent parts of the processes were not of the same complexity: some were 

more difficult to model than others, and so more error-prone in ternis of consistency. For 

example, the link between management activities and development activities was not as 

obvious to model using usual links between development activities. fn the case of the 

models produced with V-elicit, more of these complex parts were modeled, compared to 

the other models produced using other tools. It would then be normal to have an increase 

in the proportion of inconsistent elements in the V-elicit models. 

Second, since the last part of the elicitation process (i.e., model verifkation with the 

people providing the process information) could not be carried out, the subjects did not 

perform constraint verifications on the merged model that are included in such step. We 

examined the subject's views prior to merging, and we found almost no inconsistencies. 

Most of the inconsistencies appeared only through the merging operation, which is a 

complex operation compared to what the other tools support. Many of these 



inconsistencies could have been identified in a real setting (potentially for al1 subjects, not 

ody  the ones using V-elicit). 

The fact that the V-elicit models were not (signincantly) less consistent than the ones 

produced by other tools indicate that our system handles this issue very well, even better 

than what we would expect. 

Accuracy 

This quality factor represents how well the model produced renects the actual process, 

and is related to the eiicitor's understanding of the process. With just a textual description 

in hand, people rnay be tempted to use their own knowledge of similar processes during 

process modeling, which may not be true for the process at hand. We beiieve that the best 

way of ensuring that the elicitor's understanding of the process is correct is through some 

kind of validation with people involved in the process. As explained earlier, this was not 

possible in our case study. However, we are interested to see if the tool or the view-based 

approach has an idluence over such a quality factor. 

The accuracy metric ( ' 3 )  is not signîficant at the 0.05 level, but there are still some 

signifïcant differences. When applying the Student-Newman-Keds range test, we c m  see 

that subject #1 has simiificantly more accurate models than the subjects $5 and #6 (using 

other tools). What is interesthg in this merence is that subject #1 is the one with the 

least process-related experience among the subjects using V-elicit. It seems that a prior 

experience would affect the subject's understanding of the process to be modeled. 

Additional research on this relationship is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

For reasons similar to that in our analysis of consistency, we should actually expect that 

the models produced using V-elicit would have more enors related to accuracy. The main 

reason is that the complex merging process aiters the initial views through the selection of 

the entities and relationships to be kept, and during this selection the elicitor might not 



keep an overall view of the process, Additional process elements wodd not be inserted, 

but other elements (which were correctly modeled in the views) could become wrongly 

modeIed. The fact that the V-elicit models are actually not less accurate than those fiom 

the other tools, and are even more accurate in some cases, is actually encouraging. 

Additional tests performed 

In order to CO& our resultç using a norzparametric test (Le., not assuming any specific 

distribution), we also perforrned the Friedman test [pan901 on our data. This test is 

similar to the two-way ANOVA test, except that ranks are used instead of actual values of 

the metncs. 

Our results fkom this test were similar to those fiom the ANOVA tests: the null 

hypothesis for metrics Ml (completeness) c m  be rejected at the 0.05 confidence Ievel. 

For the other metrics (consistency and accuracy), no sigdicant d35erence have been 

observed. 

Since the models produced using V-elicit are more complete than the models produced 

using other tools, and that their consistency and accuracy is not affected adversely 

compared to the other tools (they could even be improved by performiog the last step of 

model verifkation), we conclude that, in general, the use of V-elicit can improve the 

overall model quality. Thus, our research hypothesis37 has been validated through this 

case study. 

57 Our research hypothesis is that a view-based approach (and its technical support) to eliciting software 
process models would result in high quality models, especially in terms of their cornpleteness (see Section 
1.1). 



7.2.2 Case study #2: Cornparison of elicitation processes 

The goal here is to compare the elicitation process when using the V-elicit system to those 

when using other tools (G2 above). More specificaiiy, we want to compare (a) the time 

spent in eliciting the models and (b) the additional resources used (e.g., interaction with 

an expert, use of paper during the elicitation process, etc.). 

In the following section, the measures to be used in this case study are discussed. The 

design of the experiment performed is integrated with that of case study #1. The reader is 

referred to Section 7.2.1.2 for details. Section 7.2.2.2 presents how data was gathered. 

Finaliy, the analysis and results are presented and discussed in Section 7.2.2.3. 

7.2.2.1 Context for Case study #2 

In order to dehne an appropriate set of measures on the elicitation process, we need to be 

speci£ic about the process issues to be examined. The questions are: 

42 - How much of the elicitation process is supported or managed by the tool, and 

how much needs to be carried out outside the tool (e.g., on paper)? Elicitation 

tasks not supported by a tool could have more variability across multiple 

elicitation efforts than when they are managed by a tool. A standardized 

elicitation process is easier to predict. 

4 3  - In general, is the elicitation process faster when using the V-elicit tool? If the 

use of an elicitation tool significantly increases the time spent eliciting a 

model, it rnight become unusable in a practical setting. Of course, the quality 

of the model produced will have to be taken into account in such analysis: it is 

normal to take more t h e  in order to get a higher quality model. 

44 - 1s the elicitation tool dficult to use? lfthe tool is very difficult to use, elicitors 

may not see the benefits of the tool, and they may stop ushg it. 



Based on these questions, the measures are (the related questions are s h o w  in 

parentheses) : 

Ml0 - Total time spent in eliciting a model, in minutes. (02, 0 3 )  

Ml 1 - T h e  spent on elicitation tasks not performed using the tool, in minutes. Here 

we are considering only the tangible tasks (e.g., developing a draft model on 

paper), not the time spent reading the text for each view and mentally 

analyzhg these views. (Q2) 

Ml2 - Percentage of the time spent in ekitation tasks not performed using the tool. 

(92) 

Ml3 - Nurnber of times the elicitor has to refer to the tool documentation or ask an 

expert in order to understand how to use the tool for a particular task. (Q4) 

7.2.2.2 Data gathering for Case study #2 

As the subjects were developing their models, data was gathered through observation: 

timing of each elicitation task, if the task was performed using the tool or not, and any 

comment or question the subject had (especidy any difficulty encountered with the 

spec5c tool). Because the subjects were often working at the same time, we needed an 

additional way to gather time information, in order to validate such data, and to ensure we 

did not miss any critical information. 

In the case of the V-elicit tool, the system has been instnimented to keep track of timing 

information: time stamps were added to a nle at the beginning and end of each major 

elicitation step . 

For the other tools, such instrumentation was not possible. We thus asked the subjects 

themselves to record time information as well. 



We did not f h d  inconsistencies between the time recorded through observations and the 

ones recorded by the subjects theruselves or by the tool, although the latter approach often 

provided more details than through observations. 

7.2.2.3 Data analysis and results of Case study #2 

The process data collected during our case study is presented in Table 16. 

Tool used: 
Subject: 
M l  0 - total elicitation time 

(in minutes) 
process 1 
process 2 
Drocess 3 

Ml 1 - tirne (and proportion 
of tïme - -12) spent not 
using the tool in minutes 

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

Ml  3 - number of times 
elicitor refers to tool 
documentation or expert 

Table 16 - Information on the elicitation process perfonned during the case study 

#2 1 #3 

As one c m  see fkom Table 16 (MlO), the elicitation process takes a lot more time when 

V-elicit is used than when other tools are used. On the other hand, as shown in the k s t  

case study, the result is of higher quality. The difEerence in the elicitation t h e  is due 

m a d y  to the fact that with V-elicit, all the three views fiom each process have to be 

modeled (separately), even if the information is repeated in multiple views. This is 

necessary in order to detect any inconsistency across the different descriptions, and take 

the appropriate decision on how to resolve the inconsistency. In this case study, the three 

view descriptions were quite short (one page long of plain text for al1 three views), so 

Tool 1 
#4 

Tool2 
#5 

TooI 3 
#6 



combining them manually using the foreign tools (Tool 1, 2, and 3) was not a ~ c u l t  

task. We believe that with larger processes, this advantage wodd be diminished 

signincantly. Also, the views were highly overlapping, and the elicitors using V-elicit had 

to model some information multiple times. Again, in larger models, this overlap is u s d y  

not that signifïcant. 

Because the other elicitation tools do not have support for views and view merging, the 

elicitors (subjects #4 and #5) had to draw a first ciraft on paper of what the model would 

look like, and then tramfer it to the elicitation tool. This is shown with the metrics Ml  1 

and M12 in Table 16. There is an exception with subject #6: the tool used in his case 

(AIO) allows one to List the different entities needed for the model (in a random order) 

before usîng them in the graphical model. The graphical editor of the tool AIO is used for 

speck&ing relationships arnong the listed entities only, not for s p e c w g  new entities. 

With this feature, the elicitor did not feel the need to combine al l  the information first on 

paper. Such a global List of entities was produced as the elicitor read through the view 

descriptions, helping in gathering complete information. An advantage of V-elicit over 

AIû is that relationships c m  also be listed as they are identifled in the view descriptions. 

After the case study, we asked the elicitors using other elicitation tools to indicate the 

approach they had used for merging the different views. They admitted that the models 

were constructed by f is t  modeling the view that seemed most central to the process, and 

then by adding additional details fiom other views. We suspect that some of the quality 

problems inherent in their models could have been caused by such an elicitation approach: 

the views provided within a singie process were sometimes inconsistent, and the most 

central view did not necessady contain the right solution to an inconsistency problem. 

With the V-elicit systern, such a problem is minimi7.ed greatly, due to its across-view 

consistency anaiysis feature that presents to the elicitor the possible solutions to each 

inconsistency. 



One problem we found with the V-elicit system is that it contains so many different 

elicitation steps and uses so many novel (and seemingly difficult) concepts, that the 

elicitors had difficulties using the tool. They asked many questions related to how to use 

the tool during the elicitation process (20, 8, and 14, as indicated by metric Ml3 in Table 

16), even after a quite extensive training period lasting four hours. In cornparison, the 

subjects using other elicitation tools had no apparent dinicuIties (no questions asked 

during the elicitation process), even though they spent only one h o u  and a half to two 

hours for their training period. 

In conclusion, the V-elicit system supports more elicitation activities (Ml 1 and M12) than 

other tools, but its concepts are more difEcult to understand, and the entire eiicitation 

process takes more time than when non-view-based elicitation tools are used. It remains 

to be seen whether this "learning curve" plateaus out over a long-term use of the tool (or 

tool of this type) and whether the performance of V-elicit outweighs that of other tools at 

that tirne. 

7.2.3 Case study #3: Tool capability in a practical setting 

For this case study, we want to make sure that V-elicit can handle large-scale industrial 

processes (goal G3). We have to test our system in a real situation, showing that it cm  

check intra-view consistency 

iden te  the cornmon components across views (or at least provide help in the cases 

the elicitor is required for such decision); 

identa  the actual inconsistencies across views; and 

that the types of inconsistencies handed do exist in real situations. 

In case studies #1 and #2 described above, it was not feasible to use industrial-scale 

processes, and simplifications had to be made to such processes. In case study #3, an 

actual industrial-scale process was used, defined fiom three dBerent (actual) agents. 



The following sections describe the details of this case study, and the results obtained. 

7.2.3.1 Context of Case study #3 

The fkst part of this study involves the verifkation of the component matching capability 

of V-elicit. The foiiowing specsc questions are asked: 

Q5 - Are the expected matches realiy found by V-elicit? 

4 6  - Are the entities not supposed to be matched really identifïed as such by 

V-elicit? 

47 - How much of the entities in the final model required assistance by the elicitor 

for correctiy matching them? 

The required metrics for answering these questions are the foliowing (with the related 

question in parenthesis): 

Ml4 - percentage of the expected matches found by V-elicit (Q5) 

Ml5 - percentage of the entities not supposed to be matched, identified as such by 

V-elicit (46) 

Ml6 - percentage of the entities in the final model where the elicitor has been 

required for correctly matching them (47) 

In the second part of this study, we want to ve* that V-elicit can identi@ the 

inconsistencies across views, and that the inconsistencies handied do exist in real 

situations. 

The types of inconsistencies that we want to check are associated with our view merging 

algorithm (see Section 6.3). The following questions provide more details on the Spe  of 

inconsistency that we are interested in: 

Q8 - 1s the "missing element" type of inconsistency found in reai situations? 

(case #1, p. 145) 



Q9 - 1s the "detail missing" type of inconsistency found in real situations? (case #2, 

p. 147) 

Q10 - 1s the " h e r  decomposition" type of inconsistency found in real situations? 

(case #3, p. 149) 

QI1 - 1s the ltdi£€erent grouping" type of inconsistency found in real situations? 

(case #4, p. 150) 

412 - 1s the "Werent decomposition" type of inconsistency found in real 

situations? (case #5, p. 152) 

Q 13 - Is the "details taken fiom outside (le*" type of inconsistency found in real 

situations? (case #6, p. 153) 

4 1 4  - 1s the "details taken fiom outside (non-leaf)" type of inconsistency found in 

real situations? (case #7, p. 155) 

Q 1 5 - 1s the "diEerent details" type of inconsistency found in real situations? 

(case #8, p. 156) 

For each of these questions, a metric on the nurnber of inconsistencies of each type found 

during the view merging step is defined (metrics Ml7 to M24). 

The validation of the intra-view consistency checking feature does not require specific 

questions and metrics, because we are only concerned with the capability of V-elicit to 

handle this . 

The metrics above (Ml4 to M24) were gathered in our case study. The details of this case 

study are provided in the next section. 

7.2.3.2 Design of Case study #3 

The example process for this case study was taken fiom a previous project in the Software 

Engineering Lab at McGill University, where a researcher modeled a company's 

Preliminary Andysis phase of software developrnent [Madg la]. 



The information we have is a transcript of the three interviews describing the point of 

view of three sources of information (agents): an analyst (developing the different 

documents), a pilot or client representative (providing the information to the analyst, 

validahg the documents, and sometimes writing documents too), and a project manager. 

The size of each view and the amount of overlap between them is provided in Table 17. 

Table 17 - Size and overlap of the views rnodeled 

Number of activities in each view 
Number of artifacts in each view 
Number of roles in each view- 
Number of relationships in each view 
Total number of unique activities (and % of overlap) 
Total number of unique artifacts (and % of overlap) 
Total number of unique roles (and % of overlap) 

In our tests, the treatment (Le., applying the V-elicit system) and the subject (Le., the 

elicitor, who was the author herseif) were kept constant. The characteristics of the subject 

are not important here because the V-elicit system is used for perfomiing the view-based 

elicitation techniques of interest. 

It has not been possible to resolve the inconsistencies within or across views by going 

back to the agents, and the author had to make decisions based on her understanding of 

the process. However, such an issue can only affect the accuracy of the final model, not 

the results of this study (Le., showing that V-eiicit can handle inconsistencies in real 

situations). From the intemal validation, we made sure that for each inconsistency found, 

the systern was correctly merging the views, for al1 possible solution of the 

inconsistencies. Here we are concemed about the capacity of V-elicit to correctly iden* 

al1 inconsistencies found in a real situation. 

View 1 
29 
7 
6 
172 
90 (14%) 
36 (17%) 
8 (100%) 

View 2 
49 
23 
7 
313 

View 3 
29 
14 
6 
162 



7.2.3.3 Data analysis and results of Case study #3 

V-elicit successfüüy analyzed and merged the three views fiom the real process given 

(Preliminary Analysis phase of software development). In the following two parts, detaiIs 

are provided on how weil V-elicit has handled the component matching and inter-view 

consistency verifkation steps. 

Component matching (Q5 to 47) 

Table 18 shows the results of the matching process. As one can see, the system cannot 

handle a l i  the cases, but it can reduce significantly the number of entities to be matched 

manually. Also, in the cases where the elicitor had to check the entities and make 

decisions about the appropriate matches, the use of the similarity scores has reduced 

considerably the number of alternatives to be considered (for each entity checked by the 

elicitor with respect to another view, only 3 to 5 possible matches were evaluated, instead 

of 29 for example - the total number of entities in the other view). It is to be noted that the 

incorrect identification of the matches were due to close similarity scores with other 

entities in these cases. 

Ml6 - percentage of the entities in the final mode1 where the elicitor 1 22% (301134) 

Ml4 - percentage of the expected matches found by V-elicit 
Ml5 - percentage of the entities not supposed to be matched, 

identified as such bv V-elicit 

has been required for correctly matching them 

58% (25143) 
83% (89/107) 

Table 18 - Indication of how weii the matching process performed on the industriai process 

Using the matches as identified by the system, and the sirriilarity scores computed, the 

elicitor may also i d e n t e  matches that were not obvious a priori. During our case study, 

the author has e s t  identified the matches manually, to check them against the ones found 

by the system. After considering the matches autornatically identifïed, she realized that 

two of the ones correctly identifïed by the system were missing fiom the ones identsed 



manuaLly. This shows the usefiilness of carefully analyzing the results (matches and 

similarity scores) of the system. 

From the results of this case study, we have identified different situations where V-elicit 

has difflculties i d e n t m g  the appropriate matches: 

differentiating between general phases and meeting activities involved in such phases 

(e.g., a document production phase, and the regular meetings involving ail developers) 

r merentiating entities described at Merent  levels of abstraction (e-g., if one view 

contains a prototype, and another one makes the merence between a textual 

prototype and a graphical prototype) 

differentiating between a general step and z sub-activity being the core part of the step 

(e.g., a prototyping activity containing a planning activity and a presentation activity, 

but rnainly containing a prototype development activity) 

We are now planning to improve the similarity score formula in these areas, and improve 

the user interface in order to help the elicitor in the assessrnent of the matches 

automatically found. Additional case studies similar to this one wiU be necessary in order 

to find the opthmm solution to this problem. From case study #1, we now know that it is 

worth exploring the problem of view merging M e r ,  because this approach c m  really 

result in higher quality models) 

Inter-view consistency checking (QS to Q15) 

Table 19 shows the number and type of the inconsistencies detected by V-elicit. These 

numbers have been validated by a manual detection of inconsistencies across views: 

V-elicit did not miss or add inconsistencies compared to what we have found manually. 

As one can see, most of the types of inconsistencies handled by V-elicit can actually occur 

in real situations. It is important to detect them al1 because each inconsistency that is not 

resolved properly can lead to a quality problem in the final model. By identifjing the 



inconsistencies and providing the List of solutions based on the information provided in 

each view, the elicitor can choose the rïght solution in a systematic way. 

Type of inconsistencies found # found 
(for a model with 

134 entities - 
see Table 17) 

67 
Ml5 - nurnber of "detail missing" 
Ml6 - number of "fïner decom~osition" 

1 Ml9 - number of "details taken fkom outside (leaf)" O I 

7 
3 

Ml7 - number of "different grouping" 
Ml8 - number of "different decomposition" 

8 
1 

Table 19 - Number and types of the inconsistencies found across Mews 

M20 - number of "details taken fiom outside (non-le@" 
M21- number of "different details" 

The high number of "rnissing element" type of inconsistency is due to the fact that the 

overlap across the views is quite smaii (only 15% for activities for example). Entities that 

are not in some of the views are often reported as "missing entities", except when other 

types of inconsistency apply in these cases (such as Ml 5, M16, and M2 1). 

O 
1 

In the case of Ml9 and M20, we were not expecting to detect such inconsistencies, as 

explained in Sections 6.3.1.6 and 6.3.1.7. In theory, it can happen that an entity (matched) 

has all of its sub-entities under other entities in the second view, but in this case the actual 

definition of the entiîy cannot be the same (close enough to still be matched). 

Conclusion 

In this case study, we have successfidly modeled an industrial-scale software process 

using ERD, thus our assumption ~ 1 ~ '  has been validated. The use (and analysis) of the 

38 Assumption Al: A process model can be specîjïed using an entity-reiationship diagram (see Section 1.2). 

20 1 



specific view-based techniques have also shown the validity of our assumptions A3 to 

~5~'. 

7.2.4 Case study #4: Parallel view elicitation 

The purpose of this case study is to ve@ that it is indeed possible to merge views 

developed by different elicitors, and still get a high quality merged model (G4). This 

would mean that the overall elicitation time could be reduced significantly by performing 

the view elicitation step concurrently for each view. 

Using such capability could also improve the model quality. By assignhg only a part of 

the process model to be developed to an elicitor, the elicitation process is then more 

manageable, and the eiicitor does not lose focus on the-consuming tasks. Also, if the 

elicitation process is performed over an extensive period of time, the process itself could 

have changed during that time, and these changes might not be refïected in the model 

developed. Hence, the model quaiity could be increased and the elicitation time decreased 

in such a case by letting multiple elicitors model subparts of the process in parallel, and 

then merging them. 

The following subsections describe our case study and analyze the results. 

39 Assumption A3: By using a language based on first-order logic, one can d e h e  what an inconsistency is 
(inside a suigle view or model), and the inconsistency verifkation can then be 
automated 

Assumption A4: The identification of similar components across views c m  be pady  automated through the 
computation of a similarity score across the components. 

Assumption AS: By a careful identification of types of inconsistencies across views, and their possible 
solutions, the view merging process can be automated using the solutions provided by the 
elicitor. 

(see Section 1.2) 



7.2.4.1 Context of Case study #4 

For this case study, the following specifïc questions are addressed: 

413 - 1s it possible to merge views of one process, produced by different elicitors? 

QI4 - In the case it is possible to merge such views, do we get sunitar q d t y  level 

than when al1 views are produced by the same elicitor? 

In order to answer the first question, we do not need a metric: we are just checking 

whether or not a merged model has been built fiom the given views. For the second 

question, we are using the same quality rnetrics as in case study #l (Ml to M3)- 

The following section describes how this case study was performed. 

7.2.4.2 Design of Case study #4 

In this case study, we used the views produced by the subjects using V-elicit in the case 

study #1, and then we merged them. For each of the three processes the subjects had to 

model, three views were availabie. We randomly mapped each view to one of the 

subjects, and built a new set of three views (dl  views fiom our new set were fiom 

different elicitors). 

We then used the V-elicit system to merge such randomly chosen views into a merged 

model, and measured the quality of that model in the same way as in case study #1. We 

could then compare the quality of our merged model with the subject's models fiom case 

study #1. 

This merging task was performed by the author, but this is not expected to have an impact 

on the results because the part that is expected to introduce more of the quality problems 

is the view elicitation part, and this was performed by the subjects of the case study #1. 



The results of this case study are shown in the next section. 

7.2.4.3 Data analysis and resuits of Case study #4 

For d l  the three processes that were modeled, the V-elicit system was successfid in 

merging the views fiom different elicitors. Table 20 shows the quality metrics for the 

models produced in this case study, as well as the original models produced by each 

subject in case study #l. 

Subject 
completeness (Ml) 

process I 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 
inconsistency (MS)  

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 
inaccuracy (M3) 

process 1 
process 2 
process 3 

mean 

Table 20 - Quality redts ,  when combinùig views fkom different elicitors 

We applied the same statistical tests as in case study #1 (two-way ANOVA test and 

Friedman's test). The last column of Table 20 indicates the p-value associated with the 

two way ANOVA test. None ofthe p-values are smail enough to reject the null hypothesis 

(the same hypothesis as in case study #1), indicating that the models fiom case study #4 

were not of significantly Werent quality than the ones produced by individual elicitors 

(case study #1). 



7.2.5 Case study #5: External validity constraints 

For this case study, we want to make sure that development poiicies can be defined in our 

constraint Ianguage, and that a model can be checked agaiast them (G5). Note that 

because we are only concemed with the capability of V-elicit here, no specific 

question/metric is necessary. 

We used the book by Davis Pav951, which descnbes principles of software development, 

as our source of independently stated constraints. In this book, the principles are 

categorized by the development phase in which they apply (e-g., requirement engineering, 

design, etc.). 

We selected approximately seven policies per development phase, for a total of 35 

constraints, and we formally specified them in our constraint language. Each constraint 

has been tested on an example process model. The constraints specined are listed in 

Appendix E. 

The policies were selected based on the amount of interpretation we had to make in order 

to formalize them: we avoided the ones that required an interpretation that could be 

dBerent fiom one orgauïzation to another. For example, we did not specify a constraint 

such as "trust your people", that can be interpreted as "the manager shodd not be central 

to al1 development activities" or as "lower level steps should not aii be managed by the 

top manager". 

In some cases, the principle described was not really a development policy, but instead a 

description of some lessons learned. For example, the plinciple that States that a prototype 

reduces the nsks associated with the selection of the user interface. Since these are not 

development constraints, they were not fomaily specined as such. 



For the venflcation of such constraints on a given model, we have developed example 

models containing the information to be checked. For this purpose, the modeling schema 

had to be modified in order to handle the required types of information. This has shown 

the adaptability of the ERD modeling schema to one's needs (independently specifïed, 

fiorn the given development policies), and thus the validity of our assumption M 4 0 .  

The fact that we were able to s p e c e  the 35 constraints that were selected, and check the 

process models against these, demonstrates the capabiiity of V-elicit in handihg this type 

of constraints (and the vaiidity of our assumption ~ 6 ~ ' ) .  

From the five case studies described above, we noticed that: 

the completeness of the models produced by V-elicit is better than that in models 

produced by other elicitation tools, and that the consistency and accuracy stays the 

same even if it was actually expected to be worse in the circumstances mentioned 

above. 

the tirne spent eliciting models wing V-elicit is generally greater than when using other 

elicitation tools. However, it is possible to model dif5erent views concurrently @y 

different elicitors), and stiil obtain hi& quality modeIs. 

V-elicit has a higher [earning cuve than other tooIs, as it contains many novel concepts 

that most elicitors do not have expenence with. 

V-elicit supports more of the elicitation tasks than do other tooIs, and the elicitors do 

not need to first produce drafts of models on paper, unlike in other elicitation tools. 

V-elicit can properly merge views f?om a large-scale process. 

the inconsistencies (across views) handled by V-elicit do occur in red situations. 

40 Assumption A2: Using entity-relationship diagrams ailows the elicitor to d e h e  the types of information a 
model should contain (see Section 1.2). 
4 1 Assumption A6: By using a language based on &-order Iogic, one can formaliy describe development 
policies, and their verification on a given model can be automated (see Section 1.2). 



development policies can be fomally specified in V-elicit, and models cm be checked 

against them. 

While replication of the case studies could lead to firmer resuits, our results support the 

argument that V-elicit systern is a tangible progress over other ehcitation approaches and 

tools. 

From the case studies, we have ideniified several improvernent opportunities: 

The subjects fiom the case study #I have found that the use of plain text files when 

eliciting views had the foilowing drawbacks: it was annoying to re-type the name of 

the entities when they were involved in multiple relationships, and typing rnistakes 

were fkequent but discovered too late (when translating back to V-elicit). More 

support would be required in such phase, probably by adding a graphitai interface. 

In some cases, the commonality analysis fùnction does not conectly detect cornmon 

components across the views. Three situations that V-elicit has d ~ c u l t i e s  with have 

been identified in Section 7.2.3.3. An analysis of the types of information to be used 

in such cases, and potentially their weights, would be required to improve the 

commonality anaiysis function in these situations. 

From the observation of the subjects in the case study #1 (during the "identification of 

common components" phase), we noticed that they had ~ c u l t i e s  in analyùng the 

sirnilarity scores. A better interface (maybe a graphical one) would be required here, 

to provide better help and guidance during this task. 

These issues are a subject of future research and experirnentation. 

7.3 Literature comparison 

In the previous section, we have compared V-elicit with existing (commercially available) 

modeling tools. This comparison would not be complete without a comparison with state- 

of-the-art modeling tools descnbed in the literature. 



As discussed in Section 2.2, many process modeling tools and process-oriented 

development enWonments have been described in the literature in the last few years. 

These tools have either been used, or could be use& in indutriai elicitation efforts. For a 

description of each of these tools, the reader is referred to the Appendk D. In this section, 

we compare those tools with our V-elicit system, on the basis of the support provided for 

view-based elicitation tasks. 

Table 21 shows the results of our comparison. The criteria used in the comparison are the 

requirements for a view-based elicitation tool presented in Chapter Three. Notice that 

such requirements have been validated through presentations and discussions with experts 

in the field. We have added three other requirements ("model simulation", "process model 

execution", and "process guidance and work coordination"), to show the additional 

features handled by these tools, but not included in V-elicit since they are not necessary 

for the elicitation process. 

As one can see, although these other tools are "good" for the purposes they were built 

(e.g., simulation, execution and guidance), they do not generally implement the 

requirements necessary for view-based elicitation. 

In some cases (e.g., Adele-Tempo PEM941, Articulator [Sca99], MarveVOz PeK981, 

Merlin [ScW95], Process Weaver Per931, and ProcessWise pGR94]), views of the 

process are provided during execution, mainly as agendas for developers. The list of 

activities to be in each of these views can be specifïed in the language, often as a link 

between an activity and the role performing it. 

Some tools (e-g., Articulator [Sca99], MVP-E pHM97], Statemate weH89], PFV 

[DPV97], and Funsoft nets [DeG98]) have functions for v e r m g  the consistency and 

completeness of a model. Examples of such verifications include: use of undefined 

elements, type mismatches, uncomected or useless elements (e.g., artifact produced that 

is not used), deadlocks and race conditions, inconsistencies in the refinement of activities, 



etc. These verifkations are reIated to the fked modeling schema provided by such tooIs, 

and cannot be specified by the user like in V-elicit. 

In the case of MVP-E, some techniques are currently being developed by Verlage [Ver961 

for helping in the elicitation of process models fiom different views: a similarity analysis 

function to help identifjhg the common elements across views, and a tentative set of 

consistency rules to detect inconsistencies between two views. As expIained in Section 

2.2, the similarity function is based on the MVP-L constructs only, and is not meant for 

any type of information. Afso, the detection of inconsistencies does not handle the 

differences in the abstraction hierarchies (i.e., the inconsistencies related to entity 

decomposition). 

Ody one other tool, OPSIS [ACF96], allows the reconstruction of a model fiom views. 

The interfaces (or common elernents) of the views are specined by the user in a formal 

notation. Operators are used to spec* the steps in recombining the views (which 

elements should be kept, which elements should be added to link existing elernents, and 

which label should be kept in case of confiicts among element names). Their approach is 

used in the context of the modification of an existing model, performed by first 

decomposing the model into views, and recomposing it after the changes are made. Such 

manual view-merging approach might be viable for such situation, but it is difficult to 

apply directly on a set of newly elicited views. 

In summary, ody  V-elicit provides features for deking the modeling schema to be used, 

and elicit a model fiom different views, detecting and solving inconsistencies among 

them. 
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7.4 Lessons learned 

We have leamed several lessons related to V-elicit development and elicitation of process 

models. These are listed below. 

The quality of process rnodels developed is affected by the perception of the elicitor. We 

have noticed that even though a textual process description seems clear and unambiguous 

a priori, different elicitors may understand it in different ways, based on their bowledge 

of, or experience with, similar processes. CommUfl1:cation and model validation with 

agents involved in the elicited process is critical to increase the model accuracy. 

Entities at dzjj4erent levels of abstraction may have simiZar descr@tions. For example, an 

activity called "review" may be similar to the sub-activity "review meeting", because it is 

the core part of the review process. In both cases, the same agents are involved, and the 

input/output is similar. This kind of situation occurs more often than we expected, making 

the process of i d e n m g  common components across views impossible to fully 

automate. We believe that the elicitor will always be required for this task. However, the 

system c m  help by showing level of similarity between entities (as provided in V-elicit). 

Full description of a given entiîy cannot be assumed by a s i d e  agent. Sometimes, one 

agent may be so absorbed in describing details that obvious tasks or inpdoutput might 

not be mentioned in hislher view @ut others interacting wiîh this agent might be aware of 

such information). The impact of this is that the model we get fkom mer-6g the diEerent 

views may not be fiilly connected at the bottom level of abstraction, as we might expect. 

The "intemal validation constraints" applied to views should be vedied again on the final 

model. 

Document a prototype adequately when it is large. Even though a prototype does not 

necessarily require füll documentation, a large one ( m e  V-elicit, with its 60 KLOC in 275 

classes) does need at least documented requirernents and design, for a better 



understanding of  the system and for M e r  development or maintenance involving 

different people. We did not see that need at the beginning of the development effort, 

resultuig in poor documentation. This then led to dBiculties in training new people on 

that project. We thus decided to re-write documentation properly, in order to rernedy to 

the situation in later development phases. 



Chapter Eight - Summary and conclusion 

In this thesis, we have presented new techniques for eiiciting a software process mode1 

fiom different sources of information (or views): constraint verincation, for detecting 

ha-view inconsistencies (both interna1 and extemai validation); component matching, 

for i d e n t m g  common components across views; and view rnergïng, for building a 

single overall model fiom the views, after detecting and resolving inconsistencies across 

them. These techniques have been implemented in a prototype system c d e d  "V-elicit", 

which also provides support for the entire elicitation process: elicitation planning, view 

elicitation, view merging, and verifkation of the final model. 

The six initial technical assumptions (Section 1.2), related to our choice of approaches 

and techniques, have been verifïed through the case studies, in the following way: 

I Technical assumptions 1 Related 

I 1 case 

Al .  A process mode1 can be specified using an entity-relationship diagram. 
A2. Using entity-relationship diagrams ailows the elicitor to define the types 

1 inconsistency is (inside a single view or model), and the inconsistency 1 

studies 
#3 
ff5 

of information a model shodd contain. 
A3. By using a Ianguage based on fist-order logic, one can define what an #3 

1 automated through the computation of a similarity score acrosi the 1 
verification can then be automated. 

A4. The identification of similar components across views c m  be partly #3 

components. 
A5. By a carefid identification of types of inconsistencies across views, and 

1 automated. 

#3 
their possible solutions, the view merging process can be automated using 
the solutions provided by the elicitor. 

A6. By using a language based on &st-order Iogic, one can formally describe 
developrnent policies, and their verification on a given model can be 

#5 



Also, our research hypothesis (Section 1. l), stating that a view-based approach to eliciting 

software process model would lead to quaiity process models (mainly their completeness), 

has been verifïed through our case study #1. 

Additional experimentation has shown that the tirne spent in modeling the Merent views 

separately (in V-elicit) is higher than when developing one model directly (in other tools). 

However, multiple elicitors can work in pardel on different views, without affecthg the 

quality of the final model, thus reducing the overail eiicitation tirne. The parallel view 

elicitation would also increase the chances of getting an accurate model in a changing 

environment (with a high tum-around of agents in the process), by pennitting the elicitors 

to go back quickly to the sources of information when details or input are required. Their 

input might be required as early as in the intra-view consistency checking step. 

Such a system helps in eliciting consistent, complete, and accurate process models in a 

systematic way. The benefits of a hi& quaiity descriptive process model is that any 

follow-up decisions would have a soiid plaiform. Example decisions include: analysis of a 

descriptive process mode1 to seek improvement opportunities; generdization of multi- 

project models to standardize product quality and development cycle-times; assessment 

and certification of processes; automation of processes; etc. Thus, as can be seen, many of 

the widely recognized process-oriented activities are based on the ground-work that is 

presented here. These activities have a positive impact on the quality of the software 

developed. 

Finally, no other tooI or approach, to our knowiedge, provides such complete 

technological support for view-based elicitation. 
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Appendix A - Views used as example for Section 5.2 

The following figures represent the entire set of aspects for each of the three views in Section 5.2. As a reminder, these three views 

were used to illustrate how to elicit a software process mode1 from different views. In Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27, partial 

information on these views were given. Here, the entire information is presented, through different aspects, as it appears in the V-elicit 

system, 
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Figure 79 - Bob's activity diirntion aspect 





























Appendix B - Final model after merging the views in Appendix A 
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Figure 93 - Activity decompositioii aspect of the final model 



Figure 94 - Activity durntion aspect of the final niode1 
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Figure 96 - Role assignment aspect of the final mode1 



Appendix C - Grammar for constraints 

constra.int :r- ForAli( element-in-set, constraïnt ) 
1 ThereIs( element-b-set, constraint ) 
1 condition 

element-in-set ::= ( element-variable, Est-expression ) 
// elementtvariable E list-exqression 

List-expression :F Set( string ) 
// use of a set variable (E or R) 

[ SetConstruct( element-in-set, condition ) 
/ / { a ~ A l  ...} 

1 TypedEntSet( string, string ) 
// the fkst string is the set variable (E) and the second is the entiqr type 

1 TypedRelSet( string, string, string, string ) 
// the fïrst string is the set variabIe (R) and the others make up 
// the relationship type 

1 ( List-expression Est-expression-operator Est-expression ) 

Est~expression~operator ::= Union 
1 Intersection 

entit~varïable : := string 
// entity variable name 

relationship-variab le ::= string( entity-variable, entitxvariable, string_varïable ) 
// relationship variable name containing entity variables and variable 
// for relationship type 

string-variab le ::= string 
// variable for a string 

condition ::= Tme 
1 False 
1 Nor condition 
1 ( condition-without-bracket ) 

condition- tho out-bracket ::= condition condition-operator condition 
1 nuncondition 
1 stringcondition 
1 tirne-condicion 
1 list-condition 
1 stringiist-condition 
1 char-condition 
1 bool-condition 

condition-operator ::= And 
I Or 
1 implies 



mm-condition :F numumexpression num~condition~operator num-expression 

num-expression ::= number 
1 ( num-expression mm-expression-operator num-expression ) 
1 Round num-expression 
1 T m c  n~m~expression 
( Max( string, list-expression ) 

Il maximum of attribute "string" over the given iist 
1 Min( srring, list-expression ) 
( Sun( string, list-expression ) 
1 Mean( string, list-expression ) 
1 Sqrt num-expression 
f Card Est-expression 

11 number of elements of the iist 
f Card str-Est-expression 
[ GetInterval( tirne-expression, tirne-expression ) 
1 GetnValueOf( strÏng, entity-variable ) 

11 get the value of attribute "string" in entity-variable (number) 

na-e?cpression-operator :F -t- 
I - 
I * 
I l  
I A 

1 MOD 
I D r v  

char-condition ::= char_expression char-condition-operator char-expression 

charexpression ::= 'char' 
1 GetcValueOfi string, entity-variable ) 

11 get the value of attrïïute "string" in entit~variable (character) 

char-condition-operator ::= = 
1 != 

bool-condition ::= ThereIsRel( entity-variable, entity-variable, stringiist-expression ) 
11 there is a single relationship between these entities of one of 
11 the relationship type specified in stringlist-expression 

1 ThereIsPath( entity-variable, entity-variable, string_list-expression ) 
11 there is a set of relationships that one can use to go fiom one entity 
// to the 0th- (relationships should be of the types specified 
11 in stringlist-expression) 

1 ThereIsMuiiplePaths( entiv-variable, entity-variable, stringList-expression ) 
// there is more than one set ... (see above) 

1 ThereIsDirectedPath( entity-variable, entity_variable, stxhg-list-expression ) 
11 (see above) should go fiom first entity to second entity 



1 ThereIsMulfipleDirectedPaths( entity-variable, entity-variable, stringList-expression ) 
1 ContaulsAtt( string, entity-variable ) 

// check if this entity has a vaiue for attribute "string" 
1 I s L e a  entity-variable ) 

// this entity does not have children (using "is-composed-of' 
// relationship type) 

1 GetbVaiueOfl string, entity-variable ) 
// get the value of attribute "string" in entit~variable (boolean) 

1 SameEnt( entity-variable, entitxvariable ) 
// the two entities have same name and same type 

strinpcondition ::= string-expression string-expression-operator string-expression 

strin~expression ::= " string " 
GetsValueQfl string, entity-variable ) 

// get the value of aten'bute "string" in entity_variabIe (string) 
GetEntName( entity-variable ) 
GetEntTypeC entity-variable ) 
GetEntSubType( entity-variable ) 
GetReIType( entity-variable ) 
GetRelDecompBehav( relation~hip~variable ) 

stringexpression-operator ::= = 
1 != 
[ Contains 

the-condition ::= tirne-expression num_condition_operator the-expression 

tirne-e-yression ::= Tirne( string ) 
// time value (yy/IIM/ddhm/ss) 

1 GettValueO f( string, entit~variable ) 
// get the value of artribute "string" in entiv-variable (time) 

list-condition ::= list expression Est-expression-2 
1 element-variableiable IsElementOf lin-expression 

list-expression-2 ::= list-condition-operator list-expression 
I ~ s E ~ P ~ Y  

list-condition-operator ::= = 
1 != 
1 hcludes 

stringlist-condition ::= string-Est-expression strinalist-eqression-2 
1 string-vaxiable IsVarElementOf string_liststexpression 

// the value of this variable is in the Est 
1 string-expression IsValElementOf string-Iist-expression 

// the specifies value is in the List 

string-list-expression ::= Stringset( string ) 
// string set variable name 



( EntType( list-expressSon ) 
// Est of entity types used in the specified list 

1 EntSubType( List-expression ) 
1 RelType( Est-expression ) 
1 RelTypeKeyword( List-expression ) 
1 RelDecompBehav( Est-expression ) 
1 AttNme( entity-variable ) 
1 At&Type( entity-variable ) 
1 AttDecompBehav( endtxvariable ) 
1 ( str-lia-expression list-expression-operator str-Est-expression ) 
1 ( "string" enumerated-string-Est 

// enumeratZon of strings 



Appendïx D - State-of-the-art process modehg tools and environments 

Adele-Tempo PEM941: 

Adele was originaliy a configuration management system, and has then been 

adapted to a software engineering environment. It can support the modehg of 

processes (through event-trigger mechanisms) and products (using extended entity- 

relationship diagrams). When executing the process, each agent uses a Work 

Environment, showing and controlling the part of the process related to that specific 

agent. Adele handles data coordination and cooperative work. 

APEL PEA981: 

APEL models are buiit on top of existing process engines and environments (such 

as Adele and Process Weaver) that use formalism hard to understand for non 

process experts. APEL uses a graphical notation for high-level process descriptions, 

and textual notation for precise details (such as tools used) necessary for the process 

engine. The static aspects, such as the activities, products, and agents, are modeled 

in an object-onented language. The dynamic aspects are specified in control flow, 

data flow, and state diagrams. A translater is used to generate an executable mode1 

(in Adele or Weaver for example) fiom the hi&-level descriptions and diagrams. 

Articulator [Sca99] : 

Articulator is a knowledge-based environment in which software processes can be 

modeled, analyzed and simulated. A textual modeling notation ailows the user to 

speciîy objects (resources, agents, and tasks) with their attributes and relationships. 

Rules are used to speci@ agent's actions (behavioral information). Two types of 

simulation are available: knowledge-based simulation (KBS), implemented in 

Articulator, and discrete-event simulation (DES), using another tool interfacing with 

Articulator. When KBS is used, the trace ("trajectory") of the simulation is stored, 

allowing for later quenes and anaiysis, for example going forward or backward 



fiom a specific state- These functionalities c m  be applied to the entire model or to a 

subset of a model related to a spec5c agent. 

EPOS m 9 7 1 :  

EPOS is a software process modeling and enactment system. It uses an object- 

oriented language calIed SPELL for modehg activities, products, tools, and roles. 

Pre/post-conditions and code describing the tasks (in a programming language) are 

stored as attributes of the objects. The model c m  be instantiated into a task network, 

that is then executed. Such task network c m  be modifïed while being executed. An 

experience database captures the project history. 

Funsoft nets PeG981: 

Funsoft nets are high-level Petri net notation, extended with elements usefid for 

modeling software processes (e-g., duration of activities, different f i ~ g  behaviors 

depending on the number of tokens produced and consumed, etc.). Such process 

models can be simulated, and validated through the analysis of their static and 

dynarnic properties. The entire approach also includes object models, describing the 

structure of objects through extended entity-relationship diagrams, and 

organizational models, showing the organizational entities involved in the process. 

JIL / Little-JIL [Su097, WLM981: 

JIL is an executable process modeling notation similar to a programming Iangtiage. 

It has its roots in the modeling language Appl-A. It contains a rich set of constructs 

for modeling control- flo w and coordination. Little-JJL is a higher-level graphical 

modeling language, that is mapped to the JIL language for execution. Again, the 

focus is on activity coordination, and it assumes that the agent hows how to 

perform the different activities (so do not need a description of such activities). 



Marvel / Oz P e K 9  81 : 

Marvel is a software development environment using a client-server architecture. A 

rule-based process modeling language is used to specm tasks, as weii as their 

parameters, preconditions, tools to be used, and effects of their completion @ost- 

conditions). Forward and backward chaining on those mies is used to enforce and 

automate the process. 

The Oz environment is based on similar ideas, but it can support multi-site 

development. It manages the comection between multiple autonomous and 

geographîcdy distributed processes. Multiple servers are used, having their own 

process model and tools. Each server c m  open connections to remote servers on 

demand, ailowing for coordination across development sites. 

Merlin [ScW95] : 

Merlin is a process-centered software development environment. Each developer 

performs hisher work through a working context speci@bg information on 

activities, states and documents available. The process descriptions (documents, 

roles, and activities) and the information on the instantiated process are specified 

using facts in a PROLOG-like language. The behavioral information is specifïed in 

preconditions. The working contexts show the activities that c m  be executed by that 

person (Le., having ail preconditions met). Specfic rules can also be specified for 

transactions, indicating how to resolve coordination conflicts such as concurrent 

access to a document. 

MW-E pHM971: 

MVP-E is an environment integrating multiple tools used for software process 

modeling, simulation, and execution. The modeling language used is MVP-L, a 

formal (textual) notation that is used to describe activities, products, resources, and 

their attributes. Such attributes can be used in an interface to measurement tools, 

allowing automatic and manual data collection. Entry and exit criteria are used to 

model the control flow among activities. Because of the di£Eculty to view and 



understand a model from a textual description, a graphical editor (GEM) has been 

added. The structural aspects of the models can be analyzed, and consistency can be 

checked. Fu11ctionalities are being added to support view-based modeling, where 

multiple views would be elicited independently and merged: a similanty analysis 

h c t i o n  to help identifjing the common elements across views, and a tentative set 

of consistency d e s  to detect inconsistencies between two views. 

OPSIS [ACF96] : 

OPSIS is a view mechanism that p e r d s  one to extract or merge views fiom models 

specified in a Petri-Net type of notation (e-g., Process Weaver). It contains a formal 

notation and operators for the user to speciS. how a view should be extracted fkom a 

model, and how multiple views should be recombined (possibly after r n o d w g  the 

views). The interface between the views must be specified. 

Process Weaver Fer931 : 

Process Weaver is a software development environment providing active process 

support and process automation. Communication with the developers is done 

through agendas. The rnodeling language used has 3 levels: method, cooperative 

procedures, and work context levels. At the method IeveI, the hierarchy of activities 

is specified in a graph, and forms are used to capture additional information such as 

input/output and roles. The control flow information is specïfïed at the cooperative 

procedures level, using transition nets (Petri nets augmented with preconditions and 

actions). The information the developer gets (Le., documents and tools to be used 

for a task) is modeled at +he work context level. 

ProcessWise Integrator / ProcessWeb @3GR94, GrW961: 

ProcessWise Integrator is an environment executing a process model, and providing 

information to the different roles via agendas. The modeling language used is an 

object-oriented one, consisting of four main types of objects: roies, actions 



(activities), entities (artifacts), and interactions. Mod.ijïcations of the process mode1 

can be made whiie the pcocess is executing. 

The user interface of ProcessWise has been moved to WWW (using the Common 

Gateway Interface) in a new tool called ProcessWeb. 

PFV @PV97] : 

PFV (or Process Flowchart Visualization) is a set of tools for modeling software 

processes in a textual notation, and then visuaiize them in a flowchart (generated in 

the graph drawing program "Dot"). It is based on their initial "Interact/Intermediatel' 

tool. The modehg notation includes features for s p e c w g  activities and their 

input/output, decision points, roles, resources, and policies (including pre- and post- 

conditions). It is also possible to speciS. additional types of information (cg., 

groups and persons). In the graphs generated, colors can be specified for dBerent 

types of information, making the visualization and understanding easier. Process 

analysis functions are also provided, including verification of input/output 

mismatches, identification of sources and sinks, and a variety of summaries. 

SPADE @3NF96]: 

SPADE is a process-centered software engineering environment. The process is 

modeled in the language SLANG, a high-level Petri-Net based formalism. The 

artifacts are kept and maintained in an object-oriented database. Multiple users are 

supported over a network. Each user interacts with the process through a set of 

integrated tools. 

Statemate BeH89] : 

Statemate is a process modeling and simulation tool. It was originally developed for 

speci@ng and designing real-time reactive systems, but its hctionalities codd be 

applied to software processes as well. Three perspectives can be modeled in 

Statemate: functionai (activities and information flow), behavioral (through 

statecharts), and organizational (representing agents and communication). Static 



analysis permits the modeler to check the mode1 for consistency, completeness, and 

correctness. Deadlocks, race conditions, and behavioral ambiguities can also be 

detected through simulation. 

X-elicit ITvM[H94] : 

X-elicit is a front-end elicitation tool, used when gathering software process 

information. It helps in stmctuning th% information before entering it in another 

rnodeling tool such as Statemate (for graphical visiiafization and analysis). 

Templates are provided for entering (textuai) information in attributes. For example, 

the ternplate for an activity has attributes "Goal", "Artifact-Input", "Artifact-Output", 

"Entry-criteria", "Exit-criteria", etc. The type of information to be entered is fully 

user-definable. 



Appendix E - External validity constraints specified 

As part of the validation of V-elicit (see Section 7.2.5), we have formally speciiïed 
development policies fÎom the foliowhg book: 

Davis, "20 1 principles of software development", McGraw Efill, 1 995, 

Here are the 35 constraïnts specified, fkom different development phases. 

#1 - Quality is #l (i.e., process should include SQA activities) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEnt Set@, activity)), GetEntSubType(e)=" S QA") 

#5 - Don't try to retrofit quality (i.e., link between development activities and SQA 
activities should appear at each stage, starting at requirement engineering phase) 

For a given stage: 

ThereIs((r(e 1 ,e2,t),TypedReiSet(R, activity, verifies, activity)), 
(GetEntSubType(e1) = "SQA") and 
(GetsValueOf(phase,e2) = "requirement engineering")) 

#8 - Comrnunicate with customer/user 

ThereIs((r(e 1 ,eS,t),R), (GetEntName(e 1) = "custorner") and 
(GetEntType(e2) = "role")) 

#18 - Should develop a short user's manual (e-g., iess than 50 pages) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, artifact)), 
(GetEntName(e)="user manual") and (GetiValueO f(nbpages ,e) < 50)) 

#23 - Use tools, but be realistic 

Therels((r(e l ,e2,t),TypedRelSet(R, activity, uses, tool)), tme) 

#32 - Use document standards 

ThereIs((r(e 1 ,e2,t),TypedRelSet(R, activity, uses, artifact)), 
GetEntName(e2) = "document standard") 



#33 - Every document needs a glossary 

ForAll((d1 ,SetConstnrct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e1) = "document")), 

ThereIs((d2,SetConstruct((e2,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e2) = "glossarytr)), 

ThereIsRel(d 1 ,d2,"aaifact contains artifact"))) 

#34 - Every software needs an index 

ForAll((d1 ,SetConstruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e 1) = "software")), 

ThereZs((d2, S etConstmct((e2,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEnt SubType(e2) = "index")), 

ThereISRel(d 1 ,d2 ,"artifact contains artifact "))) 

#39 - Determine problern before writing requirements 

ThereIs((a1 ,SetConstruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e 1) = "determine problems")), 

ThereIs((a2, SetConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e2) = "write requirements")), 

GettValueOf(enddtime,a 1) < GettValueOf(start-time, a2))) 

#4L - F k  requirement specifïcation errors now (i.e., make the modifications imrnediately 
after fïnduig errors - within one hour) 

Therek((a1 ,SetConstruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e l) = "fïnd requirement enor")), 

ThereIs((a2, SetConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEnName(e2) = "fïx requirement errer")), 

GetInterval(GettValueOf(end_time, a 1 ), GettValueOf(startarttime,a2)) < 60)) 

#43 - Record why requirements were included 

ForAU((d 1 ,SetConstruct((el ,TypedEntSet(E,rirtifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e f ) = "requirement")), 

ThereIs((d2,SetConstnict((eS,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEnt SubType(e2) = "rationale")), 

ThereIsRel(d 1 ,d2,"artifact stated-for artifact"))) 



#45 - Review requirements 

ForAll((d1 ,SetComtruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e1) = "requirementl')), 

ThereIs((al,SetConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet@,acti~ity))~ 
GetEntName(e2) = "review")), 

ThereIsRel(d1 ,al ,"artifact is-validated-by activity"))) 

#48 - Use multiple views of requirernents 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, activity)), 
(GetEntNarne(e)="gather requirernents") and 
(Card SetConstruct((e2,TypedEntS et(E,role)), 

(GetEntSubType(e2) = "user") and 
(ThereIsRel(e2,e 1, "role communicates-with activity"))) 

' 1)) 

#50 - Prioritize requirements 

ForAU((d1 ,SetConstruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,artifact)), 
GetEntS ubType(e 1) = " requir ement")), 

ContainsAtt@riority,dl)) 

X52 - Separately number every requirements 

ForAll((d1 ,SetConstnict((e 1 ,TypedEntSet@,artifact)), 
GetEntSubType(e 1) = "requirement")), 

ContainsAtt(number,d 1)) 

Design (6) 

#62 - Trace design to requirements 

ForAlI((e,TypedEntSetOE, module)), 
ThereIs((r(e1 ,e2,t),TypedRelSet module, cornes-fiom, requirement)), 
SarneEnt(e,e 1 1)) 

#63 - Evaluate alternatives 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntS et(E, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="eval~mte alternative") and 
(GetsValueOf@hase,e) = "design")) 



#64 - Design without documentation is not design (i.e., should have a design document) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, artifact)), 
GetEntName(e)="design document") 

#66 - Don't re-invent the wheel (i.e., need an activity to evaluate oppominities to reuse) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="assess reusability") and 
(GetsValueOf(phase,e) = "design")) 

#68 - Avoid numerous special cases (e.g., no more than 10) 

ForAlI((e,TypedEntSet(E, module)), 
Card SetConstruct((e2,TypedEntSet(E,a~temative)), 

ThereIsRel(e,e2,"module includes alternativen)) 
<= 1 O) 

#79 - Use efficient algorithm (Le., should have an activity that analyses the efficiency) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="analyse efficiency") and 
(GetsValueOf@hase,e) = "design")) 

#8 8 - Avoid global variables 

ForAll((d l ,TypedEntSet(E,variable)), 
GetEntSubType(d1) != "global") 

#90 - Avoid side-effects (i.e., use only local variables and parameters) 

ForAll((r(f1 ,dl ,t),TypedRe1Set(R, function, uses, data)), 
ThereIs((d2, S etConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet(E,modde)), 

ThereIsRel(e2,fl ,"module contains function"))), 
(ThereIsRel(f1 ,dl ,"f'ûnction has-parameter data")) or 
(ThereIsRel(d2,dl, module contains data")))) 

#93 - Use optimal data structures (i.e., need an activity to analyze them) 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="analyze data structures") and 
(GetsValueOf@hase,e) = "coding")) 



#96 - Document before you start coding 

ThereXs((a1 ,SetConstnict((e l ,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e 1) = "documenting")), 

ThereIs((a2,SetConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet@,acti~~)), 
GetEntNarne(e2) = "coding")), 

GettVdueOf(end-time,al) c GettValueO~~tart~time~a2))) 

ff97 - Hand-execute every component 

ForAU((e,TypedEntSet(E, module)), 
ThereIs((a2,SetConstruct((e2,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 

GetEntNarne(e2) = %and-execute")), 
ThereIsRel(e,a-î,"rnodule used-by activity "))) 

#98 - Inspect code 

ForAU((e,TypedEntSet(E, module)), 
ThereIs((a2,SetConstnict((e2,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 

GetEntName(e2) = "inspect code")), 
ThereIsRel(e,a2,"module used-by activity"))) 

#10 1 - Don't nest too deep (e-g., no more than 3 levels) 

#IO7 - Trace tests to requirements 

ForM((e,TypedEntSet(E, test)), 
ThereIs((r(e 1 ,e2,t),TypedRelSet(R, test, cornes-fiom, requirement)), 
SameEnt(e,e 1))) 

#108 - Plan tests long before it is time to test 

ThereIs((a 1 ,SetConstruct((e 1 ,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e1) = "plan test")), 

ThereIs((a2,SetCons~ct((e2,TypedEntSet(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e2) = "testing")), 

GettVaiueOf(end_time,al) < GettValueOf(starttarttime,a2))) 



#log - Don? test your own software 

ForAU((r(el,e2,t),TypedRelSet(R, role, validates, artifact)), 
not ThereIsRel(e2,e 1 ,"arHact is-developed-by role"))) 

# I l 0  - Don't write your own test plans 

ForAll((r(e I ,e2,t),TypedRelSet(R, role, develops, test-plan)), 
not ThereIsRel(e2,e 1, "test-plan is-used-by role"))) 

#115 - Use black-box and white-box testing 

ThereIs((e,TypedEntSet(E, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="white-box testing") and 
(GetsValueOf@hase,e) = "testing")) 

Thereïs((e,TypedEnt S et@, activity)), 
(GetEntName(e)="black-box testing ") and 
(GetsValueOf@hase,e) = "testing")) 

#123 - Don't integrate before unit test 

ThereIs((a I ,S etConstmct((e 1 ,TypedEnt Set(E,activity)), 
GetEntName(e1) = "unit test")), 

ThereIs((a2,SetConstnict((e2,Ty~edEntSet~,activi~))~ 
GeEntName(e2) = " integrate")), 

GettVdueOf(end-time,al) c GettValueOfi(st~time,a2))) 

# 125 - Analyze causes for errors 

ForAii((e,TypedEntSet(E, error)), 
ThereIs((r(e l ,e2,t),TypedRelS et(R, activity, anal yse-cause-O f, error)), 
SameEnt(e,e2))) 




